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described “Mixed Economy”. Everyone needs
guidelines as to what to do with your freedom fish, once
CAPITALISM, AS IN “FREE ENTERPRISE”
you land it.
—TRYING AGAIN!
Therefore: Part 2
[QUOTING, Ayn Rand on the subject of Free
Interruptions come and go, but we are getting Enterprise, 1965:]
prepared to stop the incredible nonsense and continue
moving on with HOW to build a “better way”. I don’t
MIXED ECONOMY
have any attachment to the word “Capitalism” for it,
A mixed economy is a mixture of freedom and
like “Love”, is so misused and abused as to no longer
have much of a positive perception or definition. We controls—with no principles, rules or theories to define
can, however, still speak of “Free Enterprise”, and have either. Since the introduction of controls necessitates
some small measure of recognition of what the term and and leads to further controls, it is an unstable, explosive
practice might actually mean.
mixture which, ultimately, has to repeal the controls or
We were previously offering information as collapse into dictatorship. A mixed economy has no
presented by the speaker/lecturer on the topic, Ayn principles to define its policies, its goals, its laws—no
Rand, and here we shall continue and note the principles to limit the power of its government. The
interruptions. We would now be on the second writing, only principle of a mixed economy—which, necessarily,
has to remain unnamed and unacknowledged—is that
so to simply call it Part 2 is sufficient.
We had been speaking last about "Government by no one’s interests are safe, everyone’s interests are on
Consensus", and now we will take up a loosely a public auction block, and anything goes for anyone
who can get away with it. Such
a system—or, more precisely,
PRE-SORTED
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anti-system—breaks up a country into an ever-growing
number of enemy camps, into economic groups fighting
one another for self-preservation in an indeterminate
mixture of defense and offense, as the nature of such a
jungle demands. While, politically, a mixed economy
preserves the semblance of an organized society with a
semblance of law and order, economically it is the
equivalent of the chaos that had ruled China for
centuries: a chaos of robber gangs looting—and
draining—the productive elements of the country.
A mixed economy is rule by pressure groups. It is
an amoral, institutionalized, civil war of special interests
and lobbies, all fighting to seize a momentary control of
the legislative machinery, to extort some special
privilege at one another’s expense by an act of
government—i.e., by force. In the absence of individual
rights, in the absence of any moral or legal principles,
a mixed economy’s only hope to preserve its precarious
semblance of order, to restrain the savage, desperately
rapacious groups it itself has created, and to prevent the
legalized plunder from running over into plain,
unlegalized looting of all by all—is compromise;
(Continued on page 2)
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compromise on everything and in every realm—
material, spiritual, intellectual—so that no group would
step over the line by demanding too much and topple
the whole rotted structure. If the game is to continue,
nothing can be permitted to remain firm, solid, absolute,
untouchable; everything (and everyone) has to be fluid,
flexible, indeterminate, approximate. By what standard
are anyone’s actions to be guided? By the expediency
of any immediate moment.
The only danger, to a mixed economy, is any notto-be compromised value, virtue or idea. The only
threat is any uncompromising person, group or
movement. The only enemy is integrity. [H: DOES
ANY OF THIS HIT SOME NAILS ON THEIR
HEADS?] It is unnecessary to point out who will be
the steady winners and who the constant losers in a
game of that kind.
It is also clear what sort of unity (of consensus)
that game requires: the unity of a tacit agreement that
anything goes, anything is for sale (or for
“negotiation”), and the rest is up to the free-for-all of
pressuring, lobbying, manipulating, favor-swapping,
public-relationing, give-and-taking, double-crossing,
begging, bribing, betraying—and chance, the blind
chance of a war in which the prize is the privilege of
using legal, armed force against legally disarmed
victims.
Observe that this type of prize establishes one basic
interest held in common by all the players: the desire to
have a strong government—a government of unlimited
power, strong enough to let the winners and would-be
winners get away with whatever they’re seeking; a
government uncommitted to any policy, unrestrained by
any ideology, a government that hoards an ever-growing
power, power for power’s sake—which means: for the
sake and use of any “major” gang who might seize it
momentarily to ram their particular piece of legislation
down the country’s throat. Observe, therefore, that the
doctrine of “compromise” and “moderation” applies to
everything except one issue: any suggestion to limit the
power of the government.
Observe the torrents of vilification, abuse, and
hysterical hatred unleashed by the “moderates” against
any advocate of freedom, i.e., of capitalism. Observe
that such designations as “extreme middle” or “militant
middle” are being used by people seriously and selfrighteously. Observe the inordinately vicious intensity
of the smear-campaign against Senator Goldwater,
which had the overtones of panic: the panic of the
“moderates”, the “vital-centrists”, the “middle-of-theroaders”, in the face of the possibility that a real, procapitalism movement might put an end to their game.
A movement, incidentally, which does not exist, as yet,
since Senator Goldwater was not an advocate of
Capitalism—and since his meaningless, unphilosophical,
unintellectual campaign has contributed to the
entrenchment of the consensus-advocates. But what is
significant here is the nature of their panic: it gave us
a glimpse of their vaunted “moderation”, their
“democratic” respect for the people’s choices and their
“tolerance” of disagreements or opposition.
In a letter to The New York Times (June 23, 1964),
an assistant professor of political science, fearing
Goldwater’s nomination, wrote as follows:
“The real danger lies in the divisive campaign
which his nomination would provoke…the result of a
Goldwater candidacy would be a divided and embittered
electorate…to be effective, American government

requires a high degree of consensus and bipartisanship
on basic issues…”
When and by whom has Statism been accepted as
the basic principle of America—and as a principle
which should now be placed beyond debate or
dissension, so that no basic issues are to be raised any
longer? Isn’t that the formula of a one-party
government? The professor did not specify.
Another letter-writer in The New York Times (June
24, 1964), identified in print as a “Liberal Democrat”,
went a little farther:
“Let the American people choose in November. If
they choose overwhelmingly for Lyndon Johnson and
the Democrats, then once and for all the Federal
Government can get on, with no excuses, with the job
millions of Negroes, unemployed, aged, sick and
otherwise handicapped persons expect it to do—to say
nothing of our overseas commitments.
“If the people choose Goldwater, then it would
seem the nation was hardly worth saving after all.
“Woodrow Wilson once said that there is such a
thing as being too proud to fight; then he had to go to
war. Once and for all let us have it out, while the
battle yet can be fought with ballots instead of bullets.”
Does this gentleman mean that if we don’t vote his
way, he will resort to bullets? Your guess is as good
as mine.
The New York Times, which had been a
conspicuous advocate of “Government by Consensus”,
said some curious things in its comment on President
Johnson’s victory. Its editorial of November 8, 1964,
stated:
“No matter how massive the electoral victory—
and it was massive—the Administration cannot
merely ride the crest of the popular wave rolling
along on a sea of platitudinous generalizations and
euphoric promises…now that it has a broad popular
mandate, it has the moral as well as the political
obligation not to try to be all things to all men, but to
settle down to a hard, concrete, purposeful course of
action.”
What kind of purposeful action? If the voters were
offered nothing but “platitudinous generalizations and
euphoric promises”, how can their vote be taken as a
“broad popular mandate”? A mandate for an unnamed
purpose? A political blank check? And if Mr. Johnson
did win a massive victory by trying “to be all things to
all men”, then which things is he now expected to be,
which voters is he to disappoint or betray—and what
becomes of the broad popular consensus?
Morally and philosophically, that editorial is highly
dubious and contradictory. But it becomes clear and
consistent in the context of a mixed economy’s antiideology. The president of a mixed economy is not
expected to have a specific program or policy. A blank
check on power is all that he asks the voters to give
him. Thereafter, it’s up to the pressure-group game,
which everybody is supposed to understand and
endorse, but never mention. Which things he will be to
which men depends on the chances of the game—and
on the “major segments of the population”. His job is
only to hold the power—and to dispense the favors.
In the 1930s, the “liberals” had a program of broad
social reforms and a crusading spirit; they advocated a
planned society; they talked in terms of abstract
principles; they propounded theories of a predominantly
socialistic nature—and most of them were touchy about
the accusation that they were enlarging the
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government’s power; most of them were assuring their
opponents that government power was only a temporary
means to an end—a “noble end”, the liberation of the
individual from his bondage to material needs.
Today, nobody talks of a planned society in the
“liberal” camp; long-range programs, theories,
principles, abstractions and “noble ends” are not
fashionable any longer. Modern “liberals” deride any
political concern with such large-scale matters as an
entire society or an economy as a whole; they concern
themselves with single, concrete-bound, range-of-themoment projects and demands, without regard to cost,
context, or consequences. “Pragmatic”—NOT
“idealistic”—is their favorite adjective when they are
called upon to justify their “stance”, as they call it, not
“stand”. They are militantly opposed to political
philosophy; they denounce political concepts as “tags”,
“labels”, “myths”, “illusions”—and resist any attempt to
“label”—i.e., to identify—their own views. They are
belligerently anti-theoretical and—with a faded mantle
of intellectuality still clinging to their shoulders—they
are anti-intellectual. The only remnant of their former
“idealism” is a tired, cynical, ritualistic quoting of
shopworn “humanitarian” slogans, when the occasion
demands it.
Cynicism, uncertainty and fear are the insignia of
the culture which they are still dominating by default.
And the only thing that has not rusted in their
ideological equipment, but has grown savagely brighter
and clearer through the years, is their lust for power—
for an autocratic, statist, totalitarian government power.
It is not a crusading brightness, it is not the lust of a
fanatic with a mission—it is more like the glassy-eyed
brightness of a somnambulist, whose stuporous despair
has long since swallowed the memory of his purpose,
but who still clings to his mystic weapon in the
stubborn belief that “there ought to be a law”, that
everything will be alright if only somebody will pass a
law, that every problem can be solved by the magic
power of brute force…
Such is the present intellectual state and ideological
trend of our culture.
Now I shall ask you to consider the question I
raised at the beginning of this discussion: Which of
these two variants of statism are we moving toward:
Socialism or Fascism?
[END OF QUOTING]
This is an excellent place to break this writing, so
that we might refresh memories by review and then look
at evidence.
E.J., I would suggest that we may well consider
asking one of our people here in Manila to get some of
this information, along with the heaps of GAIA input—
to one or more of the major local journalists who write
editorials.
When Rick and Charles were in Manila, Rick, on
the basis of being a journalist, got a meeting with the
publisher of the STAR, who was most irritated and irate
that he had been somehow misled into a meeting.
However, Mr. Soliven paid no heed nor further attended
the matter. I suggest that this, too, be related to the
next “contacts”. Our program is now public
information, and we wish to make no possible
appearance of hiding anything or doing some
compromise deals with the already-corrupt political
regime. This is very important.
Hatonn, (Gyeorgos Ceres)

GCH—d
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Creeping Fascism,
Global Conquest
9/3/99—#2
RESPONSIBILITY FOR SELF
As life SEEMS to be passing by, you will note that
only things that happen can separate one moment from
another. Therefore “time” and “space” actually have no
meaning in REALITY “unless” something HAPPENS.
RESPONSIBILITY is response to that which happens.
Individuals can respond in positive responsibility, or toss it
aside, as most are wont to do. And sorry, chelas, the
downward-spiraling beast with bad breath will chew and
spit, insult and demean everyone who bears Light and
Truth—as he claws to, at the least, destroy his enemy,
which he has of himself structured and declared. Therefore,
you can have all manners of responses, reactions and thus
and so—but you can only measure or be measured by your
action regarding the happening and the responsibilities
taken in ANY circumstance. If you take no responsibility,
even for self—have you actually perhaps committed a
WORSE crime than to somehow err, even though it might
have some sequential error in your actions? I can promise
you, however, that IF your action is taken in WISE
THOUGHT, THROUGH CONSIDERATION IN
KNOWING—YOU WILL FIND YOU WILL CHOOSE
THE RIGHTEOUS AND RIGHT ACTION. YOU are the
only fragment on that other end of GOD (call it the silver
cord if you will), as presented in the form of that wondrous
LIFE SOURCE. You may get some of the SAME thought
presentation—but the intent is as personal and unique as
the individual YOU ARE. When you act against God, you
have, in slang terms: tangled your cord into a series of
knots.
KNOW that you must stand in responsibility in all
things, and you must counter that which is WRONG and is
THE LIE at every opportunity, as it comes into your
attention. You will find now that you recognize your
enemies—how they work in their secret holes, so that others
are blamed for their misdeeds. No, it won’t work—but it
was ever thus.
So, what is that TUNNEL everyone travels in, moving
away from body and physical consciousness? You journey
THROUGH that wondrous life source, with GOD
CREATOR ON THE OTHER END. Simple in concept?
Of course, TRUTH is always simple, for it is never hidden
from MAN by GOD—only other “men”. When that cord
is withdrawn as a working conduit—the body is pronounced
“dead”, and begins to revert to the myriad elements which
composed the wonderful phenomenon of the physical
housing. Now, is this not the most wondrous “mystery” of
all time? So, tend well that conduit, for between you and
GOD flows all that is in your individual self. THE
THREAD OF “LIFE” IS THE THOUGHT OF GOD!
Societies and governments have no “life”—they are
simply a grouping of that which is INDIVIDUAL, one
added to another. So ONE makes all the difference. For
if one goodly man acts and others join him—your “society”,
or whatever conglomerate you form, will be goodly. If the
“one” is corrupted and all follow that “one”, the whole will
present as corruption. So, reader: YOU get what you

produce, demand and express. Express corruption and you
become corruption. You get the philosophies, attitudes and
experience reflected from collective thought-forms. It CAN
be no other way—you reproduce what you ARE and that
which you REFLECT.
We MUST speak of the attitudes that move toward
freedom, or we simply move into deeper confusion, chaos
and enslavement. No, you cannot sit long in the middle of
the way—you have to CHOOSE.
When we left the writing on the topic of Free
Enterprise, Ayn Rand has just asked a question (which we
will reprint for you). She asked: “Now I shall ask you to
consider the question I raised at the beginning of this
discussion: Which of these two variants of Statism are we
moving toward: Socialism or Fascism?”
So we will begin this Part 3 with that question:
[QUOTING:]
WHICH?
Now I shall ask you to consider the question I raised
at the beginning of this discussion: Which of these two
variants of Statism are we moving toward: Socialism or
Fascism?
Let me submit in evidence, as part of the answer, a
quotation from an editorial that appeared in the Washington
Star (October 1964). It is an eloquent mixture of truth and
misinformation, and a typical example of the state of
today’s political knowledge:
“Socialism is quite simply the state ownership of the
means of production. This has never been proposed by a
major party candidate for the Presidency and is not now
proposed by Lyndon Johnson. [True]
“This is, however, a whole series of American
legislative acts that increase either government regulation of
private business, or government responsibility for individual
welfare. [True] It is to such legislation that warning cries
of “Socialism” refer.
“Besides the Constitutional provision for Federal
regulation of interstate commerce, such “intrusion” of
government into the market-place begins with the antitrust
laws. [Very true] To them we owe the continued existence
of competitive Capitalism and the non-arrival of cartel
Capitalism. [UNTRUE] Inasmuch as Socialism is the
product, one way or another, of cartel Capitalism
[UNTRUE], it may reasonably be said that such government
interference with business has in fact prevented Socialism.
[WORSE THAN UNTRUE]
“As to welfare legislation, it is still light years away
from the “cradle to grave” security sponsored by
contemporary socialists. [Not quite true] It seems much
more like ordinary human concern for human distress than
like an ideological program of any kind.” [The last part of
this sentence is true: It is not an ideological program. As
to the first part, ordinary human concern for human distress
does not manifest itself ordinarily in the form of a gun
aimed at the wallets and earnings of one’s neighbors.]
This editorial did not mention, of course, that a system
in which the government does not nationalize the means of
production but assumes total control over the economy is
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Fascism.
It is true that the welfare-statists are not socialists, that
they never advocated or intended the socialization of private
property, that they want to “preserve” private property—
with government control of its use and disposal. But that
is the fundamental characteristic of Fascism.
Here is another piece of evidence. This one is less
crudely naive than the first and much more insidiously
wrong. This is from a letter to The New York Times
(November 1, 1964), written by an assistant professor of
economics:
“Viewed by almost every yardstick, the United States
today is more committed to private enterprise than probably
any other industrial country and is not even remotely
approaching a socialist system. As the term is understood
by students of comparative economic systems and others
who do not use it loosely, Socialism is identified with
extensive nationalization, a dominant public sector, a strong
cooperative movement, egalitarian income distribution, a
total welfare state and central planning.
“In the United States, not only has there been no
nationalization, but Government concerns have been turned
over to private enterprise...
…“Income distribution in this country is one of the
most unequal among the developed nations, and tax cuts
and tax loopholes have blunted the moderate progressivity
of our tax structure. Thirty years after the New Deal, the
United States has a very limited welfare state, compared
with the comprehensive social security and public housing
schemes in many European countries.
“By no stretch of the imagination is the real issue in
this campaign a choice between Capitalism and Socialism
or between a free and a planned economy. The issue is
about two differing concepts of the role of government
within the framework of an essentially private-enterprise
system.”
The role of government in a private-enterprise system
is that of a policeman who protects man’s individual rights
(including property rights) by protecting men from physical
force; in a free economy, the government does not control,
regulate, coerce, or interfere with men’s economic activities.
I do not know the political views of the writer of that
letter; he may be a “liberal” or he may be an alleged
defender of Capitalism. But if he is this last, then I must
point out that such views as his—which are shared by many
“conservatives”—are more damaging and derogatory to
Capitalism than the ideas of its avowed enemies.
Such “conservatives” regard Capitalism as a system
compatible with government controls, and thus help to
spread the most dangerous misconceptions. While full,
laissez-faire Capitalism has not yet existed anywhere, while
some (unnecessary) government controls were allowed to
dilute and undercut the original American system (more
through error than through theoretical intention)—such
controls were minor impediments; the mixed economies of
the Nineteenth Century were predominantly free, and it is
this unprecedented freedom that brought about mankind’s
unprecedented progress. The principles, the theory, and the
actual practice of Capitalism rest on a free, unregulated
market, as the history of the last two centuries has amply
demonstrated. No defender of Capitalism can permit
himself to ignore the exact meaning of the term “laissezfaire”—and of the term “mixed economy”, which clearly
indicates the two opposite elements involved in the mixture:
the element of economic freedom, which is Capitalism, and
the element of government controls, which is Statism.
An insistent campaign has been going on for years to
make us accept the Marxist view that all governments are
tools of economic-class interests, and that Capitalism is not
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a free economy, but a system of government controls
serving some privileged class. The purpose of that
campaign is to distort economics, rewrite history, and
obliterate the existence and the possibility of a free country
and an uncontrolled economy. Since a system of nominal
private property ruled by government controls is not
Capitalism, but Fascism, the only choice this obliteration
would leave us is the choice between Fascism and Socialism
(or Communism)—which all the statists in the world, of all
varieties, degrees, and denominations, are struggling
frantically to make us believe. (The destruction of freedom
is their common goal, after which they hope to fight one
another for power.)
It is thus that the views of that professor and of many
“conservatives” lend credence and support to the vicious
leftist propaganda which equates Capitalism and Fascism.
But there is a bitter kind of justice in the logic of
events. That propaganda is having an effect which may be
advantageous to the communists, but which is the opposite
of the effect intended by the “liberals”, the welfare-statists,
the socialists, who share the guilt of spreading it: instead
of smearing Capitalism, that propaganda has succeeded in
whitewashing and disguising Fascism.
In this country, few people care to advocate, to defend,
or even to understand Capitalism; yet fewer still wish to
give up its advantages. So if they are told that Capitalism
is compatible with controls, with the particular controls
which further their particular interests—be it government
handouts, or minimum wages, or price supports, or
subsidies, or antitrust laws, or censorship of dirty movies—
they will go along with such programs, in the comforting
belief that the results will be nothing worse than a
“modified” Capitalism. And thus a country which does
abhor Fascism is moving by imperceptible degrees—
through ignorance, confusion, evasion, moral cowardice,
and intellectual default—not toward Socialism or any
mawkish altruistic ideal, but toward a plain, brutal,
predatory, power-grubbing, de facto Fascism.
No, we have not reached that stage. [H: YOU HAVE
REACHED IT NOW, IN 1999.] But we are certainly not
“an essential private-enterprise system” any longer. At
present, we are a disintegrative, unsound, precariouslyunstable mixed economy—a random, mongrel mixture of
socialistic schemes, communist influences, fascist controls,
and shrinking remnants of Capitalism still paying the cost
of it all—the total of it rolling in the direction of a fascist
state.
Consider our present Administration. I don’t think I’ll
be accused of unfairness if I say that President Johnson is
NOT a philosophical thinker. No, he is not a fascist, he is
not a socialist, he is not a pro-capitalist. Ideologically, he
is not anything in particular. Judging by his past record
and by the consensus of his own supporters, the concept of
an ideology is not applicable in his case. He is a
politician—a very dangerous, yet very appropriate
phenomenon in our present state. He is an almost fictionlike, archetypical embodiment of the perfect leader of a
mixed economy: a man who enjoys power for power’s sake,
who is expert at the game of manipulation of pressure
groups, of playing them all against one another, who loves
the process of dispensing smiles, frowns and favors,
particularly sudden favors, and whose vision does not
extend beyond the range of the next election.
Neither President Johnson nor any of today’s prominent
groups would advocate the socialization of industry. Like
his modern predecessors in office, Mr. Johnson knows that
businessmen are the milch-cows of a mixed economy, and
he does not want to destroy them; he wants them to prosper
and to feed his welfare projects (which the next election

requires), while they, the businessmen, are eating out of his
hand, as they seem to be anxiously eager to do. The
business lobby is certain to get its fair share of influence
and of recognition—just like the labor lobby, or the farm
lobby, or the lobby of any “major segment”—on his own
terms. He will be particularly adept at the task of creating
and encouraging the type of businessmen whom I call “the
aristocracy of pull”. This is not a socialistic pattern; it is
the typical pattern of Fascism.
The political, intellectual, and moral meaning of Mr.
Johnson’s policy toward businessmen was summed up
eloquently in an article in The New York Times of January
4, 1965:
“Mr. Johnson is an out-and-out Keynesian in his
assiduous wooing of the business community. Unlike
President Roosevelt, who delighted in attacking
businessmen until World War II forced him into a reluctant
truce, and President Kennedy, who also incurred business
hostility, President Johnson has worked long and hard to
get businessmen to join ranks in a national consensus of his
programs.
“This campaign may perturb many Keynesians, but it
is pure Keynes. Indeed, Lord Keynes, who once was
regarded as a dangerous and Machiavellian figure by
American businessmen, made specific suggestions for
improving relations between the President and the business
community.
“He set down his views in 1938 in a letter to President
Roosevelt, who was running into renewed criticism from
businessmen following the recession that took place the
previous year. Lord Keynes, who always sought to
transform Capitalism in order to save it, recognized the
importance of business confidence and tried to convince Mr.
Roosevelt to repair the damage that had been done.
“He advised the President that businessmen were not
politicians and did not respond to the same treatment.
They are, he wrote ‘much milder than politicians, at the
same time allured and terrified by the glare of publicity,
easily persuaded to be ‘patriots’, perplexed, bemused,
indeed terrified, yet only too anxious to take a cheerful
view, vain perhaps but very unsure of themselves,
pathetically responsive to a kind word…’
“He was confident that Mr. Roosevelt could tame them
and make them do his bidding, provided he followed some
simple Keynesian rules.
“‘You could do anything you liked with them,’ the
letter continued, “if you would treat them (even the big
ones), not as wolves and tigers, but as domestic animals by
nature, even though they have been badly brought up and
not trained as you would wish.’
“President Roosevelt ignored his advice. So,
apparently, did President Kennedy. But President Johnson
seems to have got the message…By kind words and
frequent pats on the head, he had had the business
community eating out of his hand.
“Mr. Johnson appears to agree with Lord Keynes’ view
that there is little to be gained by carrying on a feud with
businessmen. As he put it, ‘If you work them into the
surly, obstinate, terrified mood of which domestic animals,
wrongly handled, are capable, the nation’s burden will not
get carried to market; and in the end, public opinion will
veer their way.’”
The view of businessmen as “domestic animals” who
carry “the nation’s burden” and who must be “trained” by
the President “to do his bidding” is certainly not a view
compatible with Capitalism. It is not a view applicable to
Socialism, since there are no businessmen in a socialist
state. It is a view that expressed the economic essence of
Fascism, of the relationship between business and
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government in a fascist state.
[H: Ah, but there is something forgotten here: The
Power Elite (those who proclaim themselves to be Jews)
DO PROFESS THAT GOYIM (everyone who is NOT a
Jew) are chattel, just as are CATTLE. Is this not a
perfect picture painted here of how the Power Elite view
all of you people who are not among their Elite circles?
YOU ARE THE SLAVES, JUST AS ARE ALL THE
DOMESTIC ANIMALS ENSLAVED TO MEN.]
No matter what the verbal camouflage, such is the
actual meaning of any variant of “transformed” (or
“modified”, or “modernized”, or “humanized”) Capitalism.
In all such doctrines, the “humanization” consists of
turning some members of society (the most productive ones)
into beasts of burden.
The formula by which the sacrificial animals are to be
fooled and tamed is being repeated today with growing
insistence and frequency: businessmen, it is said, must
regard the government, not as an enemy, but as a “partner”.
The notion of a “partnership” between a private group and
public officials, between business and government, between
production and force, is a linguistic corruption (an “anticoncept”) typical of a fascist ideology—an ideology that
regards force as the basic element and ultimate arbiter in all
human relationships.
“‘Partnership’ is an indecent euphemism for
‘government control’. There can be no partnership between
armed bureaucrats and defenseless private citizens who have
no choice but to obey. What chance would you have
against a ‘partner’ whose arbitrary word is law, who may
give you a hearing (if your pressure group is big enough),
but who will play favorites and bargain your interests away,
who will always have the last word and the legal ‘right’ to
enforce it on you at the point of a gun, holding your
property, your work, your future, your life in his power? Is
that the meaning of ‘partnership’”?—(The Fascist New
Frontier, New York; Nathaniel Branden Institute, 1963)
But there are men who may find such a prospect
attractive; they exist among businessmen as among every
other group or profession: the men who dread the
competition of a free market and would welcome an armed
“partner” to extort special advantages over their abler
competitors; men who seek to rise, not by merit but by pull,
men who are willing and eager to live not by right, but by
favor. Among businessmen, this type of mentality was
responsible for the passage of the antitrust laws and is still
supporting them today.
A substantial number of Republican businessmen
switched to the side of Mr. Johnson in the last election.
Here are some interesting observations on this subject, from
a survey by The New York Times (Sept. 16, 1964).
“Interviews in five cities in the industrial Northeast and
Midwest disclose striking differences in political outlook
between officials of large corporations and men who operate
smaller businesses…The business executives who expect to
cast the first Democratic Presidential vote of their lives are
nearly all affiliated with large companies…There is more
support for President Johnson among business executives
who are in their 40s and 50s than there is among either
older or younger businessmen…Many businessmen in their
40s and 50s say they find relatively little shifting toward
support of Mr. Johnson on the part of younger business
executives. Interviews with those in their 30s confirm
this...The younger executives themselves speak with pride
of their generation as the one that interrupted and reversed
the trend toward more liberalism in younger persons...It is
on the issue of government deficits that the division of
opinion between small and large businessmen emerges most
dramatically. Officials of giant corporations have a far
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greater tendency to accept the idea that budget deficits are
sometimes necessary and even desirable. The typical small
businessman, however, reserves a very special scorn for
deficit spending...”
This gives us an indication of who are the vested
interests in a mixed economy—and what such an economy
does to the beginners or the young.
An essential aspect of the socialistically inclined
mentality is the desire to obliterate the difference between
the earned and the unearned, and, therefore, to permit no
differentiation between such businessmen as Hank Rearden
and Orren Boyle. To a concrete-bound, range-of-themoment, primitive socialist mentality—a mentality that
clamors for a “redistribution of wealth”, without any
concern for the origin of wealth—the enemy is all those
who are rich, regardless of the source of their riches. Such
mentalities, those aging, graying “liberals”, who had been
the “idealists” of the 30s, are clinging desperately to the
illusion that we are moving toward some sort of socialist
state inimical to the rich and beneficial to the poor—while
frantically evading the spectacle of what kind of rich are
being destroyed and what kind are flourishing under the
system they, the “liberals”, have established. The grim joke
is on them: their alleged “ideals” have paved the way, not
toward Socialism, but toward Fascism. The collector of
their efforts is not the helplessly, brainlessly virtuous “little
man” of their flat-footed imagination and shopworn fiction,
but the worst type of predatory rich, the rich-by-force, the
rich-by-political-privilege, the type who has no chance
under Capitalism, but who is always there to cash in on
every collectivist “noble experiment”.
It is the creators of wealth, the Hank Reardens, who
are destroyed under any form of Statism—socialist,
communist, or fascist; it is the parasites, the Orren Boyles,
who are the privileged “elite” and the profiteers of Statism,
particularly of Fascism. (The special profiteers of Socialism
are the James Taggarts; of Communism—the Floyd
Ferrises.) The same is true of their psychological
counterparts among the poor and among the men of all the
economic levels in-between.
The particular form of economic organization, which is
becoming more and more apparent in this country, as an
outgrowth of the power of pressure groups, is one of the
worst variants of Statism: Guild Socialism. Guild Socialism
robs the talented young of their future—by freezing men
into professional castes under rigid rules. It represents an
open embodiment of the basic motive of most statists,
though they usually prefer not to confess it: the
entrenchment and protection of mediocrity from abler
competitors, the shackling of the men of superior ability
down to the mean average of their professions. That theory
is not too popular among socialists (though it has its
advocates)—but the most famous instance of its large-scale
practice was Fascist Italy.
In the 1930s, a few perceptive men said that
Roosevelt’s New Deal was a form of Guild Socialism and
that it was closer to Mussolini’s system than to any other.
They were ignored. Today, the evidence is unmistakable.
It was also said that if Fascism ever came to the United
States, it would come disguised as Socialism. In this
connection, I recommend that you read and re-read Sinclair
Lewis’ It Can’t Happen Here—with special reference to the
character, style, and ideology of Berzelius Windrip, the
fascist leader.
Now let me mention, and answer, some of the standard
objections by which today’s “liberals” attempt to camouflage
(to differentiate from Fascism) the nature of the system they
are supporting.
“Fascism requires one-party rule.” What will the

notion of “Government by Consensus” amount to in
practice?
“Fascism’s goal is the conquest of the world.” What
is the goal of those global-minded, bipartisan champions of
the United Nations? And, if they reach it, what positions
do they expect to acquire in the power structure of “One
World”?
“Fascism preaches racism.” Not necessarily. Hitler’s
Germany did; Mussolini’s Italy did not.
“Fascism is opposed to the welfare state”. Check your
premises in your history books. The father and originator
of the welfare state, the man who put into practice the
notion of buying the loyalty of some groups with money
extorted from others, was Bismarck—the political ancestor
of Hitler. Let me remind you that the full title of the Nazi
party was: the National Socialist Workers Party of
Germany.
Let me remind you also of some excerpts from the
political program of that party, adopted in Munich, on
February 24, 1920:
“We ask that the government undertake the obligation
above all of providing citizens with adequate opportunity
for employment and earning a living.
“The activities of the individual must not be allowed to
clash with the interests of the community, but must take
place within its confines and be for the good of all.
Therefore, we demand:…an end to the power of the
financial interests.
“We demand profit sharing in big business.
“We demand a broad extension of care for the aged.
“We demand...the greatest possible consideration of
small business in the purchases of the national, state, and
municipal governments.
“In order to make possible to every capable and
industrious [citizen] the attainment of higher education and
thus the achievement of a post of leadership, the
government must provide an all-around enlargement of our
entire system of public education...We demand the
education at government expense of gifted children of poor
parents...
…“The government must undertake the improvement
of public health—by protecting mother and child, by
prohibiting child labor...by the greatest possible support for
all clubs concerned with the physical education of youth.
“[We] combat the...materialistic spirit within and
without us, and are convinced that a permanent recovery of
our people can only proceed from within on the foundation
of The Common Good Before the Individual Good”.
There is, however, one difference between the type of
Fascism toward which we are drifting, and the type that
ravaged European countries: ours is not a militant kind of
Fascism, not an organized movement of shrill demagogues,
bloody thugs, hysterical third-rate intellectuals and juvenile
delinquents—ours is a tired, worn, cynical Fascism,
Fascism by default, not like a flaming disaster, but more
like the quiet collapse of a lethargic body slowly eaten by
internal corruption.
Did it have to happen? No. Can it still be averted? Yes.
If you doubt the power of philosophy to set the course
and shape the destiny of human societies, observe that our
mixed economy is the literal, faithfully carried-out product
of Pragmatism—and the generation brought up under its
influence. Pragmatism is the philosophy which holds that
there is no objective reality or permanent truth, that there
are no absolute principles, no valid abstractions, no firm
concepts, that anything may be tried by rule-of-thumb, that
objectivity consists of collective subjectivism, that whatever
people wish to be true, is true, whatever people wish to
exist, does exist—provided a consensus says so.
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If you want to avert the final disaster, it is this type of
thinking—every one of those propositions and all of them—
that you must face, grasp, and reject. Then you will have
learned that no society is better than its philosophical
foundation. And then—to paraphrase John Galt—you will
be ready, not to return to Capitalism, but to discover it.
[END OF QUOTING]
I am reminding you to get Atlas Shrugged if you want
a full-blown picture of what is discussed here.
Unless you gain control of your governments and go
back to Constitutional LAW, you haven’t a prayer of doing
more than just turning MORE wealth over to the greedy
bloodhounds.
We can offer you all the funds in the world and if you
don’t attend them properly, so that they grow and build a
foundation of FREEDOM, you are probably wasting your
time.
I might add here for “posterity” and “historical” value:
One of our “clients” just returned from Europe where he
reports that all bonds, Treasuries and certificates are no
longer honored—and trading programs are being shut down
as quickly as is possible. This person is from Mindanao,
but also states that our “product” is “probably” viable, but
not for use in Europe under the ongoing types of trading
programs.
The observation made by Pete C. is absolutely correct:
G.A.I.A. is going to be about the only valid and REAL
VALUE around. The power players are going to, of course,
have to try and discourage use and will only ACCEPT USE
as a sound, “GOLD-BACKED” issue. Now, readers, are
we doing “OK” or what?
Never mind the scum-suckers, for you are of a much
higher-intelligence than that which is centered in selfish
greed. Everyone who is dancing around in legalese to
protect themselves from indiscretions are now FOUND
OUT, either which way they flop and flap. Perhaps we can
hope to help our friend Ron for a few weeks, for we are
now within reach of some of that Bridge financing and yes,
it will be sufficient to meet our needs.
E.J., never mind the house. And, you can see that Brent
Moorhead is saying he had “some time ago” turned over the
books, taxes, everything to Gail. So, WHO is on first, WHAT
must be on second, etc. NOW YOU BLAME REX WHO HAS
HAD NOTHING TO DO WITH ANYTHING—AS TO NOT
ATTENDING FILING, ETC. IT IS NOT ACCEPTABLE.
WE ARE ALSO TOLD THAT THIS IS JUST THE WAY THE
IRS WORKS—THAT SOMEHOW THEY ALWAYS SEND
A FINAL BILL THE MINUTE YOU DON’T FILE YOUR
FORMS OR SOMETHING. THE FACT THAT THIS MESS
IS FROM 1997 DOESN’T SEEM TO MAKE A WHIT OF
DIFFERENCE?? WE ARE BEING GIVEN THE SONGAND-DANCE ROUTINE AND WILL HAVE TO ACCEPT IT
EXACTLY AS PRESENTED—AND THEN TEND IT. NO,
IT IS NOT ALRIGHT IN ANY WAY, SHAPE OR FORM.
Ekkers have tried to contact Millers, and we have sent
all the same information all other people get, and still we
are told by Cort that all we have to do is talk to them and
offer them a solution. If we had a solution—we would have
simply taken care of the problem! And furthermore: at
anywhere from $7.50 to $13.00 A MINUTE, we simply
cannot AFFORD such extravagance for selfish reasons. We
will take one step at a time. The kiddies in the mudhole
are NOT GOING TO PREVAIL. SO BE IT!
Please attend these lessons on running a society, for
you as a global society are at the crossroads, where you can
move into glorious growth, or simply go down from pure,
selfish laziness.
Hatonn
GCH—d
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GOD Is Available
To Every “One”
8/27/99—#2
PROPHECIES AND INSTRUCTIONS
I am apologizing for causing you of my team to have
extra work, even in sorting topics and papers. I will
attempt to keep interruptions to a minimum, but we also
have to move along UNTIL we can afford help and the
proper persons on board. We will interrupt ongoing topics
as we have input we can share, and today we have some to
share, so let us not concern about Journals and files, for all
that can be sorted as necessary.
For our team and readers, we wish to bring current
some ongoing activities and input that we believe can be
extremely interesting, and offer a lot of confirmation for that
which you have received from this source over the years.
The reason I am urging all of you to avail yourselves
of THE DIVINE PLAN, VOL. I is because we are going to
begin to fill in some seeming gaps in sequence, as YOU
would individually recognize.
It is one thing to know there are “others” around who
are on the team and working—but it is something else to
find full confirmation that you can actually touch with your
conscious recognition.
I won’t give you current activities, for that causes lack
of security and ability to function freely in ongoing
interchange. I will also be vague as to dates, years, etc.,
so that you can recognize a sequence of events but won’t
give away anything in ongoing interchanges.
Also, please do not even ask me to give you
identification for specific individuals, for that is not
appropriate and certainly not wise.
I sent my own PERSONAL, PHYSICAL
representative to the location of the Southeastern Asian
“Islands” some years ago, as the “Plan” was being laid
forth against this very time in evolvement. This is so
crucial to that which is ongoing at present as to be unwise
to discuss it. However, I want it known that long before
1990 some very extensive and inclusive Plans were laid,
agreements formulated and consummated.
In preparation for OUR participation, I long ago gave
what my receiver (FJF) simply labeled as “Revelations”.
And, as a bit of humor, that receiver IDENTIFIED on
EVERY page presented.
As we set this information to disk for future reference,
I will ask several things of you who are allowed to share
in this information: DO NOT DEMAND ANYTHING, and
recognize that any contacts with any individual human
persons will be in a manner recognized and acceptable to
the receiving parties. I.e., if I am going to discuss the best
mode of “banking” for a free society, I am going to back
it up with “Islamic” information because that type of
banking is the BEST! If I were to be contacting (which is
highly unlikely) the head of the Church (Catholic) in
Manila, Cardinal Sin (no pun, that’s his name), I would
present through something he would recognize as some
kind of reference to Catholic “belief” fundamentals. So,
don’t try to read anything INTO this offering, for it was for

a “specific” purpose which is NOT “your” need to know.
AND, NO, DO NOT SEND ALL YOUR MESSAGES
FOR MY REVIEW—TO GET CONFIRMATION THAT
SOMEHOW GOD SPEAKS TO YOU. I AM PRINTING
THIS FOR A VERY SPECIFIC REASON—AND IT IS
NOT FOR THAT PURPOSE OF PULLING OUT
EVERY WOULD-BE RECEIVER OF SOME
REVELATION OR ANOTHER. I know MY
RECEIVERS, so you don’t need to send anything to
anywhere.
With that said, we are going to type these things,
Dharma, in order to get them to disc—as nearly as
presented as possible, for some of it will be difficult to
decipher as to reproduction of the original.
I will say that this was given prior to 1991, and more
specifics will be offered later but not in this writing. This
may be published but with a request that it be handled with
great care and caution. It is for confirmation, realization
and RECOGNITION. We formed (joined) a coalition
which actually FORMS THE ALLIANCE WHICH IS
INTERNATIONAL—GLOBAL. These are the things for
which we work diligently to achieve, and our team needs
backup that, indeed, God is at work in the fields, right
beside you.
I need this set to paper, in print, so that I can fill in
blanks and comment on the information later. So just copy
it as it is and then we can refer more easily to contents. If
you can’t decipher any “words”, just pass on by, for I don’t
want the contents changed and do not jump to any
conclusions—even as to “source”. Note that the “secretary”
is not necessarily the “receiver”. By that I mean that, as
with Doris, the receiver might well not be her, but she may
simply be taking dictation from the receiver. I don’t wish
to confuse this further but as example: Doris/Dharma is
NOT “the” receiver of this information, but might well put
her initials to the page as having been the secretary putting
it to print. I, for one, am weary of the “identification”
game. NEITHER DO I WANT “INTERPRETATIONS”,
FOR THAT IS NOT FOR “YOU” TO INTERPRET
“FOR” ANYONE. IF A MESSAGE IS MEANT FOR
“YOU”, WE WILL INFORM YOU. We present the
information—the READER must do whatever he/she will
do—WITH IT! So be it—finis! WE HAVE SPECIFIC
PEOPLE WHO NEED THIS INFORMATION; IT IS
NOT A PUZZLE FOR THE MASSES.
[QUOTING:]
REVELATIONS
· Oneness of God in Mary, through Mary and with
Mary. A revelation of a journey towards the fulfillment of a mission!
· A truth yet to come but soon to be revealed! A
mission that human mind cannot comprehend but only
human heart could discern.
· For it is in his soul lies the truth of his nature.
His nature of DIVINITY and not of HUMANITY.
· A great search will be made but only few will
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discover the TRUTH! For only few believe in the
Mystery of God’s Divinity.
· Many will travel but few will reach the destination. For man is doomed to damnation unless he
BELIEVES…
· I can see lonely travelers along the way. Lonely,
for they are traveling having only themselves and
nothing more. For there is nothing in their hands but
empty hearts and meaningless souls.
· Besides loneliness there is darkness. For they
bring no LIGHT. FOR THE LIGHT IS NOT WITH
THEM!
· It is now time for him to discover the source of
the LIGHT. The very source of his ultimate glory. He
will never find it unless he believes that it exists
outside of him and not in him or with him. Out in the
dark still he cannot find Him unless he joins himself
to Him and lives with Him.
· In God’s time of REFLECTION—oneness will be
achieved. In His ultimate glory everyone will belong
to Him and no one will be spared of HIS GOODNESS
and GLORY. But there is ONE who will squeal just
like in the time of the Great War of the Angels. When
the truth was revealed, not all believed. But just like
the great battle—the victory has been won. The enemy has lost the battle. The truth has been set and no
one can prevent the PLAN OF THE GREAT SALVATION.
· Never on Earth that we will find a truth more
revealing than this that we share in the Divinity of
God the Almighty. That we belong to the ONE. And
in oneness there is LOVE and in LOVE there is Great
Glory.
· I can see a vastness of our role. But in its vastness there is a direction to follow. A light to illumine
the road. A source that will draw us back to where we
all belong.
· We belong to the same body of TRUTH. But
there are those here who do not believe in this. They
see themselves as a separate individual. Having individual role and individual aspiration and destination.
But soon enough he will know that he cannot exist
alone, that someone has to fill in the gap. And the
gap involves ONE TRUTH! A truth for the bridge to
be completed.
· See God in His superiority. See the vastness of
His glory and understand how immense His works can
be and will be...
· Greatness is His NAME. For in His greatness
there exists a mystery.
· A mystery that there is ONE who holds the key.
The key towards the REFLECTION of an Immense
Glory.
· Glory it can be—still the truth exists that someone will try in his great power to hinder the time of
the revelation. But God would like man to know that
the Battle has been won and no one can prevail over
the power of the Almighty.
· A message of Love has been spread to all, but
only a few hear the beauty and its wonder. A message
of PEACE has been given but only a few accepted it.
But even in few, still God will build the paradise he
has promised.
· Even in few He will reveal the secret of His Divinity. Even in few He will shout the ultimate Plan of
History.
· But beware of another change before we reach the
time of the revelation. A deluge not similar to the
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first. For here great souls will be lost. And a great
number of people will suffer and die. Death in body
and death in SPIRIT.
· But the spirit of those who believe will remain
firm and will remain loving to the Father. Never will
he be touched by dryness or by thirst. Never will he
be forced to believe in the illusion of his own belief.
But only in God he will trust for the Spirit lies deep
within him.
· The deluge will be a battle. But a battle not of
soldiers or of men but of Great spirits. Spirits where
no one can discern who and where he belongs. But
God will choose the ONE to whom He will enlist the
liberty to discern the Spirit, that it is Just and the
Spirit that is of God.
· In the battle many will be lost believing that he is
the ONE Chosen by the Father. Many will falter, for
to whom they will believe will soon be doomed to
failure. Many will be lost, for many voices will shout
out that they are the ONE. But only few will choose
the right ONE for they have the LIGHT!
· Soon enough little of this will be known for the
ONE lives with us and He is among us. But the first
one who will believe is the first one who will triumph. In fact, he will be the last to understand.
· The first one who will discover will set a trap
towards the ONE. For in that trap means many souls.
Many souls that will be hoping for the revelation of
the “Great Mystery”.
· But whoever that may be it is still HIM who could
discern that. Still he will be given the liberty to
decide. To decide to take him away or leave him as
that. But just like the fallen angels, a destiny has
been planned. A place has been set. It will be given
to him as his due.
· But a great promise will be given for those who
will stay in the end of the battle, for those who will
endure the pains of the great war, and for those who
will remain ever faithful to the Mission. Heaven will
be set before them. A throne will be set for them.
And a great feast will be given in honor of them.
· The reward is great for the Mystery is part of the
reward. The Mystery of God’s Divinity will be revealed to those who will live until the end of the great
war.
· This time no one has any other choice but to
believe. No one has the right to question nor to argue
with the truth for the truth has been set.
· Hoping to see a united and a peaceful community
of God. A community where love abides and peace
reigns in the hearts.
· But only the Divine Heart could feel the real truth
of all this. Only the Divine Mind could understand
the mystery in this soul. And only the Divine Soul
has the power to go beyond this TRUTH!!!
· The Father would like to see all towards the journey. The journey towards the battle, but after the
battle, VICTORY. And in VICTORY there would be
peace and ultimate solemnity with the Almighty.

· Forever was it known how society was acknowledged as a Demeaning ERA of a greater man...As
thou has been...behold, for a great Catastrophe has to
befall man in HIS DESIRE to serve Satan...And so
shall it vanish...pride...prejudice to man’s unending
whims to equally prevail the power of the MOST
HIGH...
· Sacred as thou hast to be...But where is the Holiness of men??? Where are the Great Blessings of a
Great God...magnificent AS EVER? It was thrown to
the wilderness...Satan was there roaming around for
the deceitfulness of men...
· Where are the THRONGS OF ANGELS...???
· Silently...we were AWAKE waiting for the Great
Battle to come...But with a Shining Glory to reach the
stars...a Great MIND has come to dismantle the force
of Evil...
· Here is it...a Throng of Spiritual people...angelic
as may be...to fight the foolish desires of men for the
evil worship of envy, lust and greater SINS...
· Now was it Behold!!! The Fidelity of human
Survivors...to battle the wickedness of SINS...for the
Glory of Eternal Salvation...
· Now do I behold…a great journey for men...to
come and to go out to the deep excavated Ravine of
Nature allowing men to Abandon its Depth...to serve
as a guiding FOE...to a service of great design...
· Do I behold the ecstasy of God’s Forgiveness...that
as soon as life has been for men...narrow road is there
to see...but shall fall to the deep excavated Ravine...
· Do now I behold a greater tomorrow for one to
come and to Sorrow its great chastisement for a very
narrow path...and too was there great journey...for
one to go out to its greater Era of Forgiveness, to
swallow one’s own adversary—its great pride of
Reason...Succumbing to evil doings...And so was it
known the reality of one’s wicked SOUL...What is its
greater meaning...a humble servant to behold My Majestic ardor and Mercy from God...Do I announce
great MERCY???...it was already announced like a
blown trumpet from the Sky...
· It was already announced like a great bird flying
in the sky...Now do I need to see...a perfect Light
illuminating from the Sky...What is its color???
Thereto I could see...seven great colors...a shadow of
yellow, green, blue, red, brown, black, gold and a ray
of violet...was there to see...its color has darkened the
sky...What is its great meaning...was it for You or for
the many souls transparent to Your Eyes...Thunder!
was there...wicked Souls shouting for Mercy...
· And so shall you see...a great Light Emanating
from the Sky of Great Light...and on the higher
sky...was a cloud full of water, ready to fall...from
above...and so was there darkness all over the
sky...Great for the Sky for it was cleansed...The Sky
has fallen its debris...Dark clouds upon the sky was
shattered...falling a rain has poured to Earth...What a
RAIN!!! So much has been shed...What a great delight...
· The rain has been given by the Almighty...but has
greatly damaged the Earth...The earth shall
crumble...what a magnetic Rain...water overflowing
from the Sea...The Sky was much heavily burdened by
its Great Weight...and so now what have we seen...a
great chastisement...water overflowing with greater
volume...No amount of SOIL could hamper the
water...No amount of EARTH could possibly hold it
unto its proper place...and so was there...a great cloud

MYSTERY OF REVELATION
· The mystery of Revelation for a great and Equal
TRUTH...is there to come for a better tomorrow...
· A Revelation to mankind where great power of
God has been established for a greater
tomorrow...Thereto, where is Ecstasy in God’s Eternal Service???...
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falling upon the Earth with Great volumes of
water...and so was it known...the great Ecstasy of
mankind...Behold was there an agony of truth...
· Where is the Truth??? God has poured upon Our
Shoulder a Great journey to portray.
· What journey??? A journey of great Love and
Unity...Calling Each other as great Servants...but was
there to SEE...a Known Lightening, a Light coming
from Thunder in the MIDST of the Sky...
· What Light should it be???...Let us see what
should it be...Now I have seen what the light is all
about...A Light of great journey...Traveling afar for
the Good of our fellowmen...What have we to do???
Let us close our Eyes for we shall SEE Greater
light...illumined with greater colors...Now I could SEE
the colors of the Red Scorpion...A color of Reddish
ERA...Combined with Bluish Black...Darkening the
sky again for a greater cause!!!
[END OF QUOTING]
I realize that all of the document is not represented here
for I don’t want more of it to be printed at this time. The
communication was of a personal nature, with a most
important INDIVIDUAL, and I do not wish to further
utilize it. Isn’t it interesting how I get “your” attention?
The computer is fine; I simply did not wish you to go
further. Thank you.
I do not want any of you somehow focusing on “a most
important individual” and trying to outguess anyone or
anything. I need some of this background to allow you to
see that there are many who actually have great
communications with me. I also don’t need “brokers”, or
“editors” or someone ELSE interpreting what is taking
place. You MUST stop attending the business or the
responsibility of another. YOU must not control or foist
your attitudes upon another, or circumstances. You are
products of that which is your experience, harsh or easy.
There must come balance out of the most UNBALANCED
circumstances—in other words, YOU MUST MOVE
BEYOND WHAT HAS MOLDED YOU TO BE AS
YOU SEEM COMPELLED TO BE. AND YOU MUST
LIKEWISE STOP ATTENDING THINGS WHICH
HAPPEN AS IF THERE IS SOME IMMINENT
DANGER IN MISPERCEPTIONS. YOU MAKE LIFE
ALL BUT IMPOSSIBLE IN THE LIVING THEREOF.
THIS IS TYPICAL OF EXCUSING SELVES FOR
WHATEVER REASONS.
I share this so that all of you might realize that a lot
of information and participation will be coming forth, and
you must be discerning but OPEN for input.
Much is going to be coming forth from the hub called
Southeast Asia, as a general locale. That need not be of
particular focus for readers, other than to realize that we are
into “changes” and God’s Plan 2000 is underway, as well
as the countering Plan 2000 of the adversary. And I
remind you to not get pulled in either direction, to right or
left, for ours must be an “alliance” with ALL, and we need
not study or direct the contract agreements of those who do
not impact our own.
Enjoy your journey; “SUFFERING” is not acceptable
and you WILL BE “HAPPY” when you get on that wagon
moving toward GOD—never mind the circumstance of your
perception of “happy”. Happy represents a lot of things
and something different to every individual—but as you live
among others—you will note they are not tuned in to that
which is YOUR HAPPINESS—but singularly first, their
own. When you demand of them that they give up their
own direction or perception JUST TO PLEASE YOU IN
YOURS, you err, for in that instance NOBODY is happy.
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I also wish to comment pointedly about how you get
to wherever you happen to be: You are a product of all that
came before and, therefore, the older you are the more
impact life has had on your own individual being.
EXPERIENCE IS THAT WHICH MAKES YOU, “YOU”.
I, therefore, ask each of you to stop and consider that
which you experience and perceive. If you have discerned
that another causes you pain or great impact in a negative
manner (and yes, I mean YOU), then get some distance and
some time between you. If a PLACE, especially a work
place with its people and atmosphere—or even a town or
a location—brings negative pressures; distance self for a
long enough period of time to REALLY LOOK AT THE
CIRCUMSTANCES and see IF you function elsewhere
better than in your present situation. It is only wise action,
for happiness is NOT “JUST” SERVICE TO AN IDEA
OR EVEN AN IDEAL, FOR IF YOU CANNOT REACH
THROUGH TO PURPOSE IN YOUR IDEAL IDEA—
YOU ARE MISSING PURPOSE AND RELYING ON
OTHERS TO PRODUCE THAT WHICH DOES NOT
FIT YOUR NEED. You do not have to single-handedly do
EVERYTHING—any of you. I also specifically made
some suggestions to some individuals to hopefully begin to
work through some health circumstances. You always
choose your own direction, and so far have NOT DONE
THE THING I SUGGESTED BUT DID, IN FACT,
TURN THE EXPERIENCE INTO AN INTERLUDE OF
PROCRASTINATION. I accepted some resignations—and
so, relax, for we cannot attend things out of sequence; we
simply have too much to do in our own backlog.
And, friends, no matter how well-meaning you might
“intend”, DO NOT involve ME, our team, our paper or our
ANYTHING in any interchange politically or imagined. I
do not like to be used as a lever and I will not find it in
any way acceptable to bring into play politics, religion or

demands which are of questionable intent—no matter how
badly you despise any one, thing, government, church,
politician or next-door neighbor. If any of you bring
anything that can be established as a threat, a leverage or
a thrust against anyone, it is not of our doing and you will
stand responsible. Furthermore, if you do this and do it
under our name, while actually serving our adversary, even
if it is assumed to be someone from the Spectrum group,
then send the callers to visit with “them” or the party
involved. WE HAVE NO GROUP, NO CHURCH, NO
GATHERING, NO POLITICAL ASPIRATIONS—WE
SIMPLY OFFER INFORMATION THAT IS OF
INTEREST AND IF WE HAVE TO RUN A PUBLIC
NOTICE TO THAT EFFECT, SO BE IT. Well-meaning
“friends” are often very careless with others’ interests.
Irrational demands are considered threats and this ends
people on the list of “Domestic Terrorists”. Be sure you
are not responsible for irresponsible actions. For example:
Do not send anything controversial or questionable to Dr.
Carlson, even if you find it interesting and so might he.
We PROTECT our brethren by not doing anything to cause
undue focus on them in unfavorable circumstances. So be
it.
Now, what is the one most destructive element in the
growth and mental health of individuals? Their
experiences—and most especially, the values instilled
through, for goodness’ sakes, religions and religious
practices, and demands handed down by caretakers. What
is GOD? This is THE most central focus of everyone,
from the die-hard scientist to the clergy. Everyone claims
something or another about God, and the more “scientific”
the approach, the more difficulty dealing with a REALITY
of God.
What do we witness as we look, usually with total
skepticism, at the phenomenon of belief in God—few are
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impressed. You see dogmatism, and proceeding from
dogmatism you move to wars, and inquisitions and
persecutions. You see hypocrisy, people professing the
brotherhood of man, killing their fellows in the name, yet,
of faith, lining their pockets at the expense of others and
practicing all manner of brutality. You see a bewildering
multiplicity of rituals and images without consensus; this
god is a woman with six arms and six legs; that one is a
man who sits on a throne; this one is an elephant; that one
is a bull; that one the essence of nothingness; pantheons,
household gods, trinities, unities. You see ignorance,
SUPERSTITION and rigidity. The track record for belief
in God looks pretty poor. It is tempting to think that
humanity might be far better off without a belief in God;
that God is not only a dream in the sky by-and-by, but a
poisoned dream at that. It would seem reasonable to
conclude that God is an illusion in the minds of humans—
a destructive illusion—and that belief in God is a common
form of human psychopathology that might better “be
healed”.
If you continue your attachment to any of these things,
you are going to be far more DISillusioned than you can
imagine. You must find SPIRITUAL TRUTH IN
REASON!
I find that the one most dreadful lie of all is that
of someone else in human form being murdered, to
keep you from having to face your own actions and
responsibilities. We can move us through a world
transition far more easily than getting you through your
preconceived, misinformed delusions.
STOP making any OTHER your scapegoat or your
responsible party for your behaviors, ideas or insights.
We offer information and we do not do that to take
your responsibility for self. You have as good an ear
for receiving answers to your own inquiries as does any
receiver. I never object to visitation,
but do not run my program, please.
Neither can we attend personal
interchanges, for we are not the
sounding board—that is for you to take
up with guides and teachers—of your
own. GOD IS AVAILABLE TO
EVERY “ONE”. We must walk and
run this road—we cannot DRAG
anyone, nor shall we push while
striking others to attend someone’s
personal focus. If anyone feels out of
step—check self first.
I want to talk about our new paper
“masthead” as we move into this year of
service. It is important but the writing is
too lengthy. We are going to bring some
beneficial changes to old systems and
controls, which will also bring freedom.
These are wondrous times to be
experiencing as humans in change. Let
us be worthy of our commission.
Salu
Thank you for staying with me,
chelas. Walk in beauty and look around,
lest you not stop to smell those orchids.
And NO, we will not simply take up
where we left off when we came here to
this distant land. That part of the
classroom experience is over and now we
walk strong about our Father’s business.
Adonai
GCH—d
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FED Gold “Study”
DISINFORMATION
8/28/99—#1
BOGGING DOWN?
TOO MANY ALTERNATIVES?
It is not that there is lack of something-or-other
which is the first consternation of man—it actually
boils down to LACK OF IDEAS, or there are so
many ideas and possibilities as to leave an individual
unable to arrive at a choice for the “best idea”.
Moreover, the most interesting thing about “response”
to a circumstance is that response gives a pause in
which to think and reason. “Reaction” is the instant
reverberation of instant “effect” to some “cause”.
Realize, please, that there is ALWAYS a
reaction, for every “cause” has a rebounding “effect”.
The point of any exercise in WISDOM is to get
beyond the initial “reaction”, and then wisely weigh
information, get more if you can and consider a
“response”. If at first there is not enough information
at hand, do something in response which is as neutral
as is possible considering the situation presented.
THEN GATHER FACTS prior, if possible, to
making final conclusions about which actions are
those which may well set a pattern of the direction a
circumstance may take, i.e., a demand letter from the
IRS demanding payment of some type, which is
actually not owed in any sense of the word—because
of NO INCOME.
Example: the Spectrum groupie, i.e., Ricky with
Brent in charge, having stated that they would bring
in the IRS—to hound people who have anything to do
with corporations, CONTACT, people involved at
NCH (nominee)—have done so! Now just how
“Ekkers” can be charged the bill of over $15,000 for
a thing they did not run, had no access to bank
accounts and have been robbed of, while away from
the country of the U.S. for well over a year, is
interesting in its presentation. If there was a profit in
CONTACT and we were given the song and dance of
poverty—is there not something wrong with the
picture?? The full excuse for “taking the paper” was
because there was no longer anything to support, with
further financing, THE PAPER! How could there be
tax due for something totally bankrupt and which
always was? I would think that even the IRS would
be sick of the image they receive when such as this
happens. Oh well—!
This was perhaps a long way around the point of
“lacking ideas” when you are in otherwise “lack”.
However, the example of a challenge of the IRS
nature in such presentations is about the best example
around. Dr. Carlson can tell you just how interesting
a crosswise conflict with the IRS can become.
Believe me, if any of my people owed taxes of any
kind they would have FIRST PAID THEM, then
argued the issue. The hurt comes when you have
attended things to the very best of your ability, only
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to have the very people responsible for the shelter
itself set up a secret informant circumstance to satisfy
some self-assumed individual ego—to getcha. This
is about the worst corporate inside betrayal I have
witnessed, as to INTENTIONAL damage infliction.
You live in a world of false presentations, in
order to get you to believe what is desirable for the
Power Elite to have you believe. We can consider
gold in these days of assault and battery on that
commodity, and that coming intentionally to cover the
dastardly acts of the heisters. Truth is almost always
exactly the opposite of what is presented. And, yes,
we’ll get to an example of that also, in a few minutes.
There was a brilliant professor in Los Angeles, who
actually is one of the more genius physics
practitioners on the globe, and he coined a “theory”,
an “axiom” if you will: The bureaucrats will always
produce the opposite of what they pronounce as their
intention. He called it The Law of the Bureaucracy.
Therefore, in this time of confusion and chaos in
currency, money, value—markets, watch WHO gives
out information and what it actually means. Let us
consider the Federal Reserve and its Board’s study on
gold, recently presented.
The title of the “study” is benign, and perhaps we
can offer observations which were forwarded to us
very, very recently; coming, it appears, from the
infamous “Internet”.
[QUOTING:]

traded over-the-counter, where central banks stand
ready to lease gold in increasing quantities should the
price rise.”
Mr. Greenspan said, “CENTRAL BANKS”—
bankS, like in the plural. Without one iota of doubt,
he was referring to a collusion of Central Banks
acting in concert with the specific objective of
CONTROLLING THE PRICE OF GOLD, so it
could not rise.
“...ready to lease gold in increasing quantities
should the price rise.”
The
meaning
is
UNMISTAKABLE.
Subsequently, he said he “would control the gold
market”, if he had to.
The above leaves no shadow of doubt in the
minds of any reasonably objective observers. The
Fed DOES NOT WANT THE PRICE OF GOLD
TO RISE! Period! Furthermore, the Fed will
exercise whatever it takes to CONTROL THE
PRICE OF GOLD.
It is within this context and framework the FRB
study on gold was made.
AUTHOR IDENTITIES OF
THE FRB STUDY ON GOLD

Firstly, the study was made under the auspices of
the FRB. Henderson was assisted by Stephen Salant
of the University of Michigan—who, of course, was
paid for his services by the FRB.
Whereas the study’s title page provides the
following “DISCLAIMER”, one indeed must be
totally naive to believe the “researchers” would be
allowed to publish a study which is in conflict with
the well-established FRB’s agenda regarding gold.
Nonetheless, here is the disclaimer:
“The study represents the views of the authors
and should not be interpreted as reflecting those of
the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System or other members of its staff.” [H: Go back
and re-read that, and I “dare” anyone to get
A CRITIQUE OF THE FRB STUDY ON GOLD
anything out of it. Will the REAL Mr.
Greenspan stand up, please!]
To fully appreciate the occult meaning, and
YOU be the judge!
especially the real purpose of the Federal Reserve
Board’s study on gold, we must put it into
CRITIQUE OF THE FRB “STUDY” ON GOLD
perspective and consider the identities of its authors.
The seemingly innocuous title of the FRB’s study is,
The extent of the criticism of this research paper
“A NOTE ON GOVERNMENT GOLD
is encyclopedic in volume. However, this writer will
POLICIES”.
only touch upon the more blatant and flagrant
exaggerations, omissions and generally misleading
FRB AGENDA REGARDING GOLD
commentary.
Per the study: “Government gold policies are
The FRB’s “agenda” regarding the “gold
under
active discussion. Recently there have been
question” is quite clear. In little-noticed testimony
before the House Banking Committee, Fed Chairman significant sales of gold by Belgium and the
Greenspan spelled it out in no uncertain terms. Netherlands, proposed future sales by Switzerland
Subject to questioning by the Committee about the and rumors of additional sales. This note is an
possible and potential dangers of reckless use of analysis of several government gold policies,
derivatives in the oil market, Fed Chairman including the immediate sale of government gold
Greenspan tried to downplay the risk that “some stocks.”
The above is a gross exaggeration. For the 23derivative contracts might produce a squeeze on short
year period from 1974 to 1996 there were only three
sellers”.
He explained that there was no danger that the countries which sold a notable amount of gold per
supply of oil to fulfill derivative contracts could be FRB’s “standards”. Let’s take a careful look at this.
During two decades plus three years, the selling
restricted. Then, he added the BLOCKBUSTER
countries divested themselves of a “grand total” of a
reference to gold:
“Nor can private counterparts restrict supplies of mere 55-million ounces (Canada 11.5, Belgium 20.6
gold, another commodity whose derivatives are often and the Netherlands 22.5 million). We need to put
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this into proper perspective by comparing 55-million
ounces sold in a 23-year period with the average, daily,
gold-trading volume in recent years at the London
Bullion Marketing Association (LBMA). During 1997
and 1998, the LBMA traded on average 30- to 40million ounces DAILY! As is painfully obvious to even
a grade-school student, it would have taken only 2-3
DAYS to absorb all the gold sold by Canada, Belgium
and the Netherlands. However, they spread the sales
out over a 23-year period.
[H: ALL of the numbers are so skewed as to be
so totally and outrageously false that it is difficult to
even have an opinion about this matter. THERE
ARE NO ACCURATE NUMBERS REGARDING
ANYTHING IN THE PRESENTATION AND
THE AUTHOR HAD MISinformation on all the
data. He certainly did the best he could—but false
data in—false data out. The entire presentation,
study and all, is nothing but fabrications.]
The study’s reference to the sales is ludicrous. On
the other hand, the study’s omission of a very
significant ramification regarding the gold sales destroys
all semblance of the research group’s credibility. The
researchers “conveniently” failed to mention that the
currencies of these three nations were mercilessly
devalued in subsequent years, as a direct result of
selling off their gold reserves. [H: READ IT
AGAIN!]
Per the study, “Cumulated net sales from 1974 to
1996 have been 72-million ounces.” [H: NOT ONLY
IS THIS INCORRECT, IT “COULD” NOT
PHYSICALLY BE CORRECT!]
Big Deal! There are two bones to pick here.
Firstly, nowhere in the entire “study” (and I use the
word loosely) does it mention WHO BOUGHT THE
GOLD. Needless to say someone did! And methinks
most probably the buyers were a few financial
institutions beefing up their gold reserves. Secondly,
72-million ounces spread over a 23-year period is
minuscule in comparison to the average daily volume of
the LBMA daily gold trading. Literally, ALL the 72million ounces could have been absorbed in ONE
WEEK OF TRADING without any significant ripple in
gold’s price.
Per the study: “In Chart 1, the left-hand pie chart
shows that governments own about one-fifth of the
estimated total world gold stock of about 5,900 metric
tons (189.7 million troy ounces), which is the sum of
government stocks, AND ESTIMATES OF PRIVATE,
ABOVE-GROUND STOCKS AND GOLD YET TO
BE MINED.” “...and gold yet to be mined.” Now
what subterfuge are the researchers painting here?
What possible AND LOGICAL significance can
“GOLD YET TO BE MINED” have in relation to this
so-called “study”?
Per the study: “However, the importance of gold as
a possible future reserve asset, as part of a war-chest,
and as a strategic material, has clearly diminished in
recent years and will, in all likelihood, continue to
diminish.”
[H: ARE THEY ACTUALLY
FOISTING THIS TRASH OFF ON YOU
PEOPLE? DIMINISHING? THEY HAVE
BROUGHT THE WORLD DOWN WITH THE
SUBTERFUGE AND SHUFFLING OF GOLD IN
EVERY WAY, INCLUDING UPSIDE DOWN!
AND JUST HOW DO THEY GET AWAY WITH
SHOVING THIS TRIPE DOWN YOUR
GULLETS? EASY—JUST PRINT IT AS A

BONAFIDE “STUDY” ATTACHED TO THE
FEDERAL RESERVE—WHICH THE FRB
WON’T EVEN CLAIM, AND YET IT IS
PUBLISHED AND PUT ONTO THE PUBLIC AS
GOSPEL TRUTH. CITIZENS—YOU ARE
WATCHING A SHAM, A SCAM, AND A
MASSIVE DEBACLE STRUGGLING TO STAY
WITHIN SOME KIND OF LIMITS, UNTIL
“THEY” CAN FIGURE OUT WHAT TO DO.
DO YOU ACTUALLY STILL THINK THAT WE
ARE GOING TO HAVE BIG TROUBLE WITH
THAT GLOBAL RESERVE? IT IS THE ONLY
THING LEFT TO SAVE THEIR ASSETS! AND
THEY KNOW THAT WE KNOW WHERE THE
ACTUAL “GOLD” IS IN KEEPING. ARE YOUTHE-PEOPLE EVER GOING TO GET ENOUGH
OF THIS HOGSWILL FROM THESE HOGS?]
It is my considered opinion the above statement was
the original premise and purpose of the “study”. The
researchers were engaged to attempt to try to prove this
theoretical hypothesis. In their endeavor they conjured
up 26 pages of rambling rhetoric, backed up by 33
pages of meaningless REFERENCES, incomprehensible
FORMULAE and theoretical CHARTS—all with the
goal of confusing and misleading the reader.
THE CURRENT REALITY OF GOLD
It is my considered opinion that two things are
certain here:
** That the gold price is depressed as a direct
result of “...central banks standing ready to lease gold
in increasing quantities should the price rise”.
** That worldwide market forces and/or securities
law enforcement agencies will eventually and inevitably
FORCE central banks to CEASE AND DESIST
leasing gold.
THE UPSHOT OF CENTRAL BANKS
CEASING TO LEASE GOLD WILL NECESSARILY
BE AN EXPLOSIVE REVALUATION OF ITS
MARKET VALUE. WERE I PRESSED TO
ESTIMATE HOW HIGH THE MIDAS METAL
MIGHT RISE, IT SEEMS LOGICAL IT MAY WELL
REPEAT INITIALLY ITS METEORIC CLIMB OF
THE 1970S—FROM $35 TO $850 PER OUNCE, OR
ABOUT 20 TIMES TODAY’S VALUE. HOWEVER,
THE INITIAL EMOTIONAL EXCESS OF THE
MARKET WILL MOST PROBABLY BE
CORRECTED BACK TO JUST 10 TIMES
TODAY’S VALUE.
(August 23, 1999)
[H: Sorry, we don’t have the “author” of this
brilliant letter but it appears you can get the study at
http://www.federalreserve.gov/pubs/ifdp/1997/582/
ifdp582.pdf]
[END OF QUOTING]
And in the wisdom of Sir Cortright: “Their Plan
cannot and won’t work!”; meaning “our team can’t get
it together...”. Perish the thought, Ricky. Even with the
distractions and harassment—we ARE GETTING IT
DONE! And with “friends” like him and others of his
turncoat “takers”, we rather enjoy him being declared
(by himself) an enemy, for we know where to watch
and how to expect the next stab in the back. Who is
paying Rick and his team to do these nasties? Ed? I
doubt it—they have never furnished anything before, so
if they have it now, they surely got it through devious
means—including team-conspiracy to present FRAUD,
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so it would appear to we who know nothing about law
and can only go by appearances.
I warn everyone this reaches: If you have supported
these Spectrum players in any way at all, mainly
financially, you will probably be approached by
investigators and “cult” watchers. They are welcome to
it.
We will struggle along as best we can, even though
it is difficult on both sides of the ocean, in spite of their
“taking”, and figuratively raping, ravaging and
pillaging. And once YOU support their Spectrum team,
you are considered legally an accessory to the crime and
co-conspirator and, at the least, an accomplice. Indeed,
they are most welcome to the bed they have made for
themselves. May they sleep well.
As we leave this writing, I would comment on the
circumstance of Dr. Ron Carlson; also, I request that
Melissa’s letter be printed in the paper. [Ed: The
essence of this letter was put forth in last week’s issue
of CONTACT, under a heading of “Send Your Letters
On Behalf Of Ron Carlson!”.]
Hold strong, friend, and gain all the positive aspects
of your experience as is possible. You have, remaining,
some devoted and caring support teams. We ARE
going to get our job accomplished and the ONLY
question is “when”. We have to wait for the human
working to run its drag-time. We may not be able to
wave magic wands—but we will be able to cover the
loss of dental practice and offer good support as needs
arise. We hold Melissa in our arms as well as our
hearts, for sometimes it is hardest on those left to face
the world day-to-day. That is part of the infernal Plan
of the adversary. We have somewhere around 650
agreements WORKING. And, all it takes is ONE—
THE FIRST ONE! YOU ARE NOT ALONE, AND
INDEED, GOD LOVES YOU, SON.
Can “we” make it in Manila? The question, of
course, is “Can the Ekkers make it in Manila?” They
HAVE TO, don’t they? And, Melissa, we honor and
respect YOU, child.
Love, Dad
GCH—d

Ron Carlson Reminder:
Please take the time to write a characterwitness letter and send it by September 15,
along with anything you can contribute
financially, to:
Melissa Yee-Carlson
1480 Kinau St.
Honolulu, HI 96814
The letters should be addressed to:
Honorable U.S. District Judge Susan Oki
Mollway. As a salutation, please use, “Dear
Judge Mollway”.
Please send letters to Ron addressed to:
Ronald S. Carlson
PFN #UJC935
North County Jail
550 Sixth St.
Oakland, CA 94706
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Laziness Is NON-love;
Evil Is ANTI-love
8/30/99—#1
WHEN GRACE HAS TOUCHED YOU
Friends, come share with us this day of beauty and
KNOWING. As we move along in the center of the
eye of the storm, there appears such calm (for there is
calm) and the heart-and-soul wants to linger in this
midpoint rest. Here is where you must replenish soul
strength, meet responsibilities while looking directly into
the eye of same, hold to hope in the optimism of
KNOWING, and realize that those who passed your
way, while living within the TOTAL LIE, were not
your friends, EVER.
Difficult? Of course, God never promised no “hard
way” from time to time—HE PROMISED THAT YOU
COULD ACHIEVE, MOVE BEYOND AND COME
INTO KNOWING. But what, in fact, makes THE
WAY DIFFICULT? IS IT NOT THE THINGS OF
PHYSICAL? IS IT NOT THE ACTUAL REALITY
OF BEING A MANIFEST ENTITY?
Now for the hard one, the REALLY hard one:
What do you do in responsible response when you
KNOW something to be incredibly WRONG, which
rests so heavily on the heart that breathing itself is
difficult? It will NEVER be of “self” that this kind of
pressure comes but, rather, the confrontation of
KNOWING.
Something has come into the conscious KNOWING
of Dharma and E.J. which responsibility demands:
ATTEND PROPERLY. Also, much comes into the
consciousness these days, as correspondences move
back and forth and people “confide” facts unknown
before—even if suspected in some instances. These
things are regarding individuals, circumstances, the plan
of attacking “us”, and having to face the ones who sit
on fences and cannot seem to “see”—while squealing if
our people so much as defend themselves and YOU
who share.
As we move forward, yes indeed, dear hearts, it is
that we will take care of our aboriginal brethren so that
they will never again in our lifetime be unable to have
equality, IF THEY BUT UTILIZE THE GIFTS
OFFERED—THEY ARE BRIGHT AND THEY CAN
LEARN! THE LEAST OF MINE, SAID CREATOR,
SHALL BECOME THE GREATEST. KNOW IT.
Therefore, realize, even you who are into our work
every day, every hour—that some of “these” types of
foundations must be scattered about, so that no Power
Elite can again put them down once they are established
in God’s Plan. This is why, dear ones, it is so difficult
to wait while the politicians dally around, people die
and worlds are left in chaos. We must NOT allow the
political corruption to break the back of freedom. It
must await the unfolding in proper sequence.
There are some who sit in confusion and yes, it is
OK that this is so. We cannot “unconfuse” anyone or
anything. We can only offer truth and give example IN

ACTION, FOR EVEN FRIENDSHIP IS A LIE
WITHOUT
ACTIONS
SUSTAINING
A
FRIENDSHIP. People simply do not know what is
“friendship”,
what
IS
Love,
what
is
RESPONSIBILITY, and what is deliberate damage
imposed in the name of TRUTH—WHEN TRUTH IS
NOT EVEN KNOWN?
Do Ekkers, as example, have “friends”? Yes—but
very few. Does GOD have friends? Yes, but even
fewer! Are YOU a friend to either? NO one? ANY
one? Really? Or do you swish in the wind?
Ekkers wouldn’t, yea COULDN’T, offer such as
Grace, Mercy, absolution or so much as forgiveness, for
most people understand “forgiveness” less than any of
the other circumstances of being. THEY DO
RECOGNIZE RESPONSIBILITY! AND FROM
“RESPONSIBLE” THOUGHT AND ACTION
COMES ALL THE REST.
Were these people always in perfection? No, and
they are NOT now in PERFECTION. But they do
make every positive effort to stand RESPONSIBLE.
Therefore, as things pile up in moving into
consciousness—responsibilities are painful at times and
almost devastating at others.
I am going to speak of these things, for information
has been brought into attention which cannot be
ignored. But the individual soul cries out: Father, do
not ask me to do this task, for it is too painful; I was
too blind to see, too deaf to hear and somehow,
“through me in doing my job so far”, some have come
into such hurt, and now face all but ultimate pain in
realization because they crossed our pathway.
We have to begin with that which is “self”
responsibility. Dear ones, you cannot be responsible
FOR ANOTHER—NO other. But, can you keep
“secrets” when TRUTH confronts you—just to avoid
responsible actions? Perhaps you lovely people didn’t
realize that when the SOUL IS NAKED BEFORE
GOD—YOU ARE CLOSEST TO GOD?
We deal with that wondrous hope of all: that there
be true “friends” and that we will always walk in honor
of those beings.
George Washington said it well: “Actions, not
words, are the true characteristic mark of the
attachment of friends.” And Christ said: “You are my
friends if you do what I command.” “CHRIST” is the
oneness within GOD, and each religion, race, creed and
color of human consciousness may well have a
“different” term to express that “being” and, people, a
“human label” does not a “CHRIST” make. And
believe me, to simply believe on someone who calls
himself “Sananda” is not the way to go. “Sananda”, in
ancient Egyptian terms, is a root word or term for
Satan as recognized today. Would a Christ present
with such a name? Of course, for it also means
“tester”, “sorter”, “redeemer through consciousness”—
and I think you get the drift. HE also represents the
very top of perfection as a “teacher”, a warning
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messenger at the brink of Massive Change, a Guide of
perfection, the bearer of a “New Name” for recognition
at the time of the White Horseman’s arrival.
Would YOU know this? Not likely but Nora had
unearthed it in her research! So is THIS the name of
Christ returning? Yes and no, it is one of the names,
but it is not THE name.
Is the Picture WE OFFER OF SANANDA a lie?
Is it representative of someone else? IT IS VERY
REAL, AND ITS PURPOSE IS ABOUT THE MOST
IMPORTANT ONE THING YOU HAVE BEEN
PRESENTED FOR YOUR RECOGNITION OF
THINGS PRESENTING. Do you feel betrayed?
WHY? Do you not think GOD CREATOR is great
enough to KNOW WHAT HE IS DOING? Ah, but
“Rick said...”? Indeed, what exactly did Rick say and
how DID THAT ENERGY PRESENT TO THE
ANONYMOUS ONES? Ah so, it pays to WATCH
WHAT IS SAID AS TO TRUTH OF
PRESENTATION AND CONTENT—DOESN’T IT?
But how can THIS be? BECAUSE YOU
DON’T SEEM TO EVER UNDERSTAND THE
MOST IMPORTANT ONE THING OF ALL
THINGS: EVERYTHING IS OF GOD, IS GOD,
THE THOUGHT OF GOD, THE ENEMY OF
GOD, THE MESSENGER OF GOD—I.E.: GOD!
HOW BETTER TO FLUSH THE PARASITES
OUT OF THE VERY FIBER OF GOD’S
CREATION AND CREATIONS? “But isn’t that
some kind of a lie in itself?” There can be NO LIE
IN GOD. GOD “IS” TRUTH—ALWAYS AND
FOREVER. AND THE MOST REMARKABLE
REPRESENTATION
OF
THE
TERM
“SANANDA” IS “TRUTH”!
God will never interfere in a person’s journey, and
will only intervene in change to disentangle players
when there is overlapping onto ANOTHER
INDIVIDUAL, WHEN THAT INJURED OR
IMPACTED PARTY ASKS.
Indeed, this is about as STRONG a warning and
message as I can bring to your attention. “Strong” is a
good term often used by, say, Little Crow. “Strong”
things are rather like “important” things—not
necessarily what YOU would classify as “good”. And,
always “truth” IS; it simply is different to each
individual consciousness.
“Geeze, now how are we ever to KNOW?” YOU
DO ALREADY KNOW—you simply do not
REALIZE all things. THIS IS WHY YOU WERE
GIVEN SOME GUIDELINES AGAINST WHICH TO
MEASURE THAT WHICH YOU DO. YOU WILL
“THINK” WHATEVER THE MIND WILL
PRODUCE—ACTION IS THE GAME YOU PLAY
WITH THAT WHICH THE MIND THINKS, AND
YOU WILL HAVE TO ACKNOWLEDGE THAT
YOUR LIMITATIONS DO NOT ALLOW YOU TO
CONSCIOUSLY KNOW ALL IN HUMAN,
“BRAIN” FORM. SO, IF YOU ARE TOO “LAZY”
TO GET ON WITH “KNOWING” AND TAKING
RESPONSIBILITY, YOU ARE TRAPPED IN THE
LIMBO OF ERRORS AND PROBABLE SIN, AS
DEFINED IN YOUR OWN TERMS.
WE
MEASURE EVIL BY THAT WHICH PULLS FROM
THE PATH TO GOD, “SIN” IS SIMPLY AN
“ERROR” (LARGE OR SMALL) ALONG THE
WAY. Sin and evil both can be present but it is ONLY
INTENTIONAL ACTION THAT CAN BE
MEASURED LITERALLY.
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“Sir, with all this now stuffed in the mind to the
point of overwhelm, is it possible to move on, except in
negative fright, even if FEAR is not present?” Yes,
OPTIMISM IS THE FAITH THAT LEADS TO
ACHIEVEMENT NO MATTER WHAT MIGHT BE
THE CIRCUMSTANCES OR IMPACTS.
NOTHING CAN BE DONE WITHOUT HOPE AND
“HOPE” IS THAT “OPTIMISM” THAT PROMISES
GROWTH AND FULFILLMENT.
For a few of you who “hurt” today: “In his great
mercy he has given us new birth into a living hope.”—
(Peter)
So, Dharma asks: “But can’t we just recognize
Truth and let the lie die of its self?” Dear one, that is
the only way the lie actually dies—OF ITSELF. But
responsibility to OTHERS caught in the lie is that
which is measured, as in “actions”, “responsibility to
others as well as self”, hope and understanding. When
you will do “what is right”, even when the results of
that “right action” may be uncomfortable, you have
grown beyond the lie. You leave Grace in the hands of
GOD where it belongs.

much deeper. Now IRS BILLS FOR PAYMENT are
coming to these corporations AS FINAL BILLINGS. On
the information sheets, there are “the many prior notices”
mentioned. Prior notices? Nobody around these parts or
Tehachapi ever HEARD of such a thing, much the less
would have the ability to deal with anything of that sort—
because Rick and Gail were the ONLY ones holding bank
accounts, etc.—along with Brent. Brent would have been
the one, with Rick, to structure the position of including
GAIL IN THE BANKING CIRCLE—as she replaced
Brent when he shifted to NCH. Ed Young was always
angry that he was not a signer on those accounts, for he
always considered himself 100% in control of CONTACT.
Ah, but what about a bill from the IRS, with a
stated amount to be in arrears to the extent that there
are also $2,000 in penalties? There was a calculated
AMOUNT of $14-$15,000. Ah, but there had been no
PRIOR notices received, AND the corporations in point
are SO IN DEBT AS TO MAKE THE U.S.
GOVERNMENT LOOK AFFLUENT. There COULD
be NO taxes owed under any circumstances without
false claims, secret informers and purely unlawful
“stuff” taking place. The time in point is given as a
rather interesting period of time of “1997”. “1997”—
WHAT? Oh, it is a valid document on Treasury (IRS)
stationery from the Long Beach area but it just “looks”
wrong, certified mail but not signed for by an
individual—only a notation of “Contact”—at NCH! It
was forwarded on over after a long delay of a couple
of weeks—to Tehachapi, where it arrived Friday.
Now what happens? Well, Cort is in a worse
position than anything yet that these “Rainbow” kids
have pulled, because Cort also has a part of
corporations which DEAL WITH IRS MATTERS—
making it easy to get forms, turn in secret information
in a sting or “getcha” plot—and it is now eating him
alive. But this is not the worst of it, for there is more
to come—BUT THIS IS THE BEST OF ALL
WORLDS FOR THIS TEAM, BECAUSE THE
RESPONSIBILITY IS GOING TO COME RIGHT
BACK TO THE ONES WHO THOUGHT IT SO
CUTE IN THE ONSET.
And yes, Rick had already given the plan—they did
their deeds, said that there would be “an indictment”
(against Ekkers) and problems with the IRS (which hit
Cort worse than anyone, as well as some of his people),
while one of his key people was actually disciplined for
“possible” impropriety. Brent was instrumental in
working out a way to let the thieves get what they
wanted OUT OF THE WAREHOUSE, and then saw to
it that CARLOS (the Warehouse person and supervisor)
was dropped from his position with NCH. Brent told
Carlos on a Friday, with a big grin, “You are fired as
of today, don’t come back on Monday, you have no
job.” Well, NCH only used a bit of Carlos’ time and
carried insurance (health), etc. Carlos was out cold
with a family, new baby and his throat cut. Diane had
to work out something.
THESE ACTS ARE DELIBERATE, PEOPLE,
THEY “COULD NOT” BE ACCIDENTAL, OR
COINCIDENCES.
Is this what has Dharma upset? No—this is all quite
funny in its presentation because somebody at NCH had
BETTER SORT IT OUT, or the confrontation is going to
go beyond games and into the CRIMINAL “conspiracy”,
fraud, false testimony, giving false information and you can
think of some more, I am sure.
Ah, but it is the MORAL impact which has undone

PLAN OF THE RAIDERS
We need to turn to the things taking place as the
SPECTRUM children of that rainbow begin to really
damage themselves. The product of that intentional
barrage of miscalculated outcome is going to be very
hard, ultimately—on them—and their followers are
going to have to face that they have been SUCKERED
into the trap of their fabrications.
First, realize that when Rick Martin-Cortright wrote
pointedly: “You know me BUT BY NO MEANS
WELL...I think you are smart enough to not want me
for an enemy...” and other things—that, in a court of
law, reads like an extortion threat. We will leave that
there but we have to take note of everything since—
even to Rick Martin acting as LEGAL COUNSEL for
the entire group—except Brent Moorhead, who is into
even deeper legal yogurt than are the Rick Martins in
the mess now come upon the scene.
Pull out the letter from Jason Brent to George
Green (after both denied any contact—under oath).
Jason Brent outlined EXACTLY what he would do to
“get the Ekkers”, through hounding by the FBI,
Treasury Dept (IRS), Mail—you name it he had it on
his list—and for only something like 20% of a
discussed $2 million George had presented for
consideration. RICK AND KIDS ARE GOING
DOWN THAT LIST.
They put Cort in a box right off the top by
threatening an INDICTMENT coming down and
Cort—who was so busy as to not really KNOW much
of anything about the game in point—didn’t know what
hit him but REACTED in total opposition to that which
he SHOULD have done. Ah, but the tangled webs got
into worse knots and out of control. Brent Moorhead
is Cort’s comptroller. But, Brent Moorhead ALSO
kept the books and did the accounting, IRS tax
responsibilities and generally knew EVERYTHING
about many corporations—but just to name a couple or
three: CONTACT, PHOENIX SOURCE, NEW GAIA,
etc.—ah, indeed, THE ONES IN THE TRAP.
He only resigned abruptly at the time the “infamous
lock-out” occurred. They then had to start in real diligence
to do a number on us and our team to hide their
indiscretions. It didn’t work and the hole is getting ever so
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Dharma.
I have written on many hundreds of topics, one of
which is viruses, from HIV, to cancer-causing, to
herpes, to you name it.
Now PROOF of Tricky Ricky’s entertainment—
USING HIS CONNECTION WITH HIGHER GODFORMS to cover his antics—has come to the top of the
entropy pile in the worst way Dharma can face.
People came to visit because of our writings, and
interchanges were brought forth through those visits and
acquaintances. And it is not nice what now must be
faced. Rick USED his position as this pious, sweet
receiver of Esu, Sananda, Christ to strike up romances,
one after another. It started immediately as anyone
single would come to town—and finally, THEY
DIDN’T EVEN HAVE TO BE SINGLE.
In each instance, as these ladies are coming forth,
it seems he would always present them with “soul
mate”, “twin flame”, spiritual mergence and always,
marriage—later, of course.
Several times I got involved and the ladies hated me
for it, while Ricky loved it that I would say STOP—
NO MORE, and he could just blame old Hatonn and
dump responsibilities. These were BEAUTIFUL,
TRUSTING AND WONDERFUL PEOPLE.
Well, naive Doris couldn’t even consider that Rick
would actually preach and write for God, and practice
any other type of life-style. She actually felt sorry for
him being a young man with such a commitment as to
seemingly have no companionship of close relationships.
WRONG. A couple of the ladies told him where he
could stuff or hang his “petard”, and some grudges are
alive and well against one of them to this moment, in
pure unadulterated hatred and “get even”.
Well, it had come to attention that a couple of the
women had been badly “hurt” through the years but had
no recourse and, wanting to stay attached to our little
circle of friends, continued to participate or visit in spite
of the embarrassment. But the night before last came
the blow and the confrontation that Doris could no
longer ignore.
One lovely woman who came all the way from
Africa, the people here thought, was to visit “Hatonn/
Dharma”, etc.—just to have a visit while expressing
friendship, etc. The lady was married and having a
rather bad time. She did no more than simply “meet”
Doris and left some things, a book, etc., with Rick to
deliver to Doris as a memento, from “abroad”, from
friends.
Before leaving Africa, however, as the trip neared and
the others would bring a card, a pin, a memento to her to
bring and deliver, she let it be known that she WAS ONLY
coming to the U.S. TO BE WITH RICK, HER SOUL
MATE, AND THEY HAD WORKED IT OUT.
Well, while Rick was just being a “good host”, he
took some days off and went to the coast, and “took the
lady” along, because he was going and he thought it
would be nice if he could show her some of the scenery
and, after all, they would only miss one meeting (the
excuse for her trip in the first place).
No one thought much about it, and certainly
Dharma didn’t because it was such a “nice thing to do”.
Ah, but that was NOT the end of it. That lady then
arranged to try to immigrate and Zita, Rick’s mother,
finally called “her husband”, asking him to require that
she go home! But the rebuttal came: “But Rick is my
soul mate and we will be together...marriage...”—the
whole lot.
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The lady finally went home to Africa and
immediately went downhill physically. She came down
with herpes, was diagnosed with cancer and continued
some contact until today. When she heard of the
“breakdown” of “CONTACT”, she made some calls on
old friends, in an effort to “make them see” that FROM
1991 and her visit with Rick—she was told and knew
that Hatonn was just a FALSE PROPHET, and Rick
was right up there with God. However, she had to face
the fact that their relationship had been somewhat
outside the Regular God’s instructions. She related one
LOVE SCENE after another with Ricky and couldn’t
say a thing about anything else, because she hardly met
anyone else other than Rick’s mother, Zita, who
foolishly let her live a while with her.
The herpes virus mutated into what would resemble
a cross between a spirochetal-type (shape/structure
resembling a spirochete of syphilis fame) virus, which
would be most identified with an HIV-TYPE of virus.
I have to use the term “type of” because it is the only
way to describe these varmints. It has been projected,
and I agree, that HIV is a related type of tertiary
syphilis, which could be treated quite easily with an
AQUEOUS solution of I-V penicillin in massive
dosages. However, once the body is resistant to the
treatment, it is too late for the more simple treatment
modalities. Nobody has wanted to admit that cancer is
contagious, or that cold sores are serious as to ability
to “shape shift”—as opposed to reptilian modulations of
nonsense fame.
And yes, we did ship some solutions to see if there
could be a more comfortable immune-system
enhancement, etc., and the fact that the person is still
a viable human being, after being totally considered
terminal, is some reference to “something” helping.
However, we have no intention of offering medicines or
treating anyone, so don’t even “go there”. There were
some problems with the shipment, because Rick had
mislabeled the boxes, as to contents, and the boxes got
bogged in customs for testing and approval. Even in
Customs, can’t you see, honesty and openness is the
only way to have a secure way of it.
As a matter of fact, our books, our products, and
our paper have all been held and seized for one reason
or another and then released—even the so-called “hate”
material. It just isn’t there, chelas, and we don’t offer
ANYTHING even remotely bordering on medicines,
drugs or questionable anything.
You who would like to go back about, “Well, there
was the plagiarized Russell material...!” NO, THERE
WAS NO SUCH THING. There was never even a
HEARING, and George Green was the named party—
he just joined ranks with US&P so, by golly, he could
try and make Ekkers go down, and he could KEEP
THE GOLD HE STOLE FROM THE INSTITUTE.
NICE WORLD? NOT VERY, CHELAS.
Rick, for goodness’ sakes, worked FOR AND
WITH GEORGE GREEN—as his office manager. Ed
Young came in, through and because of George Green,
and some not-very-nice people have passed through—
all with an underlying need to misrepresent, try to make
a pot full of money or just deal ego-misery to everyone
around.
So, what am I beating around the bush to say? BE
CAREFUL, and you MUST be responsible to note
some of this information where appropriate.
Which came first, the chicken or the egg? As in:
who had what first and is now on second? It no longer

matters, for everyone who came in contact, intimately,
is in danger—and should be checked and monitored.
Well, what if you were “close” as in “...kissing and
stuff but no, you know, really serious—you know, like
Clinton or whatever…”? Don’t lie to yourself! Herpes,
HIV, the cancer-causing viruses—are all smaller than
any prophylactic yet made. HIV virus is tiny enough
to pass right through a rubber condom like a golf ball
through a basketball hoop. Moreover, it will someday
be admitted that passage can be through other orifices
than the accepted modality. Even hands can pass the
virus, as can a cough, or sharing the same cigarette or
straw. Doesn’t it cross your minds to ask how it is
that, since time began, there was always the herpes
virus, and “fever blisters” and canker sores on the
tongue from time to time—BUT HIV AIDS IS NEW?
The most “important” and damaging person of the
century could be considered “Dr. Ruth”, who said that just
everything you want to do—do it, and the more gross the
better. This is a bitter, little, Khazarian female with intent
to get rid of as many goyim as possible.
Ah, the next is “...but breast cancer in females?”
Yes, and one of the most prevalent conduits of entry is
through the mammary system, the nipple and milkproduction system of the female. And man seems to
think those natural containers were made for his
entertainment. Even with fondling, if the hands have
touched open lesions of any kind, those hands are main
transport carriers. So, are all the “fun things” out?
No, you do whatever you want to do, but I am no
longer going to let my people take a drubbing because
you make wrong choices. Dharma NOR Hatonn gave
you anything other than BETTER ADVICE THAN
THAT?
“Well, sure,” the kids might say, “but Doris and
E.J. are married and they don’t have to give up
anything fun or fulfilling.” NO? Let me tell you a little
frightening tale of something very personal.
In 1984 Doris had serious surgery, which was
botched by the surgeons, and within a couple of months
was in such bad shape that the entire surgery had to be
redone. There was little bleeding in either instance, but
she went into shock and had to have a couple of
transfusions. This should have been no big deal;
however, in 1988 the hospital where the surgery had
been performed sent notices stating that every blood
recipient during a period of time of some three years,
1984 through 1987, was at risk for AIDS because of
CONTAMINATED BLOOD. There had been several
cases of AIDS and every blood recipient was at risk,
because the blood came from a central blood bank and
could not be traced per individual donor.
NO, there was no evidence or sign of any HIV
anything and still there is nothing—but the responsible
thing to do was to protect the partner. So, people, I
don’t ask YOU to do anything that my own people are
not willing to do. And they have not fallen over dead
from blight, side-miseries or unmanaged psychoses for
“not getting any” (the popular excuse for everything
from headache to nasal drip). So, don’t give me the old
“I can’t” or whatever—for goodness sakes, if something
is apt to kill you—can’t you just say NO? Even if it
is giving you cross words with each other—can’t you
just say NO? LOVE IS SAYING NO TO THAT
WHICH
DAMAGES
LOVE
AND
RESPONSIBILITY.
So, is this a difficult writing or not? Just about as
painful as it gets, and a lot of self-blame of, “Why
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didn’t I recognize what was taking place and stop it?”
Because, dear ones, YOU COULDN’T HAVE! THIS
IS THE PROCESS OF THE AGE: THE
CONFUSION OF LIFE-STYLES, THE B.S. ABOUT
TWIN FLAMES AND, WORSE, SOUL MATES.
THIS IS REPRESENTATIVE OF TOTALLY
IRRESPONSIBLE BEHAVIOR AND NOT GIVING
A DAMN ABOUT OTHER THAN SELF, AND
PHYSICAL DESIRE FOR WHATEVER IT IS SELF
WANTS.
Now, however, come the prayers, tears and, “But
how can I know who to warn, who to tell? Most that
I would know or suspect, have gone far away...” But
have they? Yes, some have and ONE is in serious
trouble, other than this lady in point. But there is no
contact with anyone remaining in your locale. Others
can be warned, if anyone knows of possible
relationships, and we have them in Colorado, Texas,
Canada, Africa and hither and yon.
We KNOW of some porno-film sessions right in
Tehachapi at Rick’s, with Canadian visitors. Check
your possibilities. And NO, dear ones, this is not a
blame session; this is serious time for ALL involved, for
every contact is at risk, including the ones known. My
suggestion is to be totally discreet and simply get a
checkup from time-to-time.
I don’t care what you choose as your life-style,
individual people; but you will not longer BLAME
Dharma or ME for your foolish indiscretions. Soul
mates, indeed: And how fast do you want that to be
JUST a “soul experience”?
People, the most typical type of cancer in the
female from this virus is “breast cancer”.
No, you do not HAVE to have a sexual relationship
to acquire this type of herpes, because it can mutate
from a cross between a herpes-zoster and a herpessimplex (shingles; cold sores). These ALL have the
capability of existing in the human cells indefinitely,
forever—even in a dormant stage after DEATH OF
THE BODY.
Foolishness? No, these are typical types of
“modern” behavior, where sex is totally confused with
good sense, sensing; nor is it based on any kind of
morality or self-discipline. This comes out of the
culture where the adversary KNOWS EXACTLY
HOW TO TRAP YOU AND DO YOU IN. There is
no need to rush to panic—just recognize possibilities
and count your days or years to see if you are OK.
If you, however, had contact with anyone who
might have been a partner, and yes, there are some—
and now have other partners—don’t delay. You know
if you have outbreaks or not, so simply and mentally
check it out.
Yes, we would have had to confront this sooner or
later but the information coming from abroad is so
disturbing as to need attention. We have a very, very
disturbed person in serious risk; in fact, quite terminally
ill over on the Dark Continent. And what is the current
attitude? I repeat: “I have known, since Rick told me
in 1991, that we were soul mates and would always be
together, no matter what would happen, and that
Hatonn is a false prophet.”
I do not come as a prophet, chelas, and therein
must be your FIRST realization. We have a job in
preparation to be accomplished. I am not here for
YOUR PERSONAL benefit or individual soul
progression. We offer information, we have a job to do
of mammoth size and we are getting it done—
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responsibly, and giving whatever is required to
accomplish it to glorious harvest.
The writing party sums up the letter: Is this a
betrayal of “friends”? No, but to denounce our Father
IS!
Precious children, it is not the BETRAYED at such
high risk—IT IS THE BETRAYER—and note that
daily we are betrayed for those things of physical
demands and desires. No matter how you may wish it
to be different, or somehow to go back and make things
“not happen”, it cannot be. You can remember—YOU
CANNOT GO BACK EXCEPT IN MIND—THE
PAST AND ALL IN IT ARE BEYOND RECALL.
Every human is exactly THAT: HUMAN. Errors
are made in past experiences, some of which establish
the very foundation of that which must be, to build
upon—as foundation—persons and circumstances that
allow our moving forward THIS DAY and create that
which presents more good for that to come.
The most painful part, of such as these
confrontations, is that you are continually shocked at
just how blind you have become, or how difficult it is
to see what is taking place right before your eyes. This
particular lady in point returned to Africa without
having exchanged 10 words with Dharma, and yet
Dharma gets the blame? So be it. The ADVERSARY
really doesn’t want us to WIN THIS BATTLE, SO
LET US ATTEND WHAT COMES AND LET THAT
WHICH IS NOT OURS—GO BY THE WAY.
We have done our responsible action and I would
ask that you who have contact with some of these
possibly involved parties, i.e., Wally L., for instance,
please pass it on.
Thank you, and God blesses you who help attend
your brother’s pain. And I remind you who might just
move into denial and shout, “This is not so!”: IT IS
SO, AND THERE IS NO BLAME OFFERED HERE,
EXCEPT FOR CARELESS BEHAVIOR, AND
PERHAPS YOU ARE THE “VICTIM”—BUT TO
BRING THIS IMMORAL BEHAVIOR FORTH IN
THE NAME OF SERVING GOD IS NOT SO WISE.
I would suggest as a parting thought: YOU WHO
HAVE WORKED SO DILIGENTLY TO PULL
DOWN OUR WORK AND DESTROY MY SCRIBE
AND MY TEAM—HAD BETTER GIVE CAREFUL
ATTENTION TO THIS MATTER, FOR WE ARE
GOING RIGHT THROUGH YOU, IF NECESSARY,
FOR YOUR BONDAGE OF US IS NOT
ACCEPTABLE AND WE WILL NO LONGER
HOLD YOU FROM FOCUS. IF YOU DO THESE
THINGS, YOU SHALL BE NAMED!
Blessings rest upon you who hold the Light and the
Truth, and do not be careless in your actions for selfsatisfaction at the cost of another—for the circle always
comes around and back unto source. It is one of the
undeniable LAWS OF THE UNIVERSE!
I know that a lot of you need input for healing of
wounds, and ability to look at some things of which we
speak, as to reminding you of same, i.e., Grace,
Responsibility, and thus and so. However, remember
that my people are human and are as limited as are you
but without ability to dump their job to attend this
more-interesting discussion.
I also want to state that this communication was
Private and Confidential, which makes it even more
difficult to maintain a RESPONSIBLE attitude. The
Law and the Moral Ethics demand recognition of such
a problem, but the intent must always be to protect the

participants in any exchange.
In pondering this dilemma of “responsible” action
vs. just letting it go, I would remind you of something
important: If you know something which you keep
hidden, and the worst happens that could have been
avoided—have you not now made yourself responsible
for greater accountability and dishonor?
Let us discuss briefly the very idea of
“RESPONSIBILITY”: YOU CANNOT SOLVE
LIFE’S PROBLEMS AND ENCOUNTERS EXCEPT
BY SOLVING THEM. This statement may seem
totally silly and self-evident, yet it is seemingly beyond
the comprehension of much of the human race. This is
because we must accept responsibility for a problem
(including myself) before it can be solved. I, too, have
had to agonize over these latest antics and children’s
games, just as have you. And, I cannot take your
burden, only my own, which is painful in every aspect
of the confrontations.
You cannot solve a problem by saying, “It’s not my
problem.” We cannot solve a problem by hoping that
someone else will solve it FOR US—it just won’t
happen. You can solve a problem only when you say:
“This is MY problem and it’s up to me to solve it.”
But many, so many, seek to avoid the pain of their
problems by saying to themselves, “This problem was
caused 'me' by other people, or by social circumstance
beyond my control, and therefore, it is up to the people
or society to solve this problem for me. It is not really
MY personal problem...”
The extent to which people will go to avoid
assuming responsibility for personal problems, while
always sad, most often in latter stages of disruption, is
ludicrous. But that is LIFE and LIVING, chelas—
WHAT IS, “IS”. Most often there is not any intent to
hurt others—but in some of the games people play—
THE INTENT IS EXACTLY THAT—TO
DESTROY, JUST TO SATISFY AN EGO-POSITION
WITH SELF. When this happens, the ego will pull as
many along with it as will bite the lie and move. That,
too, is simply the way it is and, therefore, in your own
stance, you must assume responsibility, stand firm
against the lie, confront the evil intent—and BE
RESPONSIBLE TO THE UTMOST MEASURE OF
YOUR OBLIGATION.
Will it ever be easier? Yes, for when you act in
responsibility and accountability in TRUTH—every
time there is a choice—you are not then torn between
choices, for right will be right and wrong will show
itself.
The confrontation of the above has cost two days
and sleepless nights struggling with “responsibility”. I
hope that no one feels injured, for there is and was no
intent to injure, presented or suggested. It is simply,
indeed, very sad. MAN must come to realize how
much damage is inflicted when first he deceives,
tampers and manipulates. And “he” is simply a generic
term for “MAN”. The party involved here has no
notion of other circumstances and I ask that this be
considered. There is a second person involved here—
VERY NEAR DEATH PASSAGE, AND WHO WAS
ALSO INVOLVED.
This was simply the New-Age way of it and it is
now coming back to collect the dividends of the insanity
of the movement itself.
Now again: What is evil? It is simply the pulling
of self or anyone else off the path toward God—
deliberately and intentionally. But to do so within the
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LIE is quite a burden to take onto self. People, chelas,
ARE LAZY.
Evil people hate the Light because it reveals them
to themselves. They hate goodness because it reveals
their badness; they hate love because it reveals their
laziness. You cannot be LAZY and really LOVE. The
LAZY will destroy the Light, the goodness, the love, in
order to avoid the pain of self-awareness. Love itself
is the antithesis of laziness. And whether or not you
notice: Laziness is always that of self-ego
aggrandizement and fulfillment of selfishness.
Ordinary “laziness” is a passive failure to love. Some
ordinarily lazy people may not or will not lift a single
finger to extend themselves, unless they are compelled to do
so. Their very being is a manifestation of non-love; still,
they are not particularly “evil”, just evil in negative
action—you simply allow their being to bring you within
their trap. Truly evil people, on the other hand, actively
rather than passively avoid extending themselves—or
actually extend themselves to prove that they are your
“enemy”. They will actually take any action required in
their power to protect their own laziness, to preserve the
integrity of their SICK SELF. Rather than nurturing others,
they will actually destroy others in this cause. If necessary,
they will even kill to escape the pain of their own spiritual
growth. As the integrity of their SICK SELF is threatened
by the spiritual good-health of those around them, they will
seek, by all manner of means, to crush and demolish the
spiritual good-health that may exist near them. I think here,
there is a good realization that, in defining evil, there
should also be a reference as to the exercise of political
power—that is, the imposition of one’s will upon others by
overt or covert coercion—in order to avoid extending one’s
self for the purpose of nurturing spiritual growth. Ordinary
laziness is non-love; evil is anti-love.
Now a sad observation: The conclusion must be
considered that the existence of evil is inevitable, at
least at this particular stage in human evolution. Given
the force of entropy and the fact that humans possess
free will, it is inevitable that laziness will be well
contained in some and completely uncontained in others.
As entropy, on the one hand, and the evolutionary flow
of love, on the other, are opposing forces, it is only
natural that these forces will be relatively in balance in
most people, while a few at one extreme will manifest
almost pure love, and a few at the other extreme pure
entropy (hate), or evil. Since these are conflicting
forces, it is also inevitable that those at the extremes
will be locked in combat; it is as natural for evil to hate
goodness as it is for goodness to abhor evil.
You will come to see, however, that evil serves as
a beacon to warn others away from its own shoals.
Because most have been graced by an almost instinctive
sense of horror at the outrageousness of it, it is a signal
to purify oneself. Remember something very
IMPORTANT: For every soul it destroys—and there
are many—it is instrumental in the salvation of others.
Evil will consume itself, for without that from which it
can parasitize, it cannot survive. Either the person will
change from evil or will simply wither of one's own,
pure laziness. The usual term: “OH WELL...”.
I cherish you and would protect you any way that
I can. The only way possible is to continue to show
you the way and tell you the truth. I am your Cohan,
not your slave-master!
God’s wings are large enough for all of us—USE
THEM! Dad
GCH—d
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God’s Plan 2000
Shall Not Be Stopped
9/1/99—#1
BY THE GRACE OF GOD
When you open your mind and your heart in honest appeal
to God for input—YOU GET IT! It is called Grace!
Sometimes it is necessary to see through the troops of clowns
and distracters but, as you move from “the tunnel” to the seeing
of the overall reality, you find amazement in the difference in
perception—regarding almost everything in your awareness.
We are “getting there”, chelas.
Example: Dharma has continued to wonder why, for
goodness’ sakes, some one or some energy (whatever) would
find need to drop everything in his/its life to come forth a zillion
miles to “STOP Ekkers”. Oh, this was important enough to
have people writing and sending copies of the supposed
“article” in SPECTRUM. The assumption was, of course, that
it had to do with the miserable, little nothing-worthy-of-realconsideration taking place in Tehachapi (or Rick’s T(a)hachapi)
or in the take-over coup-da-taunt! (Please don’t correct my
spelling here.) Then suddenly yesterday, the LIGHT came on
and TRUTH blossomed. It has NOTHING to do with an Ed
Youngster or Rick Tricky or Spectrum or CONTACT. It has to
do, ta-da: WITH STOPPING THE REALIZATION OF THIS
AMAZING MISSION OF BASIC WORLD CHANGE! Now
we can get somewhere. We must have REALIZATION by our
own team, before we can expect REALIZATION by those who
have prayed for help for centuries—but patiently wait.
Then we have embarrassment? Of course, for the past few
days have been such an awakening in so many realizations, and
the conscious awareness shocks the heck out of the
subconscious depths of MIND.
We do not pick on Rick, chelas. Stop this nonsense. One
of the people who was very close to Rick at one time is DYING
OF AIDS! And, no, I do not speak of the beautiful visitor from
Africa. Although, to avoid some contamination from the HIV
virus in the form of mutant Ebola, for instance, is probably
impossible, as these mutations of viruses travel about in
enhanced transfer comforts. Don’t you see why it was so
necessary for YOU TO BE BRAINWASHED INTO
ROAMING ABOUT, DEMANDING SEX HERE, THERE
AND EVERYWHERE? IT WAS TO PRESENT THE
“DELUSION” THAT IT IS WONDROUS AND GIVING—
FREE LOVE, FREE ECSTASY, FREE, FREE—
ENSLAVEMENT TO A LIE WHICH, AFTER ALL, IS
“NONE” OF THE THINGS IT IS TOUTED TO BE, BUT A
FURTHER WAY TO DESTROY THE VERY ESSENCE OF
MANKIND.
You, as a species, from Darkest Borneo to Tehachapi,
USA, spend zillions of dollars you don’t have, to pretty up,
smell up, stop the smells, illusion the eyes, delude the ears,
push the lies, sell the idea: OF SEX. I repeat: SEX IS NOT
LOVE! SEXUAL EXPRESSION IS ONE OF THE
GREATEST OF ALL LIES. IT MAY FEEL GOOD BUT IT
IS—IN THESE DAYS OF CHAOS—QUITE DEADLY.
BABIES ARE MURDERED AND MORALS ARE PUT INTO
TOTAL CONFUSION—IN SEARCH OF WHAT?
PERHAPS, AT TOPS, THREE MINUTES OF “WHAT”?
GETTING OUT OF YOUR MIND? Can’t you see how you

have been manipulated and puppetized? Responsibility in the
most RESPONSIBLE OF ALL ACTIVITIES has been reduced
to NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANYTHING OF VALUE.
Can’t you people see that many were sent in to try and get
my team on the CIA list, and to get insiders into the very inner
core to gather information? For goodness’ sakes, one precious
lady came who was an ACTIVE participant with the ADL
(Anti-Defamation-League of B’nai B’rith), was attached to the
Mossad, and did not hide it. She came with Mike B. (Rose),
who also claims himself to be a Special Forces member, and
on, and on and on. Rick fell into lust and it went from there
into a rather serious circumstance of moving-in, talking
marriage, etc. It is not only easy to be “had”, children—it is
all but impossible to NOT BE HAD. Why? Because when you
have a MAJOR EGO, you can’t imagine that these people there
nagging at you are imperceptibly seducing you. Some of these
people ARE PROGRAMMED AND DO WELL THEIR
APPOINTED ASSIGNMENTS—SOMETIMES WITHOUT
THEMSELVES KNOWING WHAT THEY ARE ABOUT.
With beautiful women who “drift” through and, not even under
pretense of swallowing your pious God-presentation, FALL IN
LOVE, it is really “SUSPECT”. This is not to insult; it is to
PAY ATTENTION. Rick simply was tested and flunked.
Usually this is no big deal—but what we are doing now is
central to God’s Plan for reclamation of HIS property, so the
dazzling self-focus is not acceptable in the inner-core of our jobat-hand. This is just an example of how easily people can be
“used”, and how many come that are “sent” to corrupt, interfere,
tear down, and generally toss Kali-Yuga bombs into the midst
of a fragmented group. There might well be land mines in
Cambodia—but you people never look for a single ONE in
Tehachapi? (???) And if you got your toes blown off: BLAME
EKKERS, HATONN, SOMEONE OTHER THAN SELF!
AND WORSE, DRAG ALL THE REASONING AND
HELPFUL PEOPLE WITH YOU, DOWN THAT ORACLE
PRIMROSE PATHWAY.
THE POINT IS TO STOP OUR MISSION, NO MORE
AND NO LESS—AND EKKERS WOULD HAVE HAD TO
HAVE BEEN STOPPED AT “HOME”, OR FORGET THE
OLD BARRICADES. THE BARRICADES ARE AS
USELESS AS THE BERLIN WALL—NOW. IN FACT, THE
VERY DISTRACTION OF THE EFFORTS THEMSELVES
HAS FACILITATED THE VERY PERFECTION OF
ABILITY TO CONCLUDE, SUCCESSFULLY, OUR
WORKING PLAN. WE FINISHED OUR 700 TH
CONTRACT-AGREEMENT YESTERDAY, AUGUST 31,
1999.
ONE OF THE MAJOR PHILIPPINE BANKS has now
jumped head-long into the confirmation of what we offer—and
every last detail from Russell Hermann is proving to be TRUE.
The people in charge have dug out 100 pages of the Monroe
Doctrine, the Supreme Court decision stating that the document
is valid, and are trying to see how best to move so that the
entire system is not overwhelmed. Gold is available and ready
for transfer, to back the VALUE involved, and it is “Oh God,
oh God, what do we do now?” This little saying comes from
a little joke about the 9-year-old boy who watched his elder
brother take a girl behind the barn and it would seem they did
something that was fun. So, one day he talked his little
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girlfriend into going around behind the barn and NOTHING
happened: So “Oh Dod, oh Dod, whad I do now?”
I would certainly petition you to NOT QUIT NOW,
FOLKS—the hogs are in the pen, the sheep in the meadow, the
cows are in the barn—and the biggest onion growers in
Southeast Asia just signed up for assistance LAST NIGHT!
And Stan, yes indeed, we will support your project
presented. We don’t need the details over in the Philippines
until we get working funds in flow—so just move on with
gaining what you need. Robert, the same with you. However,
realize that it is far more easily accomplished from Canada—
the U.S. has to be handled by outside funds flowing directly to
projects, and the FED will make moving funds all but
impossible, so everything will have to be done as “loans” and
in lines-of-credit from a “Mother-bank”, elsewhere—UNTIL
THE FED FIGURES A WAY. THERE ARE PLENTY OF
FUNDS (48% OF THE WHOLE) JUST WAITING FOR THE
U.S. CITIZENS TO TAKE THEIR ESTATE LEFT BY
RUSSELL HERMANN, THANKS TO THE BUSH BRIGADE.
What of V.K. Durham, the “partner” of Herman? What
about her? She can do whatever she CAN ACCOMPLISH.
We have nothing of HERS in play or otherwise. Certainly we
would never interfere with anything she can accomplish
anywhere. If, indeed, she was married, as well, to Russell,
proof should be easily established and it is a fact that I agreed
to Russell that I would make every effort to assist her. We DID
ASSIST HER until she severed all ties, agreements and
relationships. She did us a great favor, however, by turning us
in, over and over again, to the Treasury Department and Justice
Department, as frauds. We proved to not be false! And, since
the entire Fed system is counting on the value in that
CONTRACT to bail them out when the stuff hits the fan, it is
hard to deny FACTS.
We have no quarrel with the IMF, FED or Treasury Dept.
in the U.S., or globally. We don’t even WANT TO USE
THEIR SYSTEM OF BANKING—so we have to establish a
conduit using value—THEY CAN DO ANYTHING THE
TRAFFIC WILL BEAR! We would even loan them funds—
IF THEY BACK THE FUNDS WITH HARD-METAL GOLD
SO THAT THERE IS A VALUE-BASE! They will have to get
an awful lot of that “commodity” BACK FROM ISRAEL’S
CONTROL, however. You see, America, EVERY COUNTRY
IN THE WORLD COULD DEMAND, AND DID SO, GOLD
IN EXCHANGE FOR ALL THOSE NICE NOTES. IN THE
U.S.A., HOWEVER, THE AMERICANS WERE, BY LAW,
DISALLOWED FROM CONVERTING THEIR “NOTES”,
EVEN THE OLD TREASURY NOTES AND
CERTIFICATES, IN EXCHANGE FOR GOLD. OH MY—I
TOLD YOU THAT; WHY DIDN’T YOU REMEMBER?
BILLIONS AND TRILLIONS WENT OUT OF THE
COUNTRY—AND THE PRICE WENT TO $800/OZ., JUST
TO PAY OUT THOSE INCREDIBLE AMOUNTS, AND
LITERALLY STRIPPED AND BANKRUPTED THE U.S.A.!
Can the U.S. DEMAND IT BACK? Yes, but can you
make it stick? WHO HAS THE ENFORCERS? Chelas, once
the horse is out of the barn, gets on the freeway and is run over
by a couple of massive 18-wheelers, it is difficult to get very
much value from the horse.
My next question to you of my local acquaintance: DO
YOU ACTUALLY THINK THAT EKKERS ARE GOING TO
DUMP THIS MISSION TO ARGUE OVER WHO SAID
WHAT ABOUT WHOM, OR WHETHER OR NOT A
DWELLING IS HANGING IN LIMBO ANOTHER FEW
MONTHS? NO!!! For goodness’ sakes, they have paid $1,600
per month for years, out of their retirement income, just to make
sure interest and anything owed was PAID. WHERE DID
THOSE FUNDS GO? They paid the funds to others in charge
of paying the bills—so, I repeat: WHO LOST THE FUNDS,
TOOK THE FUNDS, MISDIRECTED THE FUNDS—
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WHAT? “Nobody”, we are told, but records are secreted away
with refusal for release—and what would YOU think? Ekkers
are not there to attend such matters, and on and on it goes;
while the house walks away? Well, at some point, “These
boots may walk all over you”, as the song goes.
Why did Ekkers not attend these things themselves? Oh,
about 24-hours-a-day limitation in time. And everyone
OFFERED to take responsibility for EACH of these things, and
it was NOT EKKERS’ BUSINESS TO ATTEND SUCH AS
THE HOUSE—WHICH WAS SOLD, FOR GOODNESS’
SAKES, BY THE RTC, RIGHT OUT FROM UNDER THEM!
Ekkers, it was demanded by others, must hand off tasks
and there was always someone to “help”. So, now, EVERY
ONE OF THOSE RESPONSIBILITIES ACCEPTED are in
criminal misuse, and that does not even direct attention to
immoral seizure or mis/dis-information. I speak of outright
THEFT.
For goodness' sakes, people pled for help from a
wondrously generous party last winter, to help through the time
period where several were not getting paid and others not
getting interest. The people asked to be kept private—which
lasted with the receiving parties exactly 17 minutes. Then when
the paperwork was to have been structured as a loan, or at the
least an acknowledgement—IT WAS NEVER TENDED!
Ekkers were in Manila! And who got paid? Oh, Gail, Rick,
Ed and a couple of others—and the local interest-payments on
outstanding loans were caught up—WE HOPED! Ah, but we
find that the funds set aside for ongoing interest to the local
necessary persons for living—were USED, for “pre-payments”
of staff of CONTACT—AFTER THEY WERE TERMINATED.
No, I will not STOP speaking of these things, until
it is cleared up and honorable resolution is brought
forth. Ekkers went to Tehachapi with WESTINGHOUSE to
put in a MAJOR WIND PARK FOR ELECTRICITY
GENERATION—with Mitsubishi of Japan. Now, they are
called “Quixotic” for “chasing windmills”. That Mitsubishi
“Wind Farm” is one of the biggest in the world and because of
MY work they ended up not participating. Doris was asked to
write a little story for a motion picture, Sipapu Odyssey, and a
couple of other Journals. From 1989 to today, ten years later—
SHE HAS WRITTEN NEARLY 300 FULL JOURNALS. For
years she was THE writer for the weekly paper—sometimes
reaching nearly 100 pages [Ed.: 128 pages once]. AND, there
are thousands of hours of taped meetings—on some thousands
of tapes. So, did they have to be responsible for
EVERYTHING in their spare time, along with everyONE who
came through just WANTING TO HELP? The facts are that,
no matter that we had no group—the attendees treated it like a
typical rip-off communal center—set forth for their own greedy
selves. The major “bitch” sessions were that there was never
enough funding—so go get E.J. to solve the problem. When he
did, he was hauled off to court for “misuse” of something-orother, and little groupies of gossips would get together and try
to prove they were not getting enough, and that “more” MUST
SOMEHOW BE AVAILABLE while they were being left out.
GOOD GRIEF, PEOPLE!
Now you want me to be KIND, and whatever else you
want, to some who have created deviant life-styles for TV
viewing, while blaming it on Ekkers, who supposedly have a
“luxurious compound”, have some kind of an arsenal (all nicely
laid forth in the full glory of some five “things” mostly
belonging to Martin and ???) and a trashing only surpassed by
the stupid statement by Bilger that he feared another Waco—
WHEN HE WAS THE ONLY ONE AT OR NEAR THE
FARM IN POINT! Just let it go away, you say? NO! When
people are dying of AIDS and one of my “new” “enemies” is
at risk himself, I will not “just let it go”!
The whole world blames GOD for your stupidity, blind
allowances and deliberate actions. AND NO, IT IS NOT

“OK”!
You have a massive earthquake (two of them, 20 seconds
apart) that is going to have killed the most people in one
disaster, and you call it an “act of God”. NO, IT WAS NOT
AN ACT OF GOD—IT WAS A TOTALLY DELIBERATE
ACT OF MAN! How can you prove such a thing? LOOK!
Then, use a bit of reason. Massive quakes, naturally caused,
have many and sometimes LARGER after-shocks. And yes,
there were in Turkey many little after-shocks, but the largest
was only about a 5-pointer (yesterday), weeks after the initial
BLASTS. The BLASTS were distinctly HEARD and reported.
The death toll is directly relevant to corruption in building
unsafe buildings. The objective was getting rid of the largest
refinery and source of fuel in Turkey. And you oh and ah, and
think the Ekkers are somehow to blame for Rick’s
maladjustment.
Ah, but you rationalize: “Ed couldn’t have known...”. No?
WHY WOULDN’T HE HAVE KNOWN? HE WAS
INSTRUMENTAL IN TAKING OVER THE WHOLE
WORKS, MISINFORMATION OR NOT. These people were
given EVERY OPPORTUNITY to “fix” that situation—and
they have now buried even Cort’s Nevada Corporate
Headquarters IN THE MUCK. They have talked the Millers
into foreclosing on the house and giving no further help to
solutions, while supporting “them” in their downright criminal
activities, and you want me to “just let it go”? I will not let it
go, and I wait for you people to stand up and put a STOP TO
THIS OUTRAGE. You claim to want to bring better to a
world? HOW? HOW DO YOU EXPECT TO DO IT WHEN
YOU ALLOW ROT, CORRUPTION AND CRIMINAL ACTS
IN YOUR OWN DOORYARD, ON YOUR OWN
PROPERTY? AND NO, I WANT AN EXPLANATION OF
THIS ATTITUDE AND ALLOWANCE. YOU ARE JUST
LOVELY WHEN YOU MEET THESE CRIMINALS FACETO-FACE, AND YOU HELP THOSE WHO WANT TO
ESCAPE TO DO SO WITHOUT CONFRONTATION—HOW
CAN GOD DEPEND ON “YOU”? YOU PROMISE TO DO
ANYTHING, SERVE HOWEVER, WALK WITH—AND
BETRAY THE MINUTE “YOU” FIND DISPLEASURE. SO
BE IT—FOR I FIND GREAT DISPLEASURE ABOUNDING
AND “I CAN DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT!”
I want that house and that farm INTO SECURITY. It
goes beyond personal intrigue—those are the places that ensure
YOUR SURVIVAL. We have less than a few meters to the
conclusion of this mission, which is so big as to boggle any
mind aboard Earth Shan. Unless YOU clean out the rats in the
baseboards, you can have NOTHING of GOD’S GRACE AND
ABUNDANCE. THIS IS A MATTER OF LOGICAL FACT.
IF YOU CAN’T HANDLE THE LEAST OF THE TASKS,
HOW CAN YOU BE TRUSTED OR DEPENDED UPON TO
HANDLE GREATER?
And no, I do NOT offer pain or blame upon Millers. They
have served, helped and totally supported for so long as to truly
be bewildered. They are hounded with “advice”, when they
simply wish to do what is “right” and responsible to their own
ongoing life and business.
No, do not tell me that Ed Young, for instance, has NOT
made an effort to get more help for himself and produce more
misery upon the CONTACT crew and Ekkers—HE WAS SEEN
OPENLY HAVING SOCIAL BIRTHDAY PARTIES WITH
HIS VISITING MOTHER AND MILLERS! Millers are
PRECIOUS and moved into Tehachapi to be near this
“wondrous” bunch of hard-working people. They moved after
Ekkers left for Asia, but Ekkers arranged for any help they
would use through the helpers that remained (but who were
made too upset to stay on in their jobs, fearing, for goodness'
sakes, problems with immigration, for some had papers in
disorder). IS THIS RIGHTEOUS ACTION BY A SELFPROCLAIMED GROUP RECEIVING FROM GOD(S) OF
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LIGHT? This is a total and outright presentation of pure horror.
People are “confused”? HOW, AFTER 10 YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE, “COULD” YOU BE CONFUSED? THIS IS
NOT CONFUSION—THIS IS “DELIBERATE” ATTEMPT
TO DESTROY. WHO? “YOU”!
So, one of the “attacks” and projected “proofs” of our
worldly and obscene ways: a focus on money, banking and
human betterment. That is the message: DESTROY THE
MESSENGERS AND THE PROGRAM, while we fill you with
lies and deceit! No, you are not CONFUSED—you are doing
exactly what you want to do in every way and it is written in
the book of YOUR life. And yes, some people are having to
make some HARD DECISIONS AND RUN SOME RISKS.
When this is resolved within our own circles of business
interchange, so that everything we do can move into security
and privacy—WE CAN MOVE ON BEYOND THE
“HOLDING PATTERN”, WHERE WE ARE ONLY
REVVING OUR ENGINES AND TURBINES AND JUST
BURNING MORE FUEL. YOU WILL NOT JEOPARDIZE
“THE” ONE PROGRAM GOING FOR THIS WORLD, MY
TEAM, AND THAT WHICH IS IN MY RESPONSIBILITY.
WHEN YOU GET SUCH AS NCH AND OUR
CORPORATIONS SHELTERED PROPERLY, THE ROT
OUT, THE DECEIVERS AND CONSPIRATORS “OUT”,
AND WE CAN DEPEND ON OUR PEOPLE—WE WILL
BLOW THIS OPEN LIKE A VOLCANO OF ABUNDANCE.
IS THIS NOT IN YOUR OWN BEST INTERESTS, TO GET
IT CLEANED OUT? AND YES, NCH, THIS MOST
CERTAINLY MEANS “YOU”! There is the “HUB” of our
own corporate structures and we have been betrayed by your
own comptroller, who knows everything he wants to know—
AND TELLS IT TO BE USED AGAINST US, BUT WITH
CONJURED LIES, AND MANIPULATED GAMES OF
HATE AND REVENGE. Did he know? HE DOES NOW!
Therefore, when you think we are simply offering boring
information on Capitalism, banking and other “unspiritual”
references, THIS IS THE ONLY SALVATION TO YOUR
SPIRITUAL ABILITY TO SURVIVE IN HUMAN FORM,
CHELAS! YOU MUST CREATE A “BETTER WAY” OR
YOU CANNOT PHYSICALLY MAKE IT, FOR YOU ARE
ALREADY ENSLAVED AND TOTALLY MANIPULATED.
BUT GOD IS LIKE EVERYONE ELSE: HE CAN LEAD
YOU TO THE STILL WATERS AND OFFER YOU THE
WATER OF LIFE—BUT HE CANNOT, NOR SHALL HE—
CRAM IT DOWN YOUR THROATS. UNTIL YOU CAN
LOOK BEYOND THE MOMENT OF SELF AND WORK
TOGETHER—YOU WILL NOT MAKE IT, PRECIOUS
ONES. YOU KNEW IT WOULD BE THIS WAY, AND
YOU KNOW THAT THE REAPER IS AT THE DOOR,
KNOCKING.
G.C.: Thank you for the information on New Mexico/
ranch/etc. That is an alternative to losing everything stored
at the farm, if it should come to having to make those
decisions. We simply may finally wish to not do more in
the area of Tehachapi with farming, and would need to
move the seed grain, beans, etc. to where they can be
USED. We can get a lot cleared and shipped to this
location for research—but the pain over that farm is beyond
reclaiming much JOY from its use.
At the present time, if there is a forced move from
Ekkers' house, the farm can house furniture and property,
while still retaining the grain and stored supplies, along
with the spelta milling, etc. So, it is mandatory to keep the
lease up enough to use it, if necessary, in vacating the
Adam Dr. property. I never promised that the Ekkers
would not have to move temporarily—I promised that it
would be “FINE”. What happens depends on what Millers
do with those who are of the “off-with-their-heads”
mentality, to relieve a bit of karmic debris and keep the
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truth hidden. I remind you as to the ego-driven leadership:
THEY WILL COME TO BLOWS AGAINST
THEMSELVES—IT IS ALREADY HAPPENING, AS
TRUTH AND GAMES COME UP OUT OF THE
ENTROPY PILE.
I would also remind G.C. that certainly we will be able
to support such a “ranch” on its own merits—without
interplay. We don’t want any more “responsibility” while
butting into anyone’s business affairs. We can discuss this
later, and more competently, as we get our own affairs
properly concluded.
Yes, indeed, G.C., the trading programs are in
SERIOUS disruption, but don’t concern too much about it
being our actions so that you are distracted: THEY HAVE
BURIED THEMSELVES, ALONG WITH MOST OF THE
GLOBAL FINANCIAL COMMUNITY. Some of those
very players are already seeking assistance from our
program to prevent total collapse. It is the gold leasing,
short selling, no gold reserves, etc. coming to light, along
with an inability to shore-up one another of the KhazarianElite Cartel’s banking businesses. But THAT VERY
PROBLEM ensures our success. All our people simply
must “hang on” and “hang in there”, until we work through
the knots and tangles. And, when you people think ONE
person cannot make a difference: LOOK AGAIN! We are
getting a world turned around, on a solid foundation—with
two old people, with every assault-method the kiddies of the
little devils can conjure to bog them in hell-tar. INDEED,
IT ONLY TAKES ONE—FOR WHEN WE GET ONE,
ALL THE REST WILL BECOME ONE WITH THE
ONE—FOR REMEMBER: “THERE IS ONLY ‘ONE’”.
Thank you for keeping up the news from your end—
this possible backup “ranch” supply-port is incredibly good
news to our team here. I repeat that it would not be a
“sale” requirement—only a “place-to-put” option, to prevent
loss of the products.
Yes, SPELTA, and especially the beans, would do
extremely WELL in New Mexico—look around!
Keep on, please, with the “Peruvian” contacts, etc. We
don’t have to have anything from there—but it is part of
the whole play unfolding, and all input which allows a full
picture to be seen is helpful. The certificate itself is of no
“value”, for all things were changed into “contract” format
and registered—but to know that the documents are real is
a major source of help.
People will also soon realize that “trading programs”
are impossible to utilize in any kind of return or balance.
It just can’t work because there is NO VALUE, only empty
manipulations of currency. It is in the middle of
COLLAPSE. If we have an unlimited resource upon which
to put hard metal, AS ITS NAMED BASE AND VALUE
COMMODITY, why bother with the crooks? This is
simple “logic”, even if you don’t consider morality at issue.
Now, if you believe this is not possible for success, then
you simply do not yet believe in the creation capability or
the TOTALITY of “possible” of GOD CREATOR!
Consider this well: anything that can be conceived in
conjunction with God Creator IS POSSIBLE. It is not only
possible and probable: IT IS ALREADY DONE! And so,
it does only take ONE! And, we have that ONE! Why not
get off her back for a while? Quit killing, inch by inch, the
Golden Goosies.
And, if you need eggs? Go talk to Rex and John L.—
they have eggs; well, most of the time. And, if we have to
denude the farm, maybe our pet chickens will also like New
Mexico!
I offer love, which is REAL and substantial, and with
GOD there are always positive solutions to every challenge.
Dad
GCH—d
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GCH Responds
To The “Watchers”
9/2/99—#1a
I would like a statement from Cort explaining why he
believes Ekkers have a bunch of money. It is not enough
to focus on a building with arrears in rent that was used by
other people and actually never by Ekkers, except other
than perhaps half of one “multipurpose room”, wherein
even there the main areas are stuffed with stored papers,
furniture, etc. As a matter of fact, Doris was never in the
CONTACT offices more than half a dozen times in her
whole experience and less in other areas. Is there not
something WRONG with this picture?
Also, ALL of the Whitewashers—er a, Lightwatchers—
material being sent around by Rick Cortright to all the email list he has collected, should be sent to Brad.
We will privately tell Brad, when next he calls, about
the e-mail directories and hacking/logging on, etc. They
get all the mail; in fact, Rick and they were the “senders”
and “forwarders”, so why all the sneaky-cheating? We
would send them the communications and would have
saved them the extra work and directory space for the
Internet. If our material is so BAD, why do they go to such
incredible lengths to intercept it? You would have to see
those directories to see what hilarious lengths to which
these people have gone to eavesdrop and intercept. Who in
the world CARES? We publish everything; what’s the big
deal? The people at the “e-mail” place really had a lot of
fun once they got over the shock of the nonsense. I’m sure
Bruce Tracy wouldn’t mind forwarding you guys a copy of
the communications, since you, Rick, have been so very
nice to him. Also, we wouldn’t want you to be out of the
loop for the Mom-to-girls correspondence on breasts and
PMS. Enemy? You are YOUR OWN worst enemy, Rick.
And no, I don’t care what the cute kids know, as to our
ongoing work here regarding issued agreements, etc. We
send back what we WANT to be known and for recordsecurity. I also WANT them to know that no funds have
transferred hands because there is nothing to hide, and
nothing to gain in their ongoing badgering and harassment.
“Hushmail” in their little “watchers” game is a dead
giveaway. Who ever in the world would be so silly? Well,
“Lightwatchers”, the “hushmail” is dumb and dumber!
And Rick’s SIGNATURES are all over it from start to
finish. He may have corrected “Tahachapi” but he sure
missed some other “signature words” in use and spelling.
Perhaps darkest Stallion Springs is a good place to live—
out there by good old Jason. Perhaps soulmates after all?
Note that Cort goes on to say, in that paragraph: “I’m
also quite surprised by the individuals who have turned on
the Ekkers and HAVE GONE TO THESE AGENCIES.”
Now is that a dead giveaway or what? Check out Charles’
participation, as well as the use of such as Kathy and Karen
in this game! “It is highly unlikely that the FBI would
move without the Ekkers in the country. I still stand by my
decision to go in the direction that I did.” IS THIS
SERIOUS OR WHAT? “WHO HAVE GONE TO THESE
AGENCIES”? There is your proof right there in one-half
a sentence. And, one of “these agencies” has to be the IRS,
with presentation of false data and information. IS THAT

NOT A CRIME, TO GIVE FALSE INFORMATION TO A
FEDERAL AGENCY? CERTAINLY, CONTACT HAS
NEVER MADE A DIME SINCE IT WENT INTO PRINT,
AND JUST “WHO” WOULD HAVE REFERENCES AND
BOOKS PROVING OTHERWISE? SINCE IT HAS BEEN
A REAL “LOSER” SINCE CONCEPTION, WHO
WOULD BE ABLE TO CONJURE EVEN FALSE
DOCUMENTS? CERTAINLY IT HAS TO BE
SOMEONE WHO WAS IN CONTROL OF THE BOOKS
AT SOME LEVEL OF CREATION OF SAME.
And no, we can’t help Cort much, if Cort is not willing
to help himself. He has rot in his house (business) and that
simply is the way it is.
We may well have to, in behalf of the Institute, bring
legal attention to the fact that Institute Funds paid for the
NCH corporation and most certainly input a lot of funding
into same, which has been wiped out by subsequent actions.
If we are to be held responsible for all those indiscretions
of people thus far, then let us make a legal effort to clean
it up, if that is what they want.
As to Paul L. and payments: Fine with the $10,000.
We needed and need to know about how it was spent. But
more important now is what happened to prior funds for
those “interest” payments that weren’t made. It seems
$1,600 per month is needed to pay the interest. How, in
fact, did it get to $10,000 in arrears, to require such an
outlay all at once, when it was paid-to-date when Ekkers
left in August? Would not $10,000 last over six months?
We did not accuse Paul of taking the funds: WE HAVE
TRIED TO GET RECORDS TO FIND OUT WHAT
HAPPENED, WENT WRONG, WENT RIGHT, OR
WHATEVER HAPPENED. And why would Paul require
a “hold harmless agreement” prior to releasing any records?
Next, I want to remind you of something VERY
IMPORTANT, team and crew. As we found so much foul
acting from members of the Institute Board of Directors, we
did not appoint more directors: WE APPOINTED A
BOARD OF ADVISORS. And, furthermore: the BOARD
OF ADVISORS meetings were held prior to meetings in
OPEN FORUM. The records of said meetings WILL BE
ON TAPE. In instances whereat Nora was too ill to attend
a meeting, Valerie Tracy or Paul L. filled the position as
interim “Secretary” and Board Member, of which Nora
Boyles was BOTH. It was requested that the tapes be kept
as permanent records (minutes) of the business meetings
themselves.
Ekkers did NOT dash off hither or yon to run vacation
tours of Third World countries. It was discussed FULLY
in meetings, wherein it was decided to DO THE GLOBAL
PROJECT. It was further made part of the records, as to
the resource which would fund said travel.
Is not, however, a project that gives incredible
RETURNS ON ANY MONIES INVESTED, WORTHY OF
BEING CALLED A “PROJECT” OF THE INSTITUTE?
The government is even allowed to invest Pension and
Social Security funds into possible good investments
promising a goodly return. Our project is based totally on
U.S. TREASURY DEBT—FEDERAL RESERVE
GUARANTEED. IS THIS NOT SOMEHOW TO BE
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CONSIDERED A VALID PROJECT? IT SEEMED THAT
EVERYONE AT THE MEETINGS WERE FULLY IN
FAVOR OF MOVING AHEAD WITH ALL HASTE AND
EFFORT. I would ask Ellen, Paul, the CONTACT team, to
go through those tapes and find the “Advisor meetings”.
Now that Nora is deceased, we have no way to locate her
records as Secretary. It is possible that since Karen was
typing, for Nora, those meeting minutes from handwritten
notes, that Karen may have records or at the least copies of
that which she handled as Nora’s secretary. The audiotapes
can stand as a fully-qualified and legal reference, however,
for they were publicly recorded with all present knowing of
the recordings. It is time to put a stop to the ongoing
bogus stories abounding. There have been no “secret
dealings” and no “secret” bookkeeping. The agreement at
onset with any lender was PRIVACY for the individuals.
Regarding those records—of which it appears Rick MartinCortright has copies, has seen records, or knows about
whatever he claims to know about—THERE IS
UNETHICAL, AT LEAST, AND UNLAWFUL,
SHAMEFUL DISCLOSURES OF INDIVIDUAL
PRIVACY AS WELL. RICK MARTIN HAS NO
INVESTMENT, LOAN, NOTHING—IN THE
INSTITUTE. HE ONLY “RECEIVED FROM” THE
PROCEEDS OF THE INSTITUTE—HE NEVER
CONTRIBUTED ANYTHING; NOT ONE CENT. How he
comes to have all the records is certainly SUSPECT.
Dr. Young did not ever, through himself or a
corporation, invest in the Institute. He claimed, and it is
probable, that what WAS loaned for “HIS PERSONAL
USE” was placed there on loan from/through his mother,
Martha, and would have HAD to show up as through a
corporation. He refers to both “his” investment AND that
of his mother. Identify, produce records and it will be
noted that NOTHING IS ACTUALLY DUE-AND-OWING
and “technically”, as Rick notes, it is not only “close” but
ABSOLUTE in a court of law. It is apparent, in “turning
in the Ekkers for prosecution”, that the FACTS ARE
GOING TO BE FOUND TO TOTALLY INVOLVE THE
KIDS OF THE RAINBOW! This does NOT look good and
now Cort, in his innocence, has told exactly WHO
contacted “THESE AGENCIES”.
I would suggest that “Watcher” Rick said that people were
concerned about the products and quality of same going out of
Tehachapi—WELL, US TOO! THESE PEOPLE ARE
OFFERING MIXTURES OF “STUFF” THAT ARE TOXIC
AND DANGEROUS. THERE IS NOTHING GOING FROM
NEW GAIA UNDER ANY OF “OUR” LABELS OTHER
THAN SUPERB PRODUCT, UNADULTERATED,
UNALTERED FROM APPROVED PRODUCT,
UNCONTAMINATED AND, FOR GOODNESS’ SAKES,
DOESN’T ANYBODY REMEMBER THE BOARD OF
HEALTH/FDA INSPECTORS AND INVESTIGATORS OF A
YEAR OR SO AGO? DIANE CAN PERHAPS REFRESH
YOUR MEMORIES—AS CAN MARGIE AND CERTAINLY
YOUR OWN BUDDY, CHARLES. ARE YOU TOTALLY
WITHOUT RECALL OR MEMORY, MR. MARTIN?
It is also said by these people that Ekkers are afraid to
come home? Well, readers, wouldn’t you think twice if
your own partners in business on the SAME TRIP are
trying to get the Feds to bring indictments and arrests
against you to cover their (Martin’s) own misdeeds?
Martin messed in his own nest and now he wants to
BLAME someone, ANYONE, else. It certainly needs
consideration, doesn’t it? And yes, Mr. Christie has stated
this information prior to now, as an excuse for doing all
sorts of “defensive” side-steps, firings of staff and securing
the very one who was a conspirator behind the Martin plan
in the first place. Tangled webs? I would guess so.

Ekkers happen to be sick of the expenses and time wasted
in litigation. But soon it won’t be such a black hole to
contemplate, and it would seem that Brad will now have a
pretty good picture of what has taken place, without just the
whinings of a couple of old people dangling in Manila.
Keep right on going, Rick, everything you do is helping us
immeasurably. We are just some of the “watchers”—
watching you. And, since you go to such great lengths to
attend everyone’s case INCORRECTLY, we assume you
have far more to hide than anyone else around. Even your
“watchers” won’t identify, while you give yourself away at
every sentence. We will note that perhaps SPECTRUM
doesn’t print this information but YOU PUT IT ON THE
INTERNATIONAL INTERNET? It would, after all, seem
that perhaps Dr. Young has some whit of wisdom left in
such matters. These lies in a public paper are worthy of
legal attention and thus is why you guys never IDENTIFY
YOURSELVES—YOU SNEAKY LITTLE LIZARDS, AS
NOTED BY ONE, DAVID ICKE, ABOUT POSSIBLE
REPTILIANS CIRCULATING AROUND AND ABOUT—
ANONYMOUSLY!
Cort is trying, in pretty intense desperation, to cover
his rear from what has been bad business realization from
this bunch of problem children, and it just doesn’t “sell” to
anyone truly and fiduciarily responsible for, of all things,
CORPORATIONS. Just make sure Brad is kept abreast of
all communications of this nature. No, we do not want to
have Cort involved but, once again, we have fiduciary
responsibilities, and when the IRS is dragged in with false
information, it is not a good thing. We can’t do anything
about litigation; Cort filed a case, we didn’t, and that
requires an answer. We are sure, even now, that Cort never
had even a vague idea what the kids were hatching, for
Cort is not about to play such deadly games within his own
Corporation. So, there remains PRIDE, Rick, about your
antics—but humility is not the opposite of pride—SHAME
IS. And somewhere, along about now, you should be
feeling quite ashamed of how you have deliberately
damaged others who trusted and believed you. Making silly
“justifications” about criminal actions simply DOES NOT
longer work.
We do, as a matter of fact, send our very best wishes
and hopes that Cort can see more clearly what has
happened, for he is most certainly not an enemy in any
way, shape or form.
Because this will also be intercepted, I won’t say where
we are in our ongoing business and we can only ask that
our team be patient. I want NO POSSIBILITY of such as
Tricky even thinking about where he might thrust his
petard next.
Thank you, E.J., for following up on the “New York”
contact that Rick missed by tossing aside. It is important
and it is connected to suspected resource.
Oh, and by the way Rick, Manny is BACK IN THIS
PART OF THE WORLD AND IN CONTACT WITH US,
EVEN TODAY. UH OH! He is back now with the
bankers who, by the way, are having a “PROMOTION”
PARTY TO WHICH HE IS BEING FLOWN-IN! You met
the gentleman, Rick—who has been promoted to Chief
Deputy Bank Governor. My goodness, doesn’t time just fly
when you are having all that fun?
He, Manny, did assure us that the plan, as was
structured, blew totally out; but that the FED is basically
working on our new proposals within the full recognition
that all the OTHER old bonds will not be honored, but this
one is, truly, DIFFERENT! We note, further, from Cort’s
letter to Ron, that he truly does recognize that it was
“Manny” who was “the” one involved in going to NCH,
and he was turned away with intentionally WRONG
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information from Brent Moorhead. You know what, Rick,
you talk about proof and how we never present any while
you present nothing but—WHAT have you presented, pray
tell? I quote something in Cort’s letter that is far better
than we could dredge up for consideration. Cort, in
referencing the incident in his office: “...Nothing of a
personal nature was ever brought up about the Ekkers to
Manny...”. We have to suppose that it is somehow “OK”
to just lie and say NCH was not the registered agent? For
goodness’ sakes, Manny has a corporation of his own with
NCH! Furthermore: Rick made the call with the
structuring information—from Manila. Cort has been
damaged and he still defends you of the false speakers, and
we are confident that it is simply too hard to believe that
anyone would do these things and, more especially, as
friends—deliberately! But, my goodness, son, it happened
before with even considered “better friends”. Indeed, it
hurts—yea, it breaks the heart into shreds, as we all seek
understanding in such instances.
And by the way, to you all: Cort also refers to
payments to people “on the payroll (mostly family)”——
THERE IS NOT ONE FAMILY MEMBER ON ANY
PAYROLL. Diane has a separate business, and a
FORMER daughter-in-law worked for Diane, but we are
not even in current knowledge if she is actually still there
or not. IN THE FAMILY THERE ARE NO MEMBERS
ON ANY PAYROLL, INCLUDING EKKERS.
Is there something magical about the rent on the area
where CONTACT has been housed? Cort refers to Ekkers
as having a lot of money—because somebody paid the rent?
The space was described as “huge” and, correctly, the rent
at $6,000 (just about enough to knock the stuffing out of
anyone’s belly to fall responsible for same, monthly, after,
especially, paying the hounds who destroyed the place and
the business). What are the choices here? The ones who
were supposed to pay it (the guys at Contact), DIDN’T.
And was it not THE ISSUE in point of Ed Young, that he
was finally expected to contribute something to those rent
payments and some other expenses, that drove him to take
over? Will someone give us an alternative about that
business commitment for building space—until the place
can be vacated of all the old CONTACT papers from
Young’s time, along with stored debris cleared out?
Landowners want the place returned empty—remember?
Or shall we let the landlord just pack up the mess and store
it FOR US; and we let you, Rick, bail it out later and put
it where we want it, in a more suitable location? Is that the
best way to do business? Or, the least expensive in the long
run? Decisions, decisions, decisions!
And always: Where there is a lease—it is expected to
be HONORED—or else it is even MORE EXPENSIVE!
Ekkers are putting nothing into that building, and
funds for that purpose were TAKEN UNLAWFULLY BY
YOUNG, MARTIN and IRWIN; there was one checkwriting spree that took the entire rent payment. The funds,
of course, were, according to Rick: “Pre-payment” of staff
(after “staff” was dismissed). So come on, Cort, and the
rest of you “confused” parties, you have been sold a mastermagician’s bag of pig poop.
I suggest you tell Brad to go ahead and accept service of
the suit against Ekkers by Cort when it surfaces again for, E.J.,
you will have no alternative about handling it someway.
Again, I want this left on this document, until it is
made sure that it has been intercepted by the
“Whitewashers”. We do not HIDE and we DON’T RUN.
So hang this wash right out on the line.
Rick is going to have some PO’d parties when they
realize what has actually hit them. It isn’t going to be
Ekkers. Rick blew his own future, BIG TIME, and all the
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lies and blood from backstabbing will not make it different,
will it?
If somebody can’t figure out what we write in
CONTACT, then it probably isn’t of interest to them
anyway. We “communicate” with “our people” in that
paper, and we do not compete or vie for anyone’s
subscribers or personnel. So, to compare CONTACT to
Spectrum’s wondrous crew and focus on the lack of truth
is your problem, not ours, Rick.
Rick, you speak of “forgiveness” and doesn’t anyone at
CONTACT have any? Why would anyone even have to
consider anything to forgive—if, indeed, there is only
innocence abounding in your camp? We not only don’t
have to concern over “forgiveness” of you—we are in great
appreciation that you are bringing all this garbage into the
open so it can be decontaminated.
I would guess in the line of “forgivers” and
“forgiveness” you might, Rick, find Cort right at the head
of the list to ask for his. He will have been the one most
damaged from your antics and those of your “Watchers
Committee” of ONE. We don’t think even Gail is one of
those “Watchers”—just an onlooker who has also been a
“bit” had. Also, you have sort of mixed up the children
who don’t speak to parents. Doris’ do speak to her, but
Gail refuses to even acknowledge her own, and after them
rearing the child in discussion earlier, she refuses for there
to be any INTERCHANGE AT ALL. This is not good.
People, the recipes for Gaiandriana, etc., given forth by
Mr. Watcher-Martin are a dangerous “hoot”. What B.S.
Even Wendell Hoffman learned that if you put more than
about 10 drops of Aloe Vera PER 5 GALLONS of driasolution, you produce TOXIC GAS and rotten by-products
that can stink to high heavens, where even the odor can
make you sick. You cannot shake the stuff while maturing,
and a “cloudy” mixture is a “sick” mixture. The products
are totally and sparklingly transparent—and there is only
color added to the AquaGaia to keep from accidentally
mixing the solutions in the maturing process. That is no
big deal, other than the drias absorb and collect the
mitochondria-based cells, and render the AquaGaia useless.
And that only happens in storage, for once in the body they
do not merge. THERE IS NO COLOR ADDED TO
GAIANDRIANA BECAUSE WE DEMAND NO
ADULTERATION BY ANY POSSIBLE RED OR
YELLOW DYE II in the product. The Gaiandriana,
however, will sometimes have a bit of a golden hue, which
is quite natural in its reproduction cycles. Blue-green has
no such impurity and IDENTIFIES nicely the AquaGaia. If
you are producing yellow or cloudy product, you are
producing, at best, worthless solutions and, at worst, toxic
product. Either would probably be safe, however, for only
a few drops under the tongue a couple of times a day is
sufficient. A tablespoon is good if illness strikes. However,
without the “liquid crystals” added, you will not have good
programming even for growing or programming DNA of
Aloe Vera.
Now, as to the Watchers’ recipe for the purpose of
making sure the people in Ethiopia and Appalachia have a
supply: Assuming they get your paper on the subject, I
would suggest it highly UNLIKELY they have either
Gaiandriana or AquaGaia setting around. You have
suggested, Rick, that “Add about 1 cup (or more) of some
Gaiandriana that you already have. This will serve as a
‘starter’ culture.” Well, the facts are that we never start
with less than a THIRD of the full measure, and that does,
in fact, require at least a quart in your gallon jug and that
is on the skinny side. I would like to know just how many
people in Ethiopia or Appalachia get the wondrous papers,
Hushmail, CONTACT, or Spectrum, and of those zero

subscribers, how many have these products just laying
around their shacks—or lean-tos?
As to the cost: Remember, Rick—YOU WERE A
MEMBER OF THE TEAM THAT SET THE PRICE OF
THE PRODUCTS! The reason it was expensive was to not
“unfairly” offer anything competitive with “Crystal Life”
from Dr. Merkle, for when we began the product we FED
CRYSTAL LIFE to the drias—you know, about 10 drops to
3-5 gallons of the starter solution. But Merkle’s going,
retail-selling rate was over $100 per bottle. We finally were
asked by Merkle about getting live drias, for he found he
had to have them or his own product was not viable. Rick,
it seems some of you other people— who obviously had
more time than the rest of us—should have a better
memory. It is not we that have the bad-memory spells.
As for the “Kool-Aid-like” drink served at gatherings,
potlucks and meetings: can you possibly mean the Gaialyte?
You do perhaps mean that tea-based drink that is an
electrolyte with hibiscus hips? You know, that Kool-Aidtype punch that Jack T. made? I believe Jack deserves
better from you and Gail. Surely, you didn’t wish anyone
to think of some link with Kool-Aid for some strange
REASON? Is THIS what is WRONG with you, Rick—too
much Kool-Aid? By the way, Rick calls it “Kool-Aid” so
as not to confuse anyone. He also infers that somehow it
might have caused many to get drowsy at meetings—no, I
am so boring as to put everyone to sleep. And we wouldn’t
know whether or not The Sedona Journal of Emergence is
a cult publication of some kind. What KIND of “spiritual
messages” does it print? And what do the “famous words”
of H. Ross Perot, “That dog won’t hunt!”, have to do with
ANYTHING? We truly have never sent dogs out to hunt,
not even you. And Doris Ekker graciously accepts your
thanks and appreciation as offered , “for the opportunity in
discernment she is providing for us all”.
We also accept and are humbly grateful for all the
Love, Compassion and the Light of Creator God—Aton! as
you continually express for all to send unto us. And,
indeed, WE do stand “In the Light of THE ONE LIGHT—
ATON (GOD)!”, as you suggested.
Desperate to keep “up with Spectrum”? Hummnn, it
seems to me that for almost a decade CONTACT was fine as
a paper. “Spectrum” (as personnel individuals or collective)
thought it good enough to STEAL IT; to literally TAKE
POSSESSION OF IT. We continue with CONTACT to
communicate with our friends and crew and we don’t care what
you do with yours, whatever it is. You also flatter yourselves
that somehow your material is thoroughly read by your declared
“enemies”. When you sent it to everyone on our own mailing
list—it is just possible that some of those papers got around,
isn’t it? The facts are, however, that apparently Ekkers did
NOT get on your mailing list, or you were too cheap to mail a
copy overseas to the Philippines when YOU WERE HAVING
TO PAY FOR IT, BUT COULD SEND SOME 15 COPIES
TO 3-4 DIFFERENT PLACES OVER HERE IN THE
PHILIPPINES WHEN YOU THOUGHT EKKERS WERE
PAYING FOR IT, IN POSTAGE AND BLOOD.
And by the way, Rick Watcher, having your interview
with David Icke on his web-site does not you a credit make.
David has been interviewed AROUND THE GLOBE. We
respect and revere David and he gave us permission, long
ago, to use any of his work and honored us by his presence
on several occasions. And, since we had been sent copies
of another’s interview with David, long before you entered
yours, we are in a quandary about your timbre and attitude.
Rick, you may well have to make a living the old-fashioned
way like all the rest of us—go to work and earn it.
Is Rick a “one-man army”? No, Rick is but a hazard
to himself and others and, by passing out his various
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“sharings”, he is a hazard to anyone who utilizes his
“recipes” for either living or drias.
As to Doris’ children? Whatever that may mean to Rick
is interesting indeed. Doris has four children living and she
talks to all of them. E.J. has four and he talks to all of them.
Together there are some 11 grandchildren and they all talk to
one another at every OPPORTUNITY. It is interesting to note
that the children did, however, dislike spending much time at
“Mom’s” house, because she was always working, and Rick
and Charles WERE ALWAYS THERE AND NO PRIVATE
CONVERSATIONS COULD EVER BE HAD. Paul
committed suicide in 1985 BECAUSE OF THE WORLD
AND PEOPLE IN IT—LIKE RICK MARTINCORTRIGHT! It truly is quite difficult to talk much with
him any more—so maybe the lack of “talking” Rick projects
may well be meaning “Paul”? Every time Doris speaks with
Paul and “tells”, people like Rick pronounce her a “basket
case”! Come on, Rickie, you can do better than that, surely.
Doris didn’t suggest anything about Cortright’s daughter.
She is Gail’s daughter, raised by her maternal grandparents.
Doris doesn’t even know the child’s name well enough to spell
it and does not know the child’s surname at all. Surprisingly
enough, GCH/DAD/Dharma are not the same entity, Rick. Or,
do you now suggest that YOU ARE SANANDA? And, no, it
is A FACT that the energies, by whatever name, at SPECTRUM
are NOT the same as “WE”!
Rick is probably right about running things in the paper—
just leave these on the e-mail but don’t bother to print them in
the paper if it takes too much space—it is the electronic mail
response. And the next loud bellow you may well hear is that
the Internet and e-mail-directory personnel are after Rick and
buddies for tying up so much of the directories trying to
intercept the transmissions. Who might care about the
information to go to such incredible trouble? Gosh, kids, get on
the main line. We are “open”—we are NOT STUPID!
Rick, you sign off with: “We will NOT sit quietly and do
nothing. We will speak Truth as we see it. Unlike Doris, we
will back-up what we say with FACT, not fabrication.” Oh?
And is this truly the way you foolishly view truth?
When, Rick? When will you present those FACTS and
stop the fabrications? Even to the “Watchers”—silly, immature,
grade-school-level antics that should embarrass even Dr. Young
who is, IN FACT, a brilliant genius-level individual, and your
silliness remains as hiding and anonymous as the rest of your
games and false information. I would guess by now, Dr.
Young might be quite embarrassed by your trickery and
concoctions. You made your bed in anger, impulse and
foolishness so, to drag others into it with you seems quite
pathetic. However, they have a right to do that which they will,
but a lot of their actions move right back to BAD
INFORMATION gotten from you, Rick, in the very first place.
They might wish to try that information, in FACT, on for size.
So go for it: Hushmail—http://www.hushmail.com.
We are glad to have anything in print we can get, so
please: ALL OF YOU TAP IN. Rick continues to tighten the
noose around his partners’ necks, but they all seem to be quite
sleepy and THAT might be due to that infamous recipe he
offers, for whatever he calls that “stuff”, in his big, free gift unto
the world. New Gaia is effectively out of business for anything
of that type, at present, so perhaps someone should notify the
FDA about the products offered by Dr. Cortright! I’m sure
Rick won’t mind explaining whatever it is he has concocted for
the world.
We are “JUST THE WATCHER WATCHERS”!
CONTACT staff: Do whatever you want with this but
please separate it from the topic on Free Enterprise, for we are
using this material here with the journalists in Papua New
Guinea, Manila and Malaysia. Thank you.
GCH—d
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“Hidden” Assets?
9/4/99—#1
…We will be soon having MAJOR representatives
from some POWERFUL, “Middle Eastern” states, as the
“Alliance” becomes “better formed”, meeting in Southeast
Asia—silently. I ask that my team in Africa hold steady
and be prepared for whatever comes forth. Do not waste
time being embarrassed over what has not happened, that
you were promised would happen. That is the state of
affairs everywhere. People promise and then CAN’T
“perform”. Yes, it is difficult but I must ask, what else do
you have with which to work, other than what you are
shown or told? Every action is open for interruption, and
always is available for the impact of “free-will” of any
individual in the loop. If one doesn’t do their job—then
ALL must wait. When you have major upset and the
Power Elite can impact, it is more difficult and time
consuming. It is, however, that the OUTCOME is ever-somuch better, for finding alternative action and routing
makes for a more substantial foundation upon which to
build.
We have come to the place where even such as the
head of Malaysia, Mahathir, dares simply “boycott” the
APEC meeting in New Zealand. Mahathir’s actions in the
case against Anwar have been proven CORRECT—now
with proven evidence of what was taking place to destroy
Malaysia and unseat Mahathir.
Will Malaysia work with us? Of course. Remember:
WHAT WE OFFER IS GOD’S GIFT TO THESE VERY
PEOPLE. It takes a bit of “time” to work through the
tangles and form a perfect “union”.
So, I ask that the following be extracted and run in
CONTACT as a public notice, so that we can move, IN
AGREEMENT STIPULATION, forward…
…I would like to make a statement here as pertaining
to Bob J. The auto under cover in the hangar of Bob’s is
the one Bob has from John S. Yes, indeed, “we” helped
pay for it to attend it FOR JOHN, so he wouldn’t go take
the thing and drive it off a cliff or something. He was
happy to have Bob have it. And yes, we did have it
repaired when it broke down—because Bob needed a
vehicle—he was working a lot out at Tehachapi—and a lot
of that work was on a light-frequency apparatus for ZITA!
Bob had invented and built the only known WORKING
frequency “chair”, for a Nevada “doctor”—who now has to
utilize the equipment in England because he was shut
down, and danged near KILLED, because of the working
apparatus. Of course, he got greedy also, and charged a
hundred times too much—which really burned Bob. And,
Bob has invented a working motor that is a zillion times as
efficient as any on the globe today. It is being produced
and tested in Florida, and through university-level
physicists. I want you people of our team to know these
things—because THESE ARE THE ASSETS FROM
WHICH WE HAVE TO PULL—BECAUSE WE DID OUR
PART.
The single-engine plane came right out of that hangar
in Bakersfield—via BOB. How many of you know that
Bob had OWNED that whole airport? And Bob had
personal friendships with Possell of the Tesla Pump, and
Dr. Merkle of Crystal Life and other staggering
“inventions”. Bob is one of those “in-touch” people, who
LISTENS TO HIGHER INPUT, and then goes and
develops it into working models. He never sleeps more

than perhaps three hours a night/day and uses those hours
to get information.
As to Bart about the “twin” plane: It was HIS. He needed
help badly and we, along with him, could help him stay alive
AND fix up a WONDERFUL machine, which would repay tentimes-over the cost of updating. THESE ARE NOT
“SECRETS” AND OUR ASSUMPTION WAS, QUITE
FRANKLY, THAT “EVERYBODY” KNEW! CERTAINLY,
SUCH AS CHARLES AND RICK, KATHY, ETC., ALL
KNEW—WHAT IS ALL THIS, SUDDENLY ACTING LIKE
SOME DARK REVELATIONS ARE SURFACING?
The reason I insisted on attending at least ONE
FLYING MACHINE was to give YOU A LINK WITH
A MAINLAND, IF THE IDIOTS WERE ABLE TO
START A CHAIN REACTION AND GIVE YOU
YOUR SCALLION-MAP TOPOGRAPHY. THAT IS
SERIOUS BUSINESS, DEAR ONES, AND A LITTLE
BOAT WON’T BE SAFE TO ROW, ROW, ROW
YOUR—. AND YOU AREN’T THROUGH WITH
THAT POTENTIAL BY ANY MEANS. IF YOU
REALIZED HOW CLOSE YOU HAVE ALREADY
COME—YOU WOULD ALL BE OVER AT THAT
LOCAL HANGAR, POLISHING LIKE MAD TO JUST
GET THE FLY POOP OFF THE WINGS.
Ence certainly knew about the possibilities of that
hangar and those planes—and a bunch of aviation fuel
ended up blowing (burning) out the big tractor at the farm,
thereby destroying it. You know, that nice Mr. Ence whom
we so nastily abused? They vandalized the farm irrigation
system and broke a gas-line to the water heater in the trailer
in which Bilger first resided at the farm—and it started a
fire, and Bilger is fortunate it didn’t blow him to tiny bits.
No, it has not been a fun, few years of total joy for any
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of you—but, exciting (or at the least not boring) none-theless. INDEED, CHELAS OF MY HEART, YOU HAVE
EARNED YOUR WINGS AND YOUR FLYING CAPES
THAT STATE “SUPERPERSONS”!
What it tells you, however, is that you are
IMPORTANT ENOUGH to have you stopped at all costs—
but they were not able to touch you physically, as long as
you kept your hand in the hand of the man—ME!
We have (Jonur will enjoy this: ) met people over here
who not only have MAJOR construction programs—BUT
ALSO KNOW ABOUT THE RUSSIAN PLATFORMS
AND COSMOSPHERES. We are working to back one of
the most incredible satellite-systems going—that can read
frequencies for miles into any place—i.e., Earth is big
enough to consider at the moment—and tell the percent
purity of the metal, and map to the inch the locations. It
is going to turn out that the U.S. citizens are the most
uninformed of all people on the earth—even with their
trinkets and toys. YOU are backward in every other way
there is!
Well, not to further use time for “visiting”, for there is
still so much to do and accomplish—however—my family,
I need this time with you as much as you enjoy it with me.
Keep that “silver cord” polished and open—we have really
only just begun the fun and games of worthy effort. And,
OH YES WE CAN! WE ARE DIRECTLY PLUGGED
INTO THAT NICE ENERGY SOURCE CALLED
GOD—AND THIS IS “HIS” PLAN, SO IF YOU
THINK IT WON’T HAPPEN AS WE EXPECT—
SHAME ON YOU! BUT, INDEED, YOU MUST BURY
THE LIES AT EVERY CONFRONTATION—BECAUSE
WE NEED TO MOVE ALONG, AND NOT WASTE
TIME GOING BACK AND SORTING THE TALES OR
THE “HE-SHE-IT-THEY—SAID”. LET’S GET IT OUT
OF THE WAY, SO OUR WAY IS NOT PLUGGED BY
THIS DEBRIS IN THE STORM-DRAINS.
Salu, The Anonymous, Big-Bird Watcher!
GCH—d
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PUBLIC NOTICE
In fulfillment of legal requirements, this is the first of three required publications of this Public Notice.

The Officers and Directors of Global Alliance Investment Association (GAIA) do hereby commit, as requested, in public
notice, an understanding of agreement, by and between GAIA and as-yet-unnamed representatives of the Federal Reserve Board
of Directors, the U.S. Treasury Department, the International Monetary Fund and authorities of the World Bank, as representatives
of what are considered the “Establishment” Banking-Cartel, that we shall act within said agreement as follows:
We of GAIA will issue no documents or funds for the sole purpose of any Trading Programs, local or international; we will
not participate knowingly in any way to assist or contribute to those programs called “Roll-Over”, or in any way join with any
portion of GAIA’s assets in any form of “currency trading or manipulation” of any nation.
It is recognized that GAIA has no authority over, or responsibility for, any portion of any assets held by any Joint Venture
Partner (JVP), or the transactions between or “in house” of any Banking Institution, Central or otherwise.
We will always lay as a foundation the request that our portion of any transaction be backed immediately by something, i.e.,
gold, as a collateral base for all transactions. This is to secure all parties to any transaction and, most specifically, any participating
bank or banks. We accept no responsibility for that which is the property of any JVP.
It is hereby noted, however, that we fully recognize that the Establishment Economic Community is phasing out of all “trading”
types of programs, and our best efforts will be toward discouragement of any investment in such ventures.
We also state that we are ready, willing and able to assist, in any way possible, a movement toward the return by any nation,
inclusive of the United States of America, to a “Gold Standard”, as was recognized prior to the Federal Reserve Act of 1913.
The “GAIA DEEDs” are now recognized as VALID AND NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS.
We are further aware and in knowledge that reserves—of some 48% of that left for the People of the United States of
America—are funds sufficient for paying the national DEBT in full, and forming a foundation upon which the nation can be selfsustained throughout the various States of the Union of the United States of America.
We acknowledge ongoing negotiations and agreements by said entities involved, that any ongoing interchange with the various
Sovereign Nations of the Native Tribes within any Lands subject to Federal Regulations—be they U.S., Canadian or any national
Tribal Communities on Sovereign land—shall be without interference, and assistance in economic structure, facilitating ongoing
international trade and commerce of all types, will and shall be honored. All natives of all Tribes will and shall RETAIN citizenship
within the nations of which they have been SUBJECT. It is further agreed and binding that there will not be interference in Tribal
Councils, and Control by any Federal Government shall cease and desist from the withdrawal of welfare or Federal financing.
Further, the Native Councils shall be fully recognized as a governing body of FREE AND SOVEREIGN STATES, and also
recognized is dual-citizenship status, as to each individual of each and every recognized Tribe.
Globally, it shall be recognized that Tribal Lands are Sovereign States. Those Tribes are to be further identified at forthcoming
Global Councils as Alliances, formed under INTERNATIONAL LAW for the protection of ALL CITIZENS THEREOF.
For the Public Interest, however, we must recognize that we are required to agree, through PUBLIC NOTICE and
INTERNATIONAL ANNOUNCEMENT, our agreements, while our co-negotiators have no restriction on their identity, and can
and do constantly INTERFERE with ongoing activities.
We do, therefore, state publicly that as the Global Establishment-Elite break their resolutions to this Alliance, we shall not be
restricted by this agreement. Prior agreements have continually been broken by these parties in point and this is also to be put
into public notice. We note that our word is our bond in agreements, both oral and written, but there is no return by either honor
of verbal agreements, or any form of written contract.
This Public Notice, therefore, is fully recognized as the Agreement by and between the parties of authority, and is hereby
recognized by signature of the President and Director, and the Secretary and Director of Global Alliance Investment Association.
THIS AGREEMENT IS FULLY LEGAL AND BINDING AS OF SEPTEMBER 9, 1999 (9/9/99), AND IS HEREBY DATED
AND SIGNATURES AFFIXED THIS FIFTH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, IN THE YEAR OF THE LORD, ONE THOUSAND,
NINE HUNDRED NINETY-NINE.

____________________________
E. J. EKKER, President & Director

_________________________
DORIS J. EKKER, Secretary & Director
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The News Desk
by John Ray
WHEN MURDER SPEAKS
WITH A LOUD ORGAN

WHY THE DELTA FORCE WAS USED & HOW IN 1993
From Pat Owen’s Internet Files, 8/30/99

By Wesley Pruden, Washington Times, 8/31/99
Sometimes, something smells so bad even Congress,
accustomed to its members tracking embarrassing stuff inside,
is forced to take notice.
What happened at Waco, when power-crazed bureaucrats
and out-of-control cops and drug agents eager to demonstrate
their he-man conceits couldn’t resist playing war against women
and children, was an outrage of a size we see only once in a
generation. Everyone recognized the outrage at the time, but the
lawyers and bureaucrats with the most to lose managed to keep
a lid on it…“Murder”, the Bard noted, has no tongue, but
speaks “with a most miraculous organ”...
…Janet Reno has become a figure more to be pitied than
censured, with her health failing and her authority so
diminished that she probably couldn’t do anything about it if
she wanted to, and there’s no evidence that she wants to do
more than serve out her term, collect her paycheck and keep her
health insurance current. A harsh assessment, but fair, based on
the abundant evidence at hand...
…On successive days, we’ve seen partisans of both
Democratic and Republican stripe put their partisanship aside
to demand justice: Sen. Arlen Specter of Pennsylvania, a
Republican and a capable former Federal District Attorney, who
sometimes rises to an occasion; Sen. Charles E. Schumer of
New York, a Democrat with an eye for the stray exploitable
conviction, and Rep. Sheila Jackson-Lee of Texas, whose
partisan shrillness on the House Judiciary Committee often gets
a hearing, if not necessarily an audience. Mrs. Jackson-Lee
suggests letting the FBI go ahead with its investigation into
itself, duplicating the agency’s efforts with an independent
investigation. This would save Miss Reno’s delicate feelings.
This is not good enough for Mr. Schumer, who recognizes
a bureaucratic scam when he is forced to look at one. “The FBI
had its chance to do this investigation on its own. They clearly
muffed it,” he says forthrightly. “The only way to clear the air
is to have an outside investigation.”
Rep. Asa Hutchinson of Arkansas, a former federal
prosecutor, who put away several militia bad guys in the
shadow of Judge Isaac Parker’s infamous gallows in Fort
Smith, understands clearly what’s at risk, and why.
“The credibility of the FBI’s at stake, law enforcement as
a whole…You’re talking about possible perjury charges. FBI
agents should not be utilized in the investigation. It could be a
joint committee of Congress, bicameral in nature; certainly, it
should be bipartisan…
...What Messrs. Schumer and Hutchinson see is the risk of
another attempt by the bureaucrats to cover their considerable
blubber with an “investigation” into a cover-up that would
conclude with another cover-up. The Defense Department,
caught dispatching federal troops to assist in the killing of
American civilians, announced with a certain fanfare that it will
“investigate” the role of Delta Force commandos...
…With no Baptists, Methodists or Episcopalians with
friends in high places to worry about, the FBI and the ATF
imagined the weirdos were ideal targets for their game...
[JR: The alarms AGAIN have startled you awake!
NOW, will the sheeples sit up and acknowledge a new
dawn or just hit the snooze button?]

The following excerpts were taken from a special report
that Attorney Paul Wilcher (101 pages) gave to Janet Reno on
May 21st, 1993. Mr. Wilcher was murdered two days later on
May 23rd, 1993. It involved Janet Reno, Clinton, the Bush
Administration, CIA, Delta Force, FBI, et al. [Quoting:]
...Re: Vital New information concerning the conflagration
at David Koresh’s Branch Davididan compound, “Ranch
Apocalypse” outside Waco, Texas, on Monday, April 19th,
1993, which is now being kept from you and covered up—i.e.,
that what happened was NOT a mass suicide, but rather a
MASS MURDER.
Dear Attorney General Reno,
The purpose of this letter, and of my meeting with you
(whenever that occurs) is for me to deliver to you extremely
sensitive information about the deaths of 86 men, women and
children who perished at the Branch Davidian compound on
Monday 19, 1993, and the truth about how it all happened...
…As early as Sunday afternoon or evening, April 18th,
shortly after your conference with President Clinton, calls went
in to Parkland Hospital in Dallas—the very same hospital where
President Kennedy was taken after his assassination in Dealey
Plaza on November 22, 1963, again “at the hands of CIA
professional killers”, to be prepared to receive a large number
of serious burn victims from WACO the following day.
#1 On the morning of April 19th, the same Delta Force
commando team—actually a select group of the CIA’s top
professional killers—which would have carried out what I have
referred to above as “the penultimate plan”, had it all been
approved—was on the ground in Waco to carry out all aspects
of the “wet” operation planned for that Monday.
#2 This Delta Force group was composed of 15 men in all,
headed by a Lieutenant Colonel who was a CIA liaison officer.
The group flew into Texas on their own C-130 transport plane,
parked it either at the Waco or Dallas airport all day, and then
departed once their “dirty work” had been completed. The plane
belonged to “TRIANGLE”.
#3 Among the 15 men in this larger group, there were two
(2) smaller operational teams—the 4-man team which actually
made the insertion into the compound as described in detail
below, and a back-up team that was never needed.
#4 These men were dressed all in black—black pants,
black shoes, black jackets, black gas masks, black gloves—very
poetic for a “black” or “wet” operation—and were dressed to
look like all of the other FBI officers on the ground—(probably
even wearing jackets with FBI insignias on them, though I’m
not certain of this) so any outside observer there would have
virtually no way of telling these 4 men apart from any of the
other federal officers on the scene at the time…
…#11: The real truth, however, is much more sinister and
cold-blooded. For what actually happened here is that the tear
gas—as virulent and noisome as it was—was only the mask or
cover for the real active ingredient being propelled by the tanks
into the compound.
What was actually propelled into the compound was a
nerve reagent—a neuro toxin—NERVE GAS—a virulent,
poisonous substance, like curare—which instantly paralyzed and
rendered totally helpless and defenseless all of the 95 men,
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women and children inside the compound—except for those 9
later rescued, like David Thibideaux, who were on the 2nd or 3rd
floor with their windows wide open on both sides, and who
were thus spared the deadly effects of this tear gas/nerve gas
combination.
For all the others, they could no longer coordinate their
muscles in the effort required even just to get up, much less to
flee to the life-sustaining fresh air outside, only a few feet away.
#12: After this deadly tear gas/nerve gas combination had
had time to do its debilitating and paralyzing work on all the
men, women and children in the compound, the 4-man, “Delta
Force” team—actually some of the CIA’s top professional
assassins—made its entry into the compound. Fittingly for a
black operation, they were dressed all in black from head to toe,
as stated above.
#13 They were dropped onto the roof of the compound by
one of the several, low-flying, heavily-armed, military
helicopters, which hovered overhead throughout much of the
day—while all of the television cameras were focused on the
outside of the building at ground level—for example, focusing
on the tanks which had just lobbed the tear gas/nerve gas
combination into the building.
#14 Before they entered the compound, however, this 4man team of assassins had received shots of atropine, the
antidote to the nerve gas, so that they, too, would NOT be
overcome and paralyzed by it…
… For you to continue to pursue this present course of
action, Attorney General Reno—now that you have been made
aware of the truth—you will be guilty of lying to Congress, to
the Courts, to the American people and participating in a
massive cover-up and criminal obstruction of justice…
…My plan on how to expose the truth of Waco & End the
CIA’s “Above The Law” Status—Immunity for 16 or so “Black
Operatives” in exchange for their complete testimony on Waco
and all other matters, plus protection for themselves and their
families…
[JR: Our Public Officials are only ACTING surprised at
the exposure of SURPRESSED evidence for public
image. Most already knew and the others did not want
to know the TRUTH!]
CELL PHONE—TRACKING DEVICE?
CBS , 8/28/99
WASHINGTON (AP)—New government wiretapping
rules will allow police, with a judge’s permission, to track
cellular phone users by their location at the beginning and end
of a call.
The rules, announced Friday by the Federal
Communications Commission, are intended to help law
enforcement authorities keep pace with advances in phone
technology. Privacy groups complained that the government was
effectively turning cellular phones into tracking devices…
…“Our actions today will help ensure that law
enforcement has the most up-to-date technology to fight crime,”
FCC Chairman Bill Kennard said.
The rules help implement a 1994 law that requires
companies to make digital wiretapping technology available to
law enforcement agencies. The commission stepped in after the
Justice Department, FBI and the telecommunications industry
failed to agree on a plan after years of negotiations…
…The Justice Department said the FCC’s order addressed
its major concerns and would aid officers in fighting terrorism,
organized crime and illegal drug activity.
“The continuing technological changes in the nation’s
telecommunications systems present increasing challenges to
law enforcement,” Attorney General Janet Reno said. “This
ruling will enable law enforcement to keep pace with these
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changes and ensure we will be able to maintain our capability
to conduct court-authorized electronic surveillance.”
Privacy groups said the FCC overstepped the 1994 law.
“We are deeply disappointed that on all the issues that
mattered, the commission ruled against privacy and in favor of
expanded FBI surveillance,” said Jim Dempsey, counsel at the
Washington-based Center for Democracy and Technology.
Industry groups said communications companies will have
a hard time meeting the deadlines.
“It’s a real time crunch and resource drain,” said Grant
Seiffert, vice president for government relations at the
Telecommunications Industry Association, which represents
major equipment manufacturers.
The requirements also will be costly for the nation’s local
phone companies, according to the United States Telephone
Association.
Tom Wheeler, head of the Cellular Telecommunications
Industry Association, said he hoped law enforcement authorities
would “provide carriers with the flexibility necessary to
implement these capabilities in a way that makes sense”.
[JR: Another eye-in-the-sky tool for big brother.]
DUST BUGS
By Duncan Graham-Rowe, New Scientist, 8/28/99
CLEANLINESS FREAKS have a new rationale for their
pathological hatred of dust—it could soon be spying on them.
Packed full of sensors, lasers and communications
transceivers, particles of “smart dust” are being designed to
communicate with one another. They could be used for a range
of applications from weather monitoring to spying.
The tiny “motes” are being developed at the University of
California, Berkeley, as part of a programme to produce the
smallest possible devices that have a viable way of
communicating with each other.
Each mote is made up of a number of
microelectromechanical systems, or MEMS, wired up to form a
very simple computer. At present, each mote is 5 millimetres
long, but Kris Pister, one of the developers, says that in the
future, they could be small enough to remain suspended in air,
buoyed by the currents, sensing and communicating for hours.
The latest version (see Diagram) not only has a thick-film
battery powering it but also a solar cell to recharge it. “This
remarkable package has the ability to sense and communicate,
and is self-powered,” says Randy Katz, a communications
engineer on the project. He presented the latest work at last
week’s Mobicom99 mobile computing meeting in Seattle.
MEMS are made using the same photo-lithographic
techniques as integrated circuits, so once perfected they should
be easy to mass-produce. Patterns are etched out of a silicon
wafer to create structures such as optical mirrors or tiny engines.
Each mote in a smart-dust system will need to survive on
extremely low power, while being able to communicate kilobits
of data per second…
…The latest challenge has been to devise a system that
enables the motes to communicate. Katz and his colleagues
decided to use optical transceivers because of their low energy
demand compared with radio communications.
According to Pister, they have already shown that they can
monitor the dust, 21 kilometres across San Francisco Bay…
…“The base station may actually reside in a hand-held
unit, much like a pair of binoculars,” says Katz. This would
allow for simultaneous viewing of the scene from afar, while
superimposing any measured data on the image...
...The next task is to build distributed intelligence into the
dust to produce “swarm behavior”.
[JR: I guess their spying devices that looked like insects
attracted too much attention but few would notice dust.]
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U.S. PREPARES FOR POSSIBLE Y2K VIOLENCE

RUSSIA AND CHINA TO FORM STRATEGIC
ALLIANCE TO CONTAIN US AND NATO

FOX News—REUTERS, 8/31/99
WORLD TRIBUNE.COM, 8/26/99
WASHINGTON—The U.S. government is preparing for
possible violence from cults, guerrillas, hate groups and end-ofworld-fearing zealots as 2000 approaches.
Law-enforcement officials are working on contingency
plans to cope with everything from cyber attacks to bombs at
New Year’s Eve parties, though they say they lack knowledge
of specific, credible threats.
The Federal Bureau of Investigation “expects to see
increased and possibly violent activities among certain domestic
groups, related to the millennium,” a top FBI official warned
Congress in July.
Michael Vatis, head of a new FBI-led interagency center to
protect critical U.S. infrastructure, cited in particular a fringe
view among white supremacists that the world is on the verge
of a final apocalyptic struggle.
This requires the faithful “to prepare for the Second
Coming of Christ by taking violent action against their
enemies,” Vatis told a special Senate panel in July on the Y2K
technology glitch...
...Vatis did not cite possible targets but FBI Director Louis
Freeh has said they included Jews, non-whites and their
“establishment allies, i.e. the federal government.”
The FBI counter-terrorism section “has been planning for
any violent activity by such groups,” said Vatis, who is leading
a separate drive to thwart cyber attacks that could disrupt the
economy or government...
…Groups with similar views or apocalyptic cults like
Heaven’s Gate, 30 of whose members committed mass suicide
in 1997, may deem the rollover to 2000, “a good time for them
to make their mark on history,” said Blitzer.
“I know there are still continuing to be serious threats from
abroad,” added Blitzer, who now consults on counter-terrorism
at the Science Applications International Corporation in
McLean, Virginia…
…Freeh has warned Congress that white supremacist
extremists may stage armed robberies to finance what some
view as the coming “Battle of Armageddon” between the forces
of good and evil.
Some of these extremists believe that this entails whites
fighting “Satan’s heirs,” the FBI chief told a Senate
Appropriations panel on Feb. 4. In such a world view, he said,
“Satan’s heirs” were defined as Jews, non whites and their
supposed allies in the federal government.
John Gordon, deputy director of the U.S. intelligence
community, said the CIA and its 12, sister-spy outfits were
tightening their drills to monitor events at the date change…
…“We are preparing for the potential that there may be
situations erupting worldwide and within our own systems
environment.”
In addition to the perceived threat from within, U.S.
officials fear anti-Western guerrilla groups and others may try
to take advantage of the federal stretch to keep tabs on any
Y2K-related failures. The White House is setting up a $40million information-coordination center to help policymakers
with Year 2000 issues and coordinate any emergency responses.
“In some instances, it may not be immediately apparent,
whether a service outage is the result of the ‘millennium bug’
or a computer intrusion,” Vatis testified. Such uncertainty could
make Y2K an inviting date for malicious strikes, officials said.
Together with a Pentagon task force for computer network
defense, Vatis’ National Infrastructure Protection Center will
hold a classified, two-day conference called “Preparing for
Cyberwar”, including Y2K contingencies, in early October.
[JR: Y2K is an opportune time for all devious minds,
both inside and outside of government.]

MOSCOW—Russian President Boris Yeltsin and Chinese
President Jiang Zemin agreed on Wednesday to develop a
strategic partnership to help build a New World Order that
would not be dominated by “neointerventionism” and
“hegemony.”
Yeltsin called for closer relations in an effort to build a
“multi-polar” world to counterbalance the power of the U.S. The
meeting at the fourth summit of the Shanghai Five at Bishkek,
Kyrgyzstan, included Kazakhstan, Kirghizia, China, Russia and
Tajikistan.
The two leaders said the strategic partnership is “of
principal importance for the formation of a multipolar world”,
as opposed to one dominated by the United States, the Russian
news agency, Itar-Tass said…
…Russian Foreign Ministry Director Igor Ivanov told
reporters that China and Russia have agreed to form a strategic
alliance. Ivanov said the Russians updated the Chinese on the
recent U.S., Russian Start-3 negotiations and the Anti-Ballistic
Missile treaty…
…The five nations signed a formal declaration pledging to
fight separatism and religious extremism.
Mr Jiang said in a speech at the fourth summit of the five
nations held in Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan, that they should mobilise
resources to “fight destabilising factors to regional security, such
as religious extremism, national separatism, international
terrorism and other international criminal activities.”…
…The Bishkek Declaration was signed at a time when
Russia, Kyrgyzstan and China face insurgencies led by Islamic
fighters, and Beijing and Moscow have suffered humiliations
from the war in Yugoslavia.
The agreement announced opposition to the use of force not
approved by the United Nations Security Council in
international situations.
[JR: There will always be challengers to the bully on the
block.]
HEAD TRANSPLANTS GIVE PARALYSED NEW HOPE
Jonathan Leake S.E., THE SUNDAY TIMES—UK, 8/29/99
A leading brain surgeon has unveiled plans to perform the
first human head transplant. The operation, already carried out
successfully on dogs and monkeys, would initially cost
£800,000.
Among those who could benefit are quadriplegics with
conditions similar to that of Christopher Reeve, the Superman
actor paralysed after a fall from a horse. The operation may also
appeal to rich people with terminal illnesses...
…Robert J White, an American neurosurgeon, said he had
developed a blood-cooling system that meant a living head
could be disconnected from its blood supply for up to an hour
without ill-effect...
...the first candidates for such surgery would probably be
people, like Reeve, who had already been paralysed...
...Most of the subsequent demand for head transplants
would, however, almost certainly come from a group presenting
far greater ethical problems—elderly or dying millionaires with
enough money to pay for the operation...
...Reeve, who has set up a foundation to promote research
into the causes of paralysis and potential cures, is understood to
have taken a close interest in White’s research.…
[JR: The Elite will apparently use Christopher Reeve as
the model for promoting research for increasing their
longevity. Question: Where then lies their soul(s)?]
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WHY YOU SHOULD CARE ABOUT PROPERTY RIGHTS

Motorcycle “Accident”

By Joseph Farah and Rep. Richard Pombo, R-CA,
WORLDNET DAILY
...Imagine you have just purchased a two-bedroom condo in
New York City. You had saved money for 10 years to buy it. It
is conveniently located, has a beautiful view, and you plan to
turn one of the bedrooms into a home office for your consulting
business. You paid $300,000 for the condo, but you are thrilled
to have it. After signing the check for the down payment, you are
all set to move in your furniture, computer and personal effects.
You hear a knock at the door. Two armed agents from the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) want to talk to you about your
condo and your plans to run a consulting business from that
second bedroom. You see, your condo has been designated as
critical habitat for the endangered Manhattan cockroach...
...Their numbers have fallen drastically, according to a study
done by a New York University graduate student in his
apartment on Forty-Third Street and Ninth Avenue. Last August,
he discovered twenty roaches in a three-hour period. This year
he could only locate ten. From this data, he requested that the
roach be listed as an endangered species based on a 50-percent
reduction in its population. Since no one submitted contrary
claims to the FWS, it used this “best available data” and made
the listing.
As a result, the FWS agents say that your second bedroom
must be set aside for the cockroach. You are not allowed to put
any furniture, clothes, or computer equipment in that room. You
may not vacuum the floor in that room, as you may eliminate the
roach’s food supply. If you enter the room, you must be careful
not to step on, harass, or intimidate any roaches that you might
see. Turning on the light suddenly, for instance, frightens the
roach and causes it to scurry away. If you do any of these things,
it will be considered an unauthorized “taking” of the roach and
you will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law—a year in
prison and a $100,000 fine for each harassed roach.
In addition to setting aside your second bedroom for the
roach, you must also allow for a “migration corridor” through
your kitchen, so that the roach may move from one habitat (your
bedroom) to its next nearest habitat (the bedroom of the family
next door). The agents inform you that the family next door used
a vacuum cleaner in the roach’s habitat, accidentally sucking up
five roaches into the vacuum cleaner bag. The FWS brought
charges, and when the family fought prosecution in court, the
government subpoenaed their tax returns, immigration records,
and old car rental receipts to see if they were good citizens. The
family soon complied with all the provisions of the Endangered
Species Act (ESA)...
...You decide that your condo is not worth the trouble, and
decide to unload it. You go to a real estate agent to put it up for
sale, but discover that since your condo was declared a critical
habitat for the Manhattan cockroach, no one wants to live there.
The best available offer is $25,000 from the Save the Cockroach
Association of Manhattan (SCAM). SCAM is a nonprofit
organization that buys up cockroach habitat. It bought your nextdoor neighbor’s condo for $25,000 and sold it to the federal
government the next day for the original pre-habitat price of
$300,000.
You find this a bit on the unethical side, but just before you
take the $275,000 loss, your upstairs neighbor’s waterbed bursts
and floods your condo, completely annihilating the population of
roaches. Believing this to be a sign from heaven, you begin to
mop up in order to begin your life anew when you hear a knock
at the door. There you find two armed agents of the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers. It appears your condo has just been
designated a wetland.
Sound far-fetched? While admittedly a composite of
government abuses and environmental horror stories, events very
similar to those above have actually occurred to residents of
western states. And while no cockroaches were involved,
property owners and their families have had their lives and
livelihoods ruined by endangered flies, beetles, rats and shellfish.
[JR: This is reality folks! Get ready for the next phase of the
Green Team.]

Letter To Doris’ Son
9/5/99
Dearest Son Gene,
Mom here, along with E.J. I believe that it was
probably best that I couldn’t make a call directly back
last night (our time in Manila). You were still in
emergency at the time.
Diane called as soon as she could, after waiting
until there was some sign of your being a bit clear
enough to respond to the doctors. Connections here are
terrible at best, non-existent at worst. We know that
the “angels” were there right when and where you
needed them in attendance—but it is terrifying, as truth
often IS.
I could write pages to you, but I know that you
HAVE TO BE CONCERNED about what might
happen from here, and I can only say that we are so
grateful that this wasn’t a “worse” number done on you.
Relax and LET GOD, because sometimes that is all we
have upon which to place our healing and those
emergencies that arise in our lives.
Let us start with that first FEAR you are holding
in consciousness: “What am I going to do now about
bills, expenses, future (if I can’t do my regular work,
how long, and the responsible confrontations of
LIVING)?” Relax and never mind it, for we will be
right there with God to back us up. As we have had
the reigns in our hands, we can KNOW now that we
will have success, for we have over 700 contracts
signed and sealed. Some are so massive in size as to
be staggering to the mind.
You kids of ours who have had to go for years
without that which parents usually can provide—as to
grandparenting and other forms of help and loving
companionship—are going to catch up right soon now.
There are some idiots around calling themselves
“Watchers” and, of course, as all sneaky thieves and
corrupted devils, call themselves “anonymous” but, yes
indeed, they are KNOWN—all of them. Rick Martin
is number uno on the list—with Gail—supposedly his
moll. Ray Bilger is next on the insipid-do-unto list (and
that now HAS TO, BY ASSOCIATION, include Al
Overholt). Sorry about that, Gene, since you got that
motorcycle from Al. Never assume ANYONE to be a
“real and loyal” friend, for you would continually be
SURPRISED, wouldn’t you? We are—every day in
every way.
The idiots had threatened us personally, and yes
indeed, had threatened where it always hurts, our
families. Well, they have met their match this time—
this is going to stop. They did a number on Diane and
then on Debbie—are working through other routes on
Chuck—and now have done their number on YOU. It
is not going to be so pleasant for them, from here on
in, because we are not going to take it any longer. I
believe this is the final blow struck by the Satanic
Brigade that will UNCONFUSE the fence sitters!
Millers can have the house, the farm and everything in

it—and the Phoenix Institute can go to Hell, because I
am tired of this kind of response in our efforts to just
make sure NOBODY “else” is hurt. No, it is NOT
“OK”.
You were blinded by a light that you may well have
not even seen but would only have “felt”. Indeed, it IS
so—you didn’t just imagine it. It would totally
immobilize you and blind you. It was not, as the dudes
would like to have anyone believe, that somehow it
must have been a laser-testing from Edwards or
somewhere—it was ground level, so it would have been
from a car in front, or having just passed you on the
roadway, or someone waiting who knew the schedule
and where you’d be picking up speed. The
WATCHERS, as the stupids call themselves—follow
everyone around and know locations, EVERYTHING—
ALL THE TIME. They have intercepted all electronic
transfers, tapped every phone and generally simply
SPY. They are publishing that to the world—so
KNOW that it is so; and they think they are so “cute”
that they don’t even hide most of it. They keep
publishing that they have “seen” things, which would
HAVE TO HAVE BEEN STOLEN BEFORE THEY
COULD SEE THEM.
As you begin to remember more events, these things
will seem foolish and outrageous to you—but do not
hide anything—tell the officers about the light, the
threats—and name the people you fear; and yes indeed,
name them all. People at CONTACT and Di can help
with “locations”. It appears that Rick and Gail,
however, have cut off phones, etc., and are hiding out
somewhere in the Stallion Springs area. Bob James
tried to locate Rick and couldn’t. Same with Charles,
but it appears Charles has moved away from
Tehachapi. Everybody knows more than we do, Son,
so we are pretty useless in this situation. If the police
don’t follow up at the hospital—ask an officer to come
to you. This is extremely important. It MUST be
reported, even if nothing is done. Rick openly
threatened us—in writing, and actually tried extortion
and blackmail as well. So, indeed, this is not a game,
even if no one actually does anything or follows-up—
IT MUST BE PUT TO LEGAL RECORD.
When Evil people declare their full INTENT TO
DAMAGE, and they always do, as they are uncovered
in their hives or holes, they get pretty desperate and
totally irrational.
We are doing some pushing TODAY to make an
effort to speed along what is called a “Bridge” financeadvance—they call it a “Mobilization Package” which
is expected, we are AGAIN told, that should develop
this week, and the rest can then not be so burdensome
as to time involved.
If it turns out that you are “laid up” for a while but
can get around at all, there are plenty of things to be
done right around the various places—until we can
work out some major projects.
We haven’t the funds to do anything today—but
should, very soon now. This is no longer pie-in-some-
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blue-sky; we are doing this job and it is BIG. Just
make it through a week or so more.
I guess the nerds just pushed me over that edge they
have been working on to get me to have a tantrum or
something idiotic. I don’t deal in either: I will simply
make sure all you, of ours, get everything that we
would ordinarily get and YOU CAN LOAN US
LIVING EXPENSES! That is the very best way to go
of all avenues because it can be checked OUT by
anyone who wants to nosey around. I am sick to death
(pardon the realization of their intent) of trying to make
everyone happy and give them whatever their narrow,
little, warped minds desire. No, no and no, NO! NO
MORE!
These guys are working with far bigger and nastier
fish than the little “watcher gaggle of worms”. Bilger’s
wife came right out of the underground under China
Lake, she says—and damned if I don’t now believe it.
I never believed it before but it NOW MAKES SENSE.
Please give this information to those trying to
straighten out the mess of books, farm, equipment,
household items, etc.:
I am asking that now it be followed up, with that
which Ray Bilger needs to RETURN from his stickyfingered move from the farm, TO RECLAIM THE
ITEMS HE TOOK UNLAWFULLY. THERE IS
CHINA, CABINETS, ETC.
HE CLAIMS
SOMEONE “GAVE” THEM TO HIM. NO,
EKKERS ARE THE “ONLY” ONES WHO COULD
HAVE EVEN REMOTELY “GIVEN” HIM
ANYTHING FROM THAT FARM. If he has not,
WITHIN this week, delivered the THINGS HE TOOK,
please men, take “several of you” and go forth WITH
A POLICEMAN OR SHERIFF IN COMPANY—DO
NOT GO ALONE TO COLLECT ANYTHING. At
least one of the “cabinets” goes with the house and is
Turner’s. But even Turner would have had no right to
“give it” to anyone, as long as we were renting/leasing
the property. We are tired of being blamed and
RESPONSIBLE for anything and everything dirty,
while the thieves, cheats and liars sit and laugh at us
when the police do nothing. Well, just getting it on
record NOW SUFFICES.
It appears Ed and Norey are also a part of that
group who have been a “threatening” groupie. It is not
longer possible to shelter them in any way whatsoever.
We have to assume that since Ed TOOK THE
PROPERTY (PAPER, ETC.), THAT HE IS
ACTUALLY IN CHARGE OF THE WHOLE
BUNCH OF THEM. “Reptilian” interviews, indeed,
from a “professional” journalist? Barf and puke.
We are desperately sorry, Gene, and it is our
commitment to see this JOB THROUGH and then clean
out that nests of rats. We no longer care what happens
to their sensitive little “feelings”. This crap is going to
stop one of these days and they will meet their own
dirty deeds. All that needs doing is simply to shine a
big light on every antic, every hidden agenda, at every
opportunity as it presents.
This “accident” is obviously just a way to try to get
Ekkers back in the country, it would appear, for they
have turned us in with false crap since February and
have said that there are Federal Warrants awaiting us,
along with indictments, etc. B.S. and hogswill. They
turned us in, OK, and this time, don’t concern, planned
us to have to return to a FUNERAL.
NO, WE ARE “NOT” GOING TO DASH HOME
INTO PROBLEMS OF THEIR MAKING. WE ARE

GOING TO FINISH THIS JOB—PERIOD! WE ARE
CONFIDENT THAT AS HARD AS ALL OF YOU
HAVE WORKED TO SEE THIS THROUGH TO
HARVEST, THIS WOULD BE WHAT ALL OF
YOU WOULD WANT.
I am glad Charles is away from Tehachapi, so that
he won’t get blamed for participation. The bastards
have already blamed him for taking files, etc., from
your place and ours. I guess he thought he was doing
something wonderful and right with his new buddies.
He couldn’t stand a one of them before—and then blew
his entire future on them. Sad is an understatement.
It is past time our people stand against these vipers,
and by that I mean the entire lot who ever experienced
anything with us—because this is exactly what has been
taking place in our world for what might appear
FOREVER.
When we elect to do our job and see it through, we
can, I suppose, expect such atrocities. But from those
who were actually “partners”? No, I don’t think I shall
ever be able to bear that realization—but I am starting
to TRY to do so RIGHT NOW.
No, don’t let sympathy for Mom get to you. MOM
IS MAD AS HELL AND IS NOT GOING TO TAKE
IT ANY MORE! So, one step at a time and this time
we come back FROM TOTAL STRENGTH. THEIR
GAME IS “OVER”. And there is nothing we need
further do than confront them, and report their stupid
antics.
This bunch of “Watching Idiots” have so messed up
the e-mail systems as to be remarkable. They messed
up the systems at the Penn Hotel and this week did in
fact tie up the entire Hotmail system-network.
Fortunately, we had not yet hooked on, but you should
see the “directory” lineup of crap entries and bogus
addresses they set up to catch and intercept. Funny
thing, they intercepted our note that we were
considering a change because of expenses—but got
delayed in getting to the office to “set up”. Rick and
Charles knew where the Hotmail service is and really
did a number trying to intercept anything that even
sounded like an address for us. Even the “helpers” at
the center were stunned. ARE WE IMPORTANT OR
WHAT? I guess so—I finally have to admit we must
be important in some way or other. But not to these
dumb-heads—they are just evil, little slime and scum
suckers.
I am going to ask that this letter to you, Gene, be
shared with every e-mail address that can be found. I
want it plastered in the PAPER, and even tell your
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story of the accident—to the Tehachapi News, with
your possibilities as regards the New Local Cult of
SPECTRUM. Or, I will go down and turn in a report
directly when I get home. This is a MOTHER
speaking and this outrage is ENOUGH ALREADY. A
whole bunch of knees had best be hitting that floor with
some petitions to God for Mercy. No, I don’t have to
do a thing to the nit-brains and have no intention of so
doing. It appears to me that at this time the fact that
we Ekkers are in Manila, Philippines, and have been for
over a year, might be a very good circumstance. And
it is likewise obvious that nobody working with us in
that area has done anything except be gracious to the
misfits.
I can only say that I am sorry to you, Gene, and to
any and all of our friends—but this rubbish is on its
way to the dump to be buried in the landfill—if any of
these scum-bags are around much longer, living off our
own production. They are obviously ripping-off
somebody to pay their expenses, salaries for
NOTHING, and we have TO WONDER WHO IT
MIGHT BE—DON’T WE? GOOD MORNING, CIAMOSSAD? WHOEVER? And NEW COMPUTERS,
ETC? BOY, SOMEBODY IS PAYING FOR
SOMETHING SPECIAL, AREN’T THEY?
Has Mom actually become a basket-case? Well, I
may have, for I seem to be in this place (but it doesn’t
“look” like a basket) WITH ALL MY MARBLES.
The other half of OUR family is safe enough—
these idiots don’t know how to find them.
I love you, son, and we certainly care greatly about
all of you, and our grandbabies. I am sorry we had to
spend so much time getting to here—but it has now
cleared a lot of people out of the receiving line, as in
“take” away with their dirty hands out.
I ask that none of you do anything even remotely
considered foolish. I do ask that you write whatever
you may wish—to this Watchers groupie of anonymous
fools. They are doing a sufficiently effective number on
themselves and you shall be able to replace your toys.
We are through doing anything that can remotely be
considered as being able to turn anything upon us.
Anger is OK, just don’t act on it in ignorance or
foolishness.
We send our love to all of you from both of us and
know that we are on top of it. And to each and all:
TAKE CARE AND ASSUME CAUTION, FOR OUR
DECLARED “ENEMIES” ARE NOT NICE PEOPLE.
In deepest love, we are:
Mom and Dad

Coming Soon:

The Watchers’ Corner
When is enough, ENOUGH? Whenever that WAS, it is now, obviously, TOO MUCH!
We, the staff of CONTACT, do hereby invite all readers to submit their best responses and
reactions to the Rainbow Groupies. Each week, space permitting, we will make available up
to two pages of the newspaper for YOUR responses to the miscreants!
Toleration of evil is NO VIRTUE, readers. We must let the people behind recent events
KNOW that we will not just sit back and tolerate their EVIL ACTIONS. Please submit any
correspondence in this regard to:
CONTACT, re the “Watchers”
P.O. Box 27800
Las Vegas, NV 89126
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DISCOUNTING ANY CONNECTION, AND BEARING A
WARNING THAT POSSIBLE NEGATIVE SIDE-EFFECTS
COULD BE FORTHCOMING FROM THESE PRODUCTS
ATTRIBUTED TO “GOD’S GIFTS”, AS PRESENTED BY
ANYONE, BUT SPECIFICALLY OFFERED BY
SPECTRUM, AND SPECIFICALLY BY RICK MARTINCORTRIGHT IN PUBLICATIONS OR INTERNET/E-MAIL
PRESENTATION. FOR LEGAL RECOGNITION, THIS
NOTICE MUST RUN THREE CONSECUTIVE WEEKS IN
A PUBLIC PAPER—CONTACT IS APPROPRIATE, SINCE
I cannot imagine anyone being so selfish and vengeful that IT IS UNLIKELY THAT OTHER PARTIES WOULD HAVE
9/3/99—#1a
he would actually perpetrate such fraud on unsuspecting people. MUCH ACCESS TO THE PRODUCTS IN POINT.
But there you have it, right from “The Lightwatcher” himself.
GIVE A MAN...
Mr. Martin refers several times to that which you “already
I don’t think Dr. Young would want credit for this absurd fraud, have”. Check from where you got whatever “you already have”.
WARNING—WARNING—WARNING
but since so much recognition and flattery is given UNTO If not from New Gaia, at best you may have some worthless
Rick Martin, Lightwatchers, Hushmail:
SPECTRUM, I would suggest he is not unaware. Perhaps the product but at worst you may well have contaminated product.
“Give a hungry man a fish and he will eat today. Teach recipes have already been run in Spectrum to help the “less Gaiandriana may well have sediment or membranes in older (or
a hungry man how to fish and he will be able to feed himself affluent ones” in “Appalachia and Ethiopia”.
even new) product, but that is a wonderful thing and you can
for the rest of his life.”
DON’T USE THIS STUFF!
THIS IS recognize the substance. A membrane of living form is a
Well, no, not exactly. You must have water in which fish IRRESPONSIBLE AT BEST; DELIBERATELY formation of whole drias, which can then live forever in proper
can live, and you have to have fish which are clean, or “the rest RECKLESS AND SHORTSIGHTED ARE KIND AS circumstances. Perhaps that is what Mr. Martin refers to as
of his life” might well be a suitable term, but indeed short.
ADJECTIVES TO DESCRIBE SUCH INTENTIONAL “clumps”. However, with JUST the amount of Aloe Vera he
It is fun to toss around these handed-down “sayings” to get LACK OF RESPONSIBILITY. AND INDEED, FISH suggests using, the product would have to go through many
attention but it is foolish to take them out of context, for in so- HAVING TO LIVE IN POLLUTED WATER WOULD ALSO stages of getting rid of the overfeeding and breakdown of
doing there is no meaning. To teach a man to fish in the BE TOXIC. RICK HAD BEST STICK TO “FISHING”— additives. Since we do not know what Mr. Martin has in mind
middle of the Sahara Desert is pretty much a waste of time ABOUT WHICH HE ALSO KNOWS NOTHING.
or how he structured this outrageous
UNLESS, of course, you are headed that
concoction, we suggest you take care.
moment to the sea and the man is not too
We have long ago offered a “how to” of
hungry. But to teach a man ANYTHING that
creating a larger quantity of these products
can damage him further than his hunger is cruel
from starter supply. However, we have never
In fulfillment of legal requirements, this is the first of
and foolhardy.
suggested that you not replenish from new
three required publications of this Public Notice.
Rick has used that statement to make it
stock from time-to-time, for you can simply
It has come to our attention that nefarious parties, possibly including Rick
somehow “OK” for him to pass out Gaiandriana
mutate the drias themselves, and thus at best
Martin-Cortright, the “Watchers”, the “Lightwatchers”, SPECTRUM newspaper,
and AquaGaia “recipes” to the “masses”, so that
they have no value and should be thrown
WISDOM BOOKS AND PRESS, INC. and/or other parties affiliated with these
those “in Ethiopia or Appalachia” might have
away.
named entities, have disseminated, or have caused to be disseminated, certain
access to that which more “affluent” persons
Drias used properly could clean up the
instructions regarding production or manufacture of products commercially
might have access. Then he STRONGLY urges
entire water supply. But haphazardly
known as “Gaiandriana” and “AquaGaia”.
everyone who gets the message to give it on “to
misusing a thing is a bad show.
WE OF THE PHOENIX INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH AND
anyone who you feel would find it of value”.
You would be better advised to skip the
EDUCATION, NEW GAIA PRODUCTS, PHOENIX SOURCE
Next he offers “recipes” which are both
Drias and just take the Aloe Vera in its proper
DISTRIBUTORS, CONTACT, INC., CONTACT, THE PHOENIX JOURNAL
TOXIC and WRONG.
form, readers, than to use this concoction
AND ALL ASSOCIATED PARTIES, INCLUDING INDIVIDUAL PERSONS,
The intent is to hurt, somehow, the
offered by Messrs. Young/Martin. They both
DO HEREBY ACCEPT NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR SUCH ACTIVITIES AS
people who produce the REAL PRODUCT
DO play with their drias, as you would a pet
ARE BEING PERPETRATED ON AN UNSUSPECTING PUBLIC. THE “AT
and thus are given “poison fish” to an
of any kind, but foisting bad information off
HOME” VERSIONS OF THE PRODUCTS DESCRIBED ARE, IN OUR
already hurting man. THIS IS SICK,
on the public is WHY YOU HAVE THE
CONSIDERATION, DANGEROUS AND POTENTIALLY TOXIC
READERS.
BE CAUTIOUS OF
REGULATORS,
FDA,
AND
CONCOCTIONS WHICH DO NOT RESEMBLE ANY PRODUCT
ANONYMOUS “WATCHERS”.
GOVERNMENT CAUSING YOU LOSS OF
OTHERWISE KNOWN ABOUT OR UTILIZED.
Rick tells you that as you use his
EVERYTHING, FROM USEFUL
WE HEREBY DISAVOW ANY CONNECTION WITH THESE
instructions you will see a “cloudiness forming
VITAMINS TO DENYING YOU ACCESS
UNAUTHORIZED PRODUCT REPLICATIONS. WE HEREBY WARN THE
in the bottle; this is the growing (multiplying)
TO LIFE-SAVING PRODUCTS.
PUBLIC THAT NEGATIVE SIDE-EFFECTS COULD BE FORTHCOMING
culture. Shake occasionally, as you may notice
Mr. Martin, in addition, fails to tell
clumping…”. The cloudy solution is
FROM CONSUMPTION OF THESE ILLEGITIMATE PRODUCTS.
you how to tell if your mixture is mature,
contamination and is quite toxic, depending on
and how much you should take and how to
how much you might take into your body and at
take it, for best immune-system enhancing. This is
what stage of development might be the Drias. The Drias
No, these types of deliberate activities are NOT OK.
irresponsible, ladies and gentlemen. Now, you go right on
would be trying to clean up their own living solution. If you
THIS IS AN URGENT WARNING! WE OF THE praising these children of the lie—but they are simply
add no more than Rick suggests adding, of Aloe gel, you PHOENIX INSTITUTE, NEW GAIA, CONTACT AND mischievous and irresponsible (at best) perpetrators of the
MIGHT get that mess cleared in about a year—if left alone in ALL ASSOCIATED PARTIES, INCLUDING very things against which WE STAND, and we will NOT
the LIGHT—without shaking or mixing. The clumping is the INDIVIDUAL PERSONS, DO HEREBY ACCEPT NO be held responsible for such antics and misinformation.
contents trying to “wall off” the dying drias and debris.
RESPONSIBILITY FOR SUCH ACTIVITIES AS ARE Teach a man to fish, indeed.
Next Rick suggests you share your “starts” with as BEING PERPETRATED ON AN UNSUSPECTING
Our thrust is to teach mankind how to possibly build farms
many neighbors and friends as you can offer cultures— PUBLIC. THE PRODUCTS DESCRIBED BY MR. (ponds) and raise fish, but that is as near as we get to the actual
(from your own contaminated mess). Will this stuff hurt MARTIN (LIGHTWATCHERS VIA HUSHMAIL practice of teaching a man to fish. Most people who need fish
you? Well, probably not, if you take it in small amounts— AND/OR SPECTRUM OR WITHIN ANY “WISDOM” to sustain—know how to fish—they just don’t have any nonyou know, sort of like arsenic in tiny quantities, a bit at a PUBLICATION) ARE, IN OUR CONSIDERATION, polluted places for fish or fish to catch. Don’t those people
time. But what you have is a formation of waste gas as the DANGEROUS CONCOCTIONS WHICH DO NOT giving you “life-saving” information use their heads for
Aloe putrefies. And yes, indeed, if left until transparently RESEMBLE ANY PRODUCT OTHERWISE KNOWN anything other than to separate their ears? DO NOT DO
CLEAR in the entire solution, you will have a safe product ABOUT OR UTILIZED.
THESE FOOLISH THINGS!
but it will NOT have what either product is grown to have.
I ASK THAT A PUBLIC NOTICE BE RUN, GCH—d

Warning Against
Defective Recipes

PUBLIC NOTICE
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New Gaia Products
Order by Mail

1999 Order Form

New Gaia Products
P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas, NV 89126

** SHIPPING & HANDLING RATES:
FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ,
FOR THE REST OF
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM,
CONTINENTAL USA
WY, NV
$
0-100
$6.00 $
0-100
$8.00
$ 101-200
$7.00 $ 101-200
$9.00
$ 201-300
$8.00 $ 201-300
$10.00
$ 301-400
$9.00 $ 301-400
$11.00
$ 401-500
$10.00 $ 401-500
$12.00
$ 501-600
$11.00 $ 501-600
$13.00

Order by Phone
1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242)
1 (702) 263-5181 FAX

(Please Print)
Name

Date

ALASKA & HAWAII PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES
NOTE:
** For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates.
** For Priority Mail to any locations, please call for rates.
** All Foreign orders, please contact our office in writing
for specific rates as rates vary greatly.
** When ordering cases of product call for shipping rates.

Street Address
City/Town

State/Prov.

Zip Code

Daytime Phone No.
Credit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover)

Expiration Date

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR ORDERS,
PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES AND MAINTENANCE
PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS.

Signature For Credit Card Orders

PRICE

Item

GAIANDRIANA
AQUAGAIA

PER UNIT
$ 20.00
16 oz.
32 oz.
$ 40.00
16 oz.
$ 20.00
32 oz.
$ 40.00
$ 8.50
2 liters $ 15.00
1 liter
1 liter
$ 3.50
2 liters $ 6.00
16 oz.
$ 6.00
8 oz.
$ 8.50
$ 15.00
3.25 lb

LIQUID

(Mitochondria)
LIQUID

GAIALYTE
KOMBUCHA TEA BREEZE

KOMBUCHA TEA VINEGAR
CARBRAGAIA (FIBRINO-CARTILAGE)
MELLOREAM BEVERAGE POWDER
“3 IN 1” GRAPE SEED EXTRACT 60 CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES
“4 IN 1” WILD YAM EXTRACT
180 TABLETS
A-C-E Anti-Oxidant Formula
300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.
CHLORELLA
90 TABLETS
ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS
— 30 Day Supply
GAIATRIM
180 TABLETS
GINKGO BILOBA (24% Extract)
60 TABLETS
OLIVE LEAF
OLIVE LEAF EXTRACT
35 PG.
by James R. Privitera, M.D.

BOOKLET

60 CAPSULES
RARE EARTH CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES
POSLIN CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES/450mg. EA.
ALOE PLUS 77

Alfalfa & Minerals
90 CAPSULES
ALOE FREEZE DRIED CAPS
60
CAPSULES
NONI
30
CAPSULES
MEGA-MULTI VITAMINS
Whole
Leaf
Aloe
Vera
Concentrate
ALOE JUICE
1 liter
(10X STRENGTH)

SUPER OXY (CHERRY-BERRY) (CRANBERRY-APPLE)
BODY BOOSTER
LIQUID LIFE
GAIAGLO LOTION
HORSETAIL TINCTURE
GAIA VITE Colloidal Multi-Vitamin & Mineral
GAIACOL
Colloidal Silver with trace minerals & Trace Gold
suspended in a distilled water fluid

GAIAGOLD
Colloidal Gold

GAIA DHEA Colloidal Dehydroepiandrosterone
Colloidal Copper
GAIA CU-29
Colloidal Titanium
GAIA TI-22
GAIALIFE COLLOIDAL MINERALS 121++

1 quart
32 oz.
32 oz.
4 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.

$ 18.00
$ 22.00
$ 24.95
$ 21.00
$ 24.50
$ 35.00
$ 24.95
$ 24.00
$ 2.75

S&H
included

$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$ 16.95
$ 30.00
$ 22.00
$ 11.00
$18.00
$ 18.00
$ 20.00
$ 22.00
$ 20.00
$ 8.00
$ 10.00

2 oz.

$ 10.00
$ 56.00
$96.00
$ 20.00
$112.00
$192.00
$ 20.00
$ 10.00

2 oz.

$ 20.00

2 oz.

$ 10.00

32 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.
2 oz.

Qty. Amount

PLEASE USE THE SHIPPING RATE CHART (located on the top of this order form)
WHEN CALCULATING SHIPPING FOR ALL New Gaia Products.

✴ FOR PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES and MAINTENANCE
PACKAGES, BREAD PRODUCTS, MICROWATER TM ELECTROLYSIS,
BEANS AND LENTILS PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES.
PLEASE ALLOW 3 TO 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

PRICE

Item
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.

Trace minerals & Colloidal Silver
suspended in Hydrogen Peroxide

OXYSOL

GAIACLEANSE KIT

Qty. Amount

PER UNIT
$ 8.00
$ 45.00
$ 75.00
$ 48.00

14-DAY PARASITE PROGRAM

Individual components sold seperately—call for prices

GULF WAR SYNDROME “Starter Kit”

$260.00

NICOTINE___

$
6.00
each

2 oz.

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND
ALCOHOL___

CAFFEINE___

SUCROSE___ STARCH___
○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND TRAVEL PACK

○

○

○

$

✴ HITACHI (HB101) BREAD MACHINE
(Whole Wheat & Spelt)

BREAD MIX

✴

(Pure Spelt)

GAIASPELT FLOUR
WHOLE GRAIN

✴ GAIASPELT KERNELS

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

15.00
No Longer Available

(FACTORY BLEMISHED/REFURBISHED)

✴ GAIASPELT

○

$

3.50

2 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
8 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

$ 2.50
$ 5.00
$ 10.00

4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
10 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

$ 5.00
$ 12.50

✴ PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE
1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
1 Bottle AquaGaia (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix
5 Audio-cassettes

$130.00

✴ MAINTENANCE PACKAGE
1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix

$ 80.00

✴ MiCROWATER TM ELECTROLYSIS

$1100.00

ALKALINE/ACIDIC WATER SYSTEM

VORTEX KIT
ADZUKI BEANS
RED LENTILS
Please make all checks and

$

50-LB BAG

$ 50.00
No Longer Available

50-LB BAG
TOTAL

money orders payable to:

SHIPPING & HANDLING

New Gaia Products

SUB TOTAL
SALES TAX

P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas, NV 89126

8.00

Nevada Residents only: add 7%

TOTAL ENCLOSED

○

○
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CONTACT: THE PHOENIX JOURNAL

PHOENIX JOURNALS LIST

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT
JOURNALS, BOOKS, ETC.,
MENTIONED IN THIS
NEWSPAPER, PLEASE INQUIRE:

THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES CALLED THE Phoenix Journals AND HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO ASSIST MAN TO
BECOME AWARE OF LONG-STANDING DECEPTIONS AND OTHER MATTERS CRITICAL TO HIS SURVIVAL AS A SPECIES
AT THIS TIME. SINGLE Journals ARE $6.00; ANY 4 Journals ARE $5.50 EACH; 10 OR MORE Journals ARE $5.00 EACH
(Shipping extra—see right.)

1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME IMMANUEL....
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL REMOVED
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX
21. CREATION, THE SACRED UNIVERSE
38. THE DARK CHARADE
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE...VOL. I
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE...VOL. II
41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A PLANET—ZIONISM IS RACISM
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX
54. THE FUNNEL’S NECK
55. MARCHING TO ZION
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY
57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000—DIVINE PLAN VOL.II
58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO THE PIT OF FIRE
59. “REALITY” ALSO HAS A DRUM-BEAT!
60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS
61. PUPPY-DOG TALES
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY
63. THE BEST OF TIMES
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE
66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS
67. THE BEAST AT WORK
68. ECSTASY TO AGONY
69. TATTERED PAGES
70. NO THORNLESS ROSES
71. COALESCENCE
72. CANDLELIGHT

PLEASE NOTE:
CONTACT and Phoenix
Source Distributors are NOT
the same! Checks sent for
JOURNALS or book orders
should NOT be made out to
CONTACT—and
vice versa.

73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS VOL.I
74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE UNFOLDED VOL. II
75. TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCES VOL. III
76. SORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV
77. PLAYERS IN THE GAME
78. IRON TRAP AROUND AMERICA
79. MARCHING TO ZOG
80. TRUTH FROM THE ZOG BOG
81. RUSSIAN ROULETTE
82. RETIREMENT RETREATS
83. POLITICAL PSYCHOS
84. CHANGING PERSPECTIVES
85. SHOCK THERAPY
86. MISSING THE LIFEBOAT??
87. IN GOD’S NAME AWAKEN!
88. THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION LEGION
89. FOCUS OF DEMONS
90. TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD
91. FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH
92. WALK A CROOKED ROAD WITH THE CROOKS
93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND OTHER PLAGUES
94. WINGING IT....
95. HEAVE-UP (Phase One)
96. HEAVE-HO (Phase Two)
97. HEAVE ’EM OUT (Phase Three)
98. ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER LAND?
99. USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN CONSPIRACY
100. BUTTERFLIES, MIND CONTROL—THE RAZOR’S EDGE
101. THE BREATHING DEAD AND CEMENT CHILDREN
102. SACRED WISDOM
103. CONFRONT THE NOW CREATE THE FUTURE
104. FIRST STEPS
105. AMERICA IN PERIL—AN UNDERSTATEMENT!
107. RING AROUND THE ROSIE...!
130. TRACKING DOWN THE KILLER
“AND OTHER FORMS OF MURDER” (The Health Book)
222. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 1;
223. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 2;
224. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 3;
225. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 4
227. RISE OF ANTICHRIST VOL. 1;
228. RISE OF ANTICHRIST VOL. 2;
229. RISE OF ANTICHRIST VOL. 3;
230. RISE OF ANTICHRIST VOL. 4

PHOENIX SOURCE
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
P.O. Box 27353
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126

(or call)
1-800-800-5565
(Mastercard, VISA,
Discover)

Phoenix Source
Distributors
SHIPPING
CHARGES:

CONTACT:
is published by
CONTACT, Inc.
P.O. Box 27800
Las Vegas, NV 89126
Phone: (800) 800-5565

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Subscription orders may be placed by mail to the above address or by phone to 1-800-8005565. Subscribers: Expiration date appears on upper left side of mailing label.
Quantity Subscriptions: U.S. For Foreign subscriptions call or write for shipping charges.

Editorial Policy
Opinions of the CONTACT contributors
are their own and do not necessarily reflect
those of the CONTACT staff or management.

Q UANTITY S UBSCRIPTIONS

U.S.

CAN/ FOREIGN Qty OF ISSUES
MEX
$40

$45

$60

$40
$80

10
25
50 100 COPIES
COPIES
COPIES
COPIES
13 ISSUES $95 $125 $160 $275

$80

$90

26 ISSUES $190

52 ISSUES $110

$150

$150

$170 52 ISSUES $380 $500

Qty OF ISSUES

U.S.

13 ISSUES

$30

26 ISSUES

w/ENVELOPE

$250

$320

$550

$640 $1,100

BACK ISSUE RATES
Miscellaneous copies of individual back issues are $3.00 each copy
Shipping is included in the price for U.S. orders
Foreign please call or write for additional shipping charges

UPS-$3.75 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
ALASKA & HAWAII
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
UPS 2nd day-$9.00 1st title, $1 ea add'l
CANADA & MEXICO
Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add'l
Airbook-$4.50 1st title, $2.00 ea add'l
FOREIGN
Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add'l
Airbook-$8.00 per title estimate
(Please allow 3-4 weeks for delivery
on all book orders)

TELEPHONE
HOTLINE
661-822-0202

T H E P H O E N I X E D U C AT O R

S INGLE S UBSCRIPTIONS

USA (except Alaska & Hawaii)

As an adjunct to CONTACT,
the Telephone Hotline keeps you
as informed as possible on current
events and other important
information that needs to get to
our subscribers before our
publishing date.
The message machine will
answer after 2 rings if there are
any new messages for that day, and
after 4 rings if not. Thus daily callers
can hang up after 2 rings and save
toll charges if no new message has
been recorded. If the Hotline does
not answer your call, then there is
currently no Hotline message.

